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January, 1980

JaneE. Hinson, Editor

IP IS SAWING Another shipment of
LUMBER FOR Maine lumber will leave
SPRING EXPORT Searsport bound for
England and Scotland this coming spring. Be
tween three and four-million board feet of un
planed dimension lumber is being sawed this
winter by International Paper Company’s Masardis Lumber Mill for an order valued at a max
imum of $1-million arranged through the Cana
dian export firm of Boscus.
As a result of this activity, the mill will continue
G-P BUILDING Construction
at
MILL TO MAKE Georgia-Pacific’s new
WAFERBOARD Waferboard Mill will
continue throughout the winter with completion
scheduled for the fall of 1980. Company officials
have announced that the mill will employ 100 peo
ple and help stabilize the economy of eastern
Washington County.
Shown in the picture is the structural steel fram
ing for the warehouse and the pit for the “hot
press” in the foreground. Steel for the mill itself is
already on the site about two miles north of G-P’s
pulp and paper mill in Woodland. Power to
operate the Waferboard Mill will be generated by
a hog-fuel fired boiler which supplies the adjacent
Chip-N-Saw stud mill.
The annual production capacity of the new mill
will be 166-million square feet of three-eighthsinch waferboard manufactured in four by eightfoot panels. Waferboard is competitive with
plywood and is used in the building industry for
construction, repairs and alterations.
About 130,000 cords of softwood will be need
ed to supply the mill. The process will utilize some
tree species not harvested specifically for
pulpwood.
133 State St., Augusta, Me. 04330 • (207) 622-3166

to run at peak capacity during a season which is
traditionally slower. “A positive experience with
this first export could mean year-round, top-level
production at the plant,” and create additional
jobs in Aroostook County, according to company
officials.
An earlier shipment of 3.6-million board feet of
lumber from Pinkham Lumber Company, a divi
sion of Great Northern Paper Company, was
made in the fall of 1979 from the Maine port.

Buddy E. Smith has joined
the Woodland Division of
Georgia-Pacific as Manager
of the new Waferboard Mill
now under construction.
Mr. Smith comes to
G-P’s downeast plant from
Portland, Oregon where he
was resident manager of the
Wood Products Division of
Publishers Paper Com
pany.
Henry A. Magnuson, Executive Director

Boise Cascade Paper Group Rumford Mill, Rumford • Diamond International Corp., Dixfield, Oakland, Old Town, Passadumkeag • Fraser Inc., Madawaska • Georgia-Pacific
Corp., Baileyville, Woodland • Great Northern PaperCo., Ashland, East Millinocket, Millinocket • International Paper Co., Bangor, Jay, Presque Isle • James River-Otis, Inc.,
Jay • Keyes Fibre Co., Shawmut, Waterville • Pejepscot Paper Co., Topsham • Scott Paper Co., Skowhegan, Winslow; S. D. Warren Co., Westbrook • St. Regis Paper Co.,

“If Benedict Arnold and his men made their way through the woods today, they would not
have to eat shoe-leather on the way,” reported the Ellsworth American, after the paper’s
editor, James Russell Wiggins spotted a number of moose while touring Great Northern
Paper Company lands up north. “One curious aspect of the sort of cutting that many en
vironmentalists and conservationists deplore is its effect on deer and moose populations.
These creatures of the forest need browse, and cut-over land is perfect for them,” Wiggins
wrote.
Moose populations have increased so noticeably in cut-over areas in the northern twofifths of the state that a one-week moose hunting season will be open next September. The
herd in the area is estimated by the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife to be be
tween 15,000 and 20,000 animals.

DIAMOND OFFERS The New England Land
ASSISTANCE TO Timber Division of
WOODLOT OWNERS Diamond International
Corporation will provide free forest management
services to woodlot owners in the Old Town and
Bangor areas under a new Woodlot Management
Program.
A Company forester will visit any interested
private woodlot owner upon request and discuss
effective management of his or her land. Services

offered include preliminary inspection of the
property, preparation of general timber manage
ment recommendations, marking timber to be cut
and arranging for logging services.
Landowners who qualify for long term manage
ment services also may join the American Tree
Farm System. Further information is available
from Al Schaeffer, forester, Diamond Interna
tional Corporation, Old Town, Maine 04468.

ST. REGIS MEN St. Regis Paper ComCOMPLETE pany employees were
ICS PROGRAM pleased at receiving
state certificates of apprenticeship presented by a
Company official. The men were honored by the
Company in December for putting in the 8,000
hours of work plus home study over four years
needed to complete an International Correspon
dence School apprenticeship program.
Shown, left to right, are Philip E. Jellison, Leo
Foley, John Austin, Gene A. Perkins, journey
men millwrights; Roger Brassbridge, Sr., journey
man pipefitter; Roger Wood, mechanical
maintenance superintendent; and Steven Allison,
journeyman millwright. Journeyman millwright
Douglas Mitchell was absent at the time.

UNUSUAL EVENT Faulty instrumentation
AT BOISE MILL may have affected the
fuel/air mixture and caused an explosion which
tore a 15 by four-foot hole in the side of the
200-foot main boiler stack (left photo) at Boise
Cascade’s Rumford Mill in December, according
to Company officials. No one was hurt in the inci
dent, but part of the mill’s operation was shut
down until damage to the stack was assessed, the
hole patched and the stack reinforced to make it
safe to operate (right photo) pending a decision
to repair or replace it.
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Woodlot owners within 60 miles of Woodland with at least 20 wooded acres are eligible to
join Georgia-Pacific’s Forest Management Program — a free service to help landowners
achieve the best possible growth conditions on their land to enhance its value and to conibute to long-term wood supplies.
Company foresters will check conditions of woodlots, check boundary lines, provide
aerial photographs of the property, assist with map and paper work, provide guidance in
pre-marking timber, help owners obtain government assistance through cost-share pro
grams, provide good quality seedlings and planting crews and periodically survey woodlots
for insect and disease problems.
More information is available from the Cooperative Forester, Georgia-Pacific Corpora
tion, Woodland Division, Woodland, Maine 04694.

EMVTI PROGRAM A new evening associTRAINS FOR ate degree program in
PAPER INDUSTRY Industrial Supervision,
designed specially for first and second line super
visors in the pulp and paper industry is offered at
Eastern Maine Vocational Technical Institute in
Bangor. The program started in September, 1979,
after a survey of industry by EMVTI revealed a
need to train people moving into supervisory posi
tions for the first time. An advisory committee
from industry reviews the program’s progress.

Bruce Brockway, regional manager of
woodlands, Diamond International Corporation,
developed and taught the first industry-related
,ourse, Pulp and Paper Technology I - The
Woodlands, which included field trips to St. Regis
Paper Company and Diamond International

woods operations in addition to classroom ses
sions.
The second technology course, Manufacturing
and Finishing, will be taught in January by Robert
H. Twiss, vice-president, manufacturing, Eastern
Fine Paper, Inc. Future courses in Pulp and
Sulphite and Test, Marketing and Sales Service
will be taught by instructors from the pulp and
paper industry. Technical and related-subjects
courses offered toward the degree are chemistry,
physics, math, economics and industrial, human
and labor relations.
Students may enroll for the two-year degree
program or in the individual pulp and paper
technology courses only. Further information is
available from the Adult Education Office,
EMVTI, Hogan Road, Bangor, Maine 04401.

G-P TESTING Georgia-Pacific is exMINI-SKIDDER perimenting with a four
wheel drive mini-skidder equipped with a logging
winch on Company lands in Princeton to see if the
small machine is economical for use by private
woodlot owners in harvesting and managing their
land. The test is being conducted by G-P’s
Cooperative Forest Management Program, a free
landowner assistance program available to private
landowners in Washington County.
The mini-skidder, like the one shown, is very
maneuverable, making it particularly useful for
thinning operations where it causes almost no
damage to the residual stand either by scratching
crop trees left to grow or by soil compac
tion—both problems with larger machines. If it
. Droves workable, the machine could be used on
verstocked, small diameter stands frequently
found in eastern Maine where there are so many
trees per acre that overcrowding retards growth.
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Tree harvesting operations on land owned by Maine’s paper
companies are conducted on less than three percent of the
total land area in any one year so that 97 percent of their
woodlands are always in regeneration and growth.
In 1979, more than 2.5-million tree seedlings were planted
on company lands to maintain this valuable resource for the
future.

FOREST IN MAINE
STILL STANDING
100 years
later

“In New England, the one bright spot is Maine, where the pulp and paper in
dustry got its start well over 100 years ago. Although Maine has been logged
over as many as five times in U. S. History, it still ranks as the nation ’s most
heavily forested state. ”
This observation comes from a feature article in the December issue of
Forbes magazine about the nation’s forest resource entitled, “America’s
Green Gold.”
The author points out that at the present time, 372 years after the first set
tlers landed, 70 percent of the nation’s forest land still exists and although oil
is fast dwindling, “our trees mostly remain, a natural resource of incom
parable value” to be utilized to produce a growing variety of products and to
counter the country’s increasing energy problem.
Since 1952, “the annual net growth of wood has risen 56 percent,” the arti
cle continues. “This means that while we are using more and more forest
products, wood growth has exceeded harvest, leading to an increase in stand
ing timber. The nation is harvesting no more trees today than it harvested ii
1900, even though we are consuming eight times as much paper and 70 per
cent more lumber.”
This is because “while we have been using our forests more extensively, we
have also learned how to rebuild them better and faster and moreover, we are
constantly finding new ways to use trees more effectively,” the writer ex
plained.

LOOKING AHEAD
TO THE 1980’s

Growth and pollution abatement were the key challenges in the 1970’s for the
pulp and paper industry in Maine. The result was a decade of investment that
protects both jobs and the environment.
More than $1-billion was spent on capital expansion, modernization and
improvement projects. More than $150-million of this amount went for
pollution abatement facilities as industry joined with state and local govern
ments to clean up the air and water.
The effort was so successful that the federal Environmental Protection
Agency has reported that shortly, 93% of Maine’s rivers will be swimmable
and 90% swimmable-fishable.
Energy is the challenge for the 1980’s. Great Northern Paper Company
president Peter J. Yacavone summed it up in his New Year’s message to
employees when he named the three areas of commitment his Company will
make to lessen dependency on expensive imported oil — conservation in the
mills primarily directed at heat recovery and water recovery systems; alter
nate sources of energy like coal and bark-burning and hydro-electric genera
tion; and energy efficiency through installing new equipment that makes the
most of present facilities.
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Great Northern Paper
a company of
Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation

Paul K. McCann
Manager Public Affairs
January 4,

1980

Mr.-Robert J. Shinners
Vice President-Operations
Great Northern Paper Company
Millinocket, Maine 04462

Dear Bob:
The newsletter of the Public Affairs Department for the two weeks
ending January 4 follows:

The Legislature
The second regular session of the 109th Legislature opened Wednes
day,
January
2,
and members heard Governor Brennan outline his
administration’s program—a package of 98 bills, none yet printed.
This session by law is limited to 50 working days which could extend
into March, or early April.
Because it is an election year, the
session is going to be somewhat different from 1979 in that politics
will be a major consideration in the decision-making.

Some quotes from Brennan’s speech:
Energy

"My program includes proposals to give the State the tools to
influence and encourage the development of energy within Maine...
Another significant bill would permit the use of municipal revenue
bonds and the Maine Guarantee Authority for energy development projects.
This would include coal conversion, co-generation, district heating,
wood energy systems, hydroelectric power and natural gas distribution
systems...
Environmental

"Throughout last year, serious and legitimate concerns were raised
about some herbicide and pesticide control operations... Our experience
has found that the State cannot now regulate these substances in a
way that adequately serves the public health needs of our people...I
am proposing a five-member public authority to license and oversee
the use of these substances...

"A second important piece of environmental health legislation
is intended to plug a major hole in the state's ability to respond
to health hazards.
We are proposing the creation of an environmental
Millinocket, Maine 04462.
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(continued)

health program in the Department of Human Services to enable an epide
miologist and other medical specialists to correlate health programs
with environmental problems...

’’Another important health bill would dramatically improve the
State’s ability to respond quickly to discharge of hazardous material...
We are suggesting that those handling such waste contribute a fee
toward a fund that would be used for training State and local personnel
and cleaning up spills...

’’The problems of the Town of Gray with groundwater, of Dennsyville
with herbicides, of South Berwick with hazardous wastes, and Falmouth
with dangerous cargoes, make addressing these new kinds of threats
to public health and to human life an especially urgent priority.

Indian Land Claims
"The Attorney General has advanced to the tribes a comprehensive
proposal for settling this case.
If those proposals are accepted,
they will form a foundation for a new relationship between Maine and
its Indians based on the mutual respect and equality of all Maine
citizens.
We would anticipate proposing to you enabling legislation
to carry out the terms of the agreement.
However, to prepare against
the possibility the agreement cannot be achieved, the Administration
is recommending the appropriation of $200,000 to the Attorney General
to fund the costs of an expert defense of the largest and most compli
cated legal claim in Maine’s history..."

The Legislature recessed Thursday for the weekend.
Sessions
will resume Monday, January 7.
Only 20 percent of the bills to be
considered in the next several weeks have been scheduled.
Committee
hearings so far scheduled do not include matters of interest to Great
Northern.

Spills

of

Hazardous Materials

"...Chemical pollution is clearly the issue of the next few years...
clearly we have to get a handle on that problem—not only in Maine,
but nationwide," Department of Environmental Protection Commissioner
Warren told a television audience on January 3.
The day before his
boss, the Governor, had stressed the same subject in his speech before
the Legislature.
Ron Colby, Executive Director of Associated Industries
of Maine, said that Brennan’s reference to the need for action in
this area won him applause—one of only three times it happened.
Industry, Colby believes, faces a losing battle if an attempt is made
to kill the clean up fund proposal.
So does Dan Boxer, the Portland
attorney who specializes in such matters.
They believe Warren would
accept a bill which provides a $250,000 fund with an annual limit
of $25,000 for administration.
And that, the two say, is a better
deal than industry will get if it fights to the finish.
But at the
first meeting of the government affairs committee of Associated Industries
of Maine on January 3, there was no consensus.
The Board of Directors
of AIM meets January 8 and the issue of compromise (if there is still
time) will be a major topic of discussion.
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Television Interview
Peter Yacavone will be one of three persons interviewed at noon,
January 6, on Channel 5 (WABI-TV) in Bangor in a discussion of the
Maine economy.
Gordon Manuel also talks with Earl Mullen of Water
ville, president of the Maine Bankers Association and Dr. Arthur
Johnson, the University of Maine historian and economist.
While in
Bangor for the taping of the program on December 26, Yacavone answered
questions from Manuel which were broadcast on the evening news that
day.
A text of that interview was included in the clipping service.

The New Issue
.Thanks to Dick Barringer and Lloyd Irland, it looks like the
news media have a new issue pitting the State Department of Conser
vation against the paper industry.
Before she transferred to Tallahassee,
Florida, Susan Postlewaite of the Associated Press wrote a story in
which she said state officials are disappointed because paper companies
with Maine mills are not exploring new markets—housing construction
materials, livestock feed, chemicals and firewood.
If the companies
don’t diversify, Irland predicted 10,000 jobs will be lost in the
next 40 years.
The press quickly seized the issue:
’’the paper makers
for the most part have their eyes fixed on a horizon that reveals
only more paper from bigger and more efficient machines.
But that
is not, and should not be, a goal for the rest of us,” said the Kennebec
Journal in Augusta.
Next the Portland Press Herald said "the industry
had better diversify.”
Someone forgot the Pinkham expansion and the
St. Regis, Diamond and Georgia-Pacific stud mills.
We are considering
several responses to balance this issue.
Irland denies his statement
was an opening salvo.

Windfall Profits Tax
Congress is in recess but supporters of financial incentives
to develop alternative energy sources are lobbying members of the
conference committee dealing with the windfall profits tax.
Donald
Evans, Esq., of the Washington firm of Williams & Jensen, told me
on January 3 that he believes tax exempt bonds for all hydroelectric
projects will be approved.
He said he and his colleagues have talked
with all of the House members and have found no opposition.
He asked
Great Northern’s support.
Evans represents E. F. Hutton as well as
an association of water districts.
Both he and Dick Titus of the
American Paper Institute say that the Senate co-chairman of the con
ference, Russell Long, was very much impressed by the arguments a
Louisiana delegation advanced for incentives to stimulate hydro projects.
The conference formally resumes January 17.
Congress reconvenes
January 22.

SORRY, NO NEWSPRINT
"Due to a shortage of newsprint, today's Federal Register is
printed on a higher quality paper.
As supplies become available,
the Federal Register will resume the use of newsprint,” said the notice
on the front page of the Register.
The Register is published daily
in Washington by the U.S. Government and is one of the fastest growing
publications.
It contains mostly federal rules and regulations.
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Public Relations
Mary Bailey provided Mark Baithazard of Pulp & Paper Magazine
with information on the No. 10 project....A news release prepared
by the Madeleine Corporation was approved, subject to change... Contri
butions to the Maine Vocational Association Scholarship Fund, the
Ashland
Snowmobile
Club and the Millinocket Music Boosters were
approved....Subject to working out a project agreement, the company
agreed to underwrite the cost of a book on the Indian land claims
issue by the late Ronald Banks, the University of Maine professor slain
in New Orleans, and a group of his colleagues.... Jamie Firth of the
State Energy Office will come to Millinocket on January 21 to discuss
a car pooling program with members of the personnel department .... A
luncheon for Maine Maritime Academy Superintendent Ted Rodgers will
MMA alumni will join Bob Shinners when a Great
be held January 14.
Northern Nekoosa Foundation grant to the Academy is presented.

Coming Events
January
8

9

10

Meeting, directors, Associated Industries of Maine, Augusta,
9:30 a.m.
Meeting,
Augusta,

tax committee,
10 a.m.

Associated

Industries

of

Maine,

Public hearing, Board of Environmental Protection, proposal
to
regulate
logging
roads
under
site-selection
law,
Augusta Civic Center, 1 p.m.

11-12

Public hearing,
Draft Environmental
Impact Statement,
1980 Spruce Budworm Spray Project, U.S. Forest Service,
University of Maine, Orono.

12

Meeting, Committee of 50, The Maine Forest: What It Means
To You, Your Business and the Area’s Economy, Tarratine
Club, Bangor, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

12-14

Annual workshop, Government Affairs Committee,
Paper Institute, Tarpon Springs, Florida.

American

14

Eastern Maine Forest Forum, Peter Cox, Publisher of Maine
Times, speaker, Miller’s, Bangor, 6 p. m.

16

Public hearing,
determination of capitalization rate,
Tree Growth Tax Law, State Bureau of Taxation, Augusta
Civic Center, 1 p.m.
Meeting, discussion of revisions in zoning standards,
Land Use Regulation Commission, Bolton Hill, Augusta,
9:30 a.m.

17

Annual meeting, Maineport Council,

25-26

Annual
meeting,
Paper
Sheraton, South Portland.

Industry

Searsport, 6 p.m.
Information

Sincerely,

pmc/b

Enclosure

(PIIO Newsletter)

Office,

Great Northern Paper
a company of
Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation

Paul K. McCann
Manager Public Affairs

January 11,

1980

Mr. Robert J. Shinners
Vice President-Operations
Great Northern Paper Company
Millinocket, Maine 04462

Dear Bob:
The newsletter of the
ending January 11 follows:

Public

Affairs

Department

for

the

week

The Legislature
The second session of the 109th Legislature still has not received
printed versions of the more important bills to be considered, but
the major issues have been identified by Great Northern’s Lynwood
Hand and other lobbyists on the Augusta scene.
While this is the
short session (limited to 50 "working days"), it is certain that criti
cal matters will be faced—several important to companies such as
Great Northern.
A rundown of key bills follows:
Energy
Mandatory efficient building standards will be proposed by the
Governor.
If such standards are not adopted, federal standards will
be imposed by February 8, 1981.
(State officials candidly say it
will probably be several months later because the U.S. Department
of Energy is behind schedule.)
Members of the staff of the State
Office of Energy Resources argue that state standards will be less
cumbersome.
This issue is being tracked by Associated Industries
of Maine.

The administration will propose that the Maine Guarantee Authority
be authorized to approve industrial revenue bonds for energy develop
ment projects.
While the actual bill has not been printed, State
Energy Director Joseph says he has adopted a Great Northern suggestion
drafted by Charles Allen, a Portland attorney, who specializes in
this field.
Representative Sherry Huber is also an advocate of this
approach.
Hand is tracking this issue on behalf of Great Northern.

Millinocket, Maine 04462.
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(continued)

Environmental
The administration is pushing legislation which will impose fees
on users or transporters of hazardous materials to create a $250,000
clean up fund to clean up spills.

In additon, DEP Commissioner Warren has told the Associated Indus
tries of Maine that a strong pitch will be made for the Board of
Environmental Protection to define hazardous materials and not wait
for the implementation of federal definitions expected later this
spring.
The law now requires the state to stick to United States guide
lines .
The subject of hazardous waste is being tracked by AIM.
If
industry as a whole cannot agree on a policy for dealing with legis
lation in this area, a Paper Industry Information Office effort may
be needed.
A Department of Environmental Protection bill imposes new regu
lations on oil-fired boilers.
A committee of the Paper Industry Office
including Paul Firlotte and staffed by Attorney Dan Boxer will seek
changes to make the standards practical for stacks incorporating more
than one
emission point
(such as
the one under construction in
Millinocket) and to provide exemptions for startups, shutdowns and
malfunctions.

An environmental health
ment of Human Services.

specialist

is

proposed

for

the

Depart

Forestry
Proposals will be made for financing a 1980 spruce budworm control
program and for a long-range program.
The Paper Industry Information
Office is coordinating industry support with Attorney Donald Perkins
representing the group.
Hand is also very much involved on behalf
of Great Northern.
The Governor also has called for more stringent regulation of
the use
of pesticides and public representation on the Pesticides
Control Board.
A Paper Industry committee is following this matter.

Great Northern will also support legislation to exempt logging
roads from control by the DEP under the site-selection law.
A Paper
Industry committee is following this issue.

Labor

Proposals are expected to give the Bureau of Labor control over
the Workers'
Compensation Commission and authority specifically to
issue regulations to govern the use of chemicals in the work place.
The Bureau of Labor is considered lobby-oriented by industry specialists.
Both proposals will be opposed by AIM.
Taxation

One of the few bills of interest printed would rule out classifying
under the Tree Growth Tax Law any land within 250 feet of waterways.
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(continued)

This will mean higher taxes.
It’s the result of complaints from offi
cials in coastal towns that the tree growth formula provides a tax
haven for wealthy summer residents.
The Maine Forest Products Council
with small landowners in its membership will follow the issue with
PIIO in the background.
A committee, led by the Maine Municipal Asso
ciation, is also expected to file 37,000 signatures calling for a
referendum.
The public would be asked to order the Legislature to
appropriate 50 percent reimbursement for all tax exemptions and 70
percent for losses as a result of the tree growth law.

Other

A bill broadening
matters will be back.
No bills of
public hearing.

the

interest

Attorney

General's

to Great Northern are

scope

as yet

in

anti-trust

scheduled

for

Spruce Budworm
On the eve
of a two-day public hearing on federal participation
in
the
spruce budworm control
program,
Conservation Commissioner
Barringer said on television ’’there is no alternative to some chemical
spraying.”
Barringer said the preliminary decision of the U.S. Forest
Service against sharing in the cost of the project "sells Maine short.
We deserve better...”
On the public television program with him were
John Chancellor of the Forest Service, Hank Magnuson of the Paper
Industry Office and critic Charles Fitzgerald of Atkinson.
This week
I talked with Mike Aube of Senator Muskie’s staff and Carol Hicks
of Senator Cohen’s staff on this subject—answering questions.

East Millinocket Chamber of Commerce
Paul Firlotte discussed the bark boiler project on January 7
when 50 members of the East Millinocket Chamber of Commerce were guests
of Great Northern at a meeting.
Bob Shinners welcomed the group,
discussing business conditions and the study under way of a new paper
machine for the mill.

Windfall Profits Tax
The Senate-House conference on the windfall profits tax resumes
Thursday, November 17, in Washington—a week before Congress reconvenes.
Staff members of the members of Congress involved said that the
Treasury was lobbying last week to gain the elimination of the proposal
for tax exempt bonds to encourage the development of hydroelectric
power.
Treasury representatives cite the estimated cost ($1.4 billion
in the next decade) as a reason to drop it from the compromise.
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The Maine Scene
Phyllis Austin of Maine Times called to ask if we had any comment
on statements by Wayne Hockmeyer, the man in the whitewater business,
that the reason why the Land Use Regulation Commission rejected his
plans to expand a restaurant was his fights in the past with Great
Northern.
I told her we did not know what Wayne was talking about....
Earlier Eunice Cox of Maine Times asked if people use redwood chips
to start fires in Millinocket.
She was confused by a New York Times
story....A news release was distributed on the East Millinocket Chamber
of Commerce meeting.... John Walker, the former director of the State
Bureau of Forestry, is a new member of the Land Use Regulation Com
mission. . . .After a hearing on January 4 on proposed rules for regu
lating logging roads, some people in Augusta were predicting the Board
of Environmental Protection will hold off acting until the Legislature
provides guidance.... The Legislature this week saluted geologist John
S. Cummings for locating after 12 years of exploration a ’’very large
commercially viable copper zinc sulphide deposit in Aroostook County.”

Coming Events
January
12-14

Annual workshop, Government Affairs Committee,
Paper Institute, Tarpon Springs, Florida.

American

14

Eastern Maine Forest Forum, Peter Cox, Publisher
Maine Times, speaker, Miller’s, Bangor, 6 p.m.

16

Public hearing, determination of capitalization rate,
Tree Growth Tax Law, State Bureau of Taxation, August
Civic Center, 1 p.m.

of

Meeting, discussion of revisions in zoning standards,
Land Use Regulation. Commission, Bolton Hill, Augusta,
9:30 a.m.

17

Annual meeting, Maineport Council,

18

Meeting, Associated Industries of Maine Energy Committee,
Augusta, 10 a.m.

25-26

February
7

pmc/b

Annual
meeting,
Paper
Industry
Sheraton, South Portland.

Seminar, Chemicals in the
Civic Center, 8:30 a.m.

Searsport, 6 p.m.

Information

Office,

Industrial Work Area, Augusta

Great Northern Paper
a company of
Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation

Paul K. McCann
Manager Public Affairs

January 25,

1980

Mr. Robert J. Shinners
Vice President-Operations
Great Northern Paper Company
Millinocket, Maine 04462

Dear Bob:
The newsletter of the Public Affairs Department for the two weeks
ending January 25 follows:

The-Legislature
Although most of the Brennan administration proposals finally
had been filed, few have been printed.
So leaders of the Legislature
decided to recess for the week of January 28 to give the printer a
chance to catch up.
In addition, chairmen of committees which must
hold public hearings on the Brennan proposals and all other legislation
were urged to speed things up.
So far only seven bills of prime interest to the paper industry
have been printed.
A public hearing has been held on only one.
And
only one hearing has been scheduled in the next two weeks dealing
with such legislation.
The legislators arrived in Augusta on January 2.
By law they are limited to a session of 50 working days.
Critics of the Tree Growth Tax Law got another chance to air
their grievances during a public hearing on January 24 when the Taxa
tion Committee conducted a hearing on Legislative Document 1775.
This bill would prohibit classifying land within 250 feet of waterways
under the Tree Growth Tax Law.
People in coastal communities have
been charging that this is being done as a tax dodge by summer resi
dents who have no intention of having wood cut from their land.
Whether this change or others will be made in the law during this
session is still a question.
If advocates of sending the whole problem
of state tax exemptions to a referendum get enough signatures on peti
tions, the Legislature may not do anything at all.
Lynwood Hand,
Great Northern’s legislative counsel,
said an amendment was being
discussed to exclude inland waters from the exemption under L.D. 1775.
There was also talk this week that leaders in the referendum drive
were putting out feelers to the forest industry to see if a compromise
couldn’t be reached.

Millinocket, Maine 04462.
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(continued)

Hand also reported that the Energy & Natural Resources Committee
was planning a hearing on February 4 on the proposal to exempt logging
roads from control by the Department of Environmental Protection under
the site selection law.

Other bills printed include (1) the expected DEP revisions in
air emission standards for oil-fired boilers,
(2) changes in labor
laws to permit the state to impose regulations over chemicals used
in working areas, (3) transferring state registration of dams from
the Department of Agriculture to DEP and permitting that department
to control water levels in some cases, (4) making mandatory energy
efficient building standards and (5) establishing an environmental
health program.

Windfall Profits Tax
Conferees in Washington late Wednesday afternoon were scheduled
to start dealing with incentives for homeowners and businesses to
be funded by the revenue from the windfall profits bill.
Advocates
of tax exempt industrial revenue bonds for hydropower development
were continuing to urge conferees to approve the provision.
Senator
Cohen and Congresswoman Snowe wrote to conferees.
With the chief
opposition coming from Treasury, there was talk of putting a 1987
cutoff on the incentive.
This step, said a lobbyist for E. F. Hutton,
would cut the $1.4 billion revenue loss in half over the decade.
Dick Titus of the American Paper Institute also reported that Con
gressional leaders were now saying that instead of final approval
in February, it would be March or April.

The Board

of

Environmental Protection

Spurred on by telephone calls and letters from the company where
he was formerly employed, the business community has been urging the
reappointment of John Turbyne to the Board of Environmental Protection.
Pat Welch wrote the Governor's staff on Turbyne's behalf.
Turbyne
is a retired Scott Paper Company engineer who, even environmentalists
say, has been an effective member of the BEP.
But so far the Governor
and his staff have only been saying that a "number of people are being
considered."
But on January 24, the Governor made an appointment
to the BEP, nominating Ellsworth businessman Harvey DeVane to replace
Paul Burbank who is resigning.
DeVane is the general manager of WDEA,
a former city manager and a former legislator.

Human Rights Commission
David Kee of Bucksport has been nominated by Governor Brennan
to serve on the Human Rights Commission but two of the five seats
on the panel are still vacant as a result of the resignations of
Meredith Ring and Mary Stewart Spence.
Ed Jordan, retired president
of the E. C. Jordan Company, has been advanced as a candidate by
Associated Industries of Maine.

Land Use Regulation Commission
With former Forestry Chief John Walker confirmed as a member
last week, the changing membership of the Land Use Regulation Commis
sion will soon include other new members.
Susan B. Morris of North
Waldoboro, who has a masters degree in planning but operates a blue
berry farm and Mrs. Margo Holdon of Clayton Lake, a writer and an
artist, have been nominated by Governor Brennan.
No date has been
set for the public hearing on the two appointments.

Workshop
I attended the annual workshop of the American Paper Institute’s
Government Affairs Committee on January 13-14-15 at Tarpon Springs,
Florida.
The program included talks by Environmental Protection Agency
staff members, a lobbyist for Ralph Nader, a Washington editor of
Time Magazine and the speaker of the New Hampshire House of Repre
sentatives.
The focus was on public issues of the 1980’s.
I covered
this subject in detail in a trip report.

Public Relations
Copies of a new brochure covering the East Millinocket bark boiler
and a newspaper advertisement soon to appear in the Maine press were
mailed to management employees and opinionmakers.
We distributed
1,375 copies...A photograph of a new Great Northern exhibit of people
and products at the State House was provided the local newspaper... A
photograph of retiring Townsite Manager Fred Morrison and his successor,
Jim Carson, was also provided the newspaper as well as trade publi
cations...On January 24, Paul Firlotte responded to questions regarding
energy conservation from David Platt of the Bangor Daily News, who
was following up on a news release from the American Paper Insti
tute...After the Maine Times published an article on January 18, Wayne
Hockmeyer called on January 21 to apologize for remarks attributed
to him critical of Great Northern.
The whitewater rafter denied he
told a reporter that Great Northern was behind all of his problems
with the Land Use Regulation Commission...

Spruce Budworm Control
On public television on January 10, Conservation Commissioner
Barringer,made an impressive case for continued spraying to protect
the forests of Maine—and for continued federal financial support
for the program.
In answering questions from Jean Meserve of Maine
Public Broadcasting, here is what he said:
J. Meserve:
Mr. Barringer is commissioner of conservation for the State of Maine,
Commissioner, you would like to see the federal government continue the funding
wouIdn’t you ?
R. Barringer:
That's correct, Jean, yes.

J. Meserve:
How important is it for you?
R. Barringer:
Well, I'm afraid, Jean, we now have to take exception to what John
Chansler has said.
I think that the U.S. Forest Service in a preliminary recommenda
tion has made a bad decision.
It's a decision that is made from afar, from
Philadelphia or thereabouts, about the Maine resource without adequate knowledge
and understanding of what the resource is all about and with the efforts that have
been made to deal with this problem effectively.
All of us would like to continue
to see our forest economy grow.
There is no way that we know, or they know, to

Spruce Budworm Control

(continued)

do those things at the same time.
It has been demonstrated to my satisfaction that
one cannot continue our industrial output of production in this state and not use
some degree of chemical to protect the spruce-fir resource.
We have labored very
hard over
the past year to meet Secretary Cutler's recommendation that somehow or
other we
put into place
what he referred to as integrated pest management system
in place of massive chemical spraying.
U.S. Forest Service participated in it and
I believe
that we have met their requirements.
I'm frankly surprised by this recom
mendation
and decision, I
think it sells Maine short.
I think we deserve better
out of the U.S. Forest Service.

J. Meserve:
If there is difficulty, does that mean the spraying program might not
be able to go on without their aid?
R. Barringer:
I think it will go on.
It will be more difficult for us, the paper
companies and for the many landowners involved, to put in place the kind of system
that Secretary Cutler would like to see...one, two or three years down the road.
We simply can't do that overnight.
I feel that to withdraw from the program at
this time helped, or hindered rather than helped, the process of reasonable, rational
transition to an integrated pest management program.
J. Meserve:
At the public meeting
R. Barringer:
Yes, most certainly.

in Orono were you trying to change their minds?

J. Meserve:
You will ask for a reversal?
R. Barringer:
Yes, I shall and if it's not
we shall then ask Congress to reverse the role.

forthcoming

from the Forest

Service

J. Meserve:
Do you have the overwhelming or compelling data, that we have just
heard the federal government needs to reverse its decision?
R. Barringer:
I'm sorry to say that the overwhelming data simply does not exist.
We don't have it and they don't have it.
I can tell you that the recommendation
of the Forest Service is based upon several supposedly shortcomings of data.
One
of which has to do with the supposition that budworm spraying does not protect mor
tality.
That simply is not true.
Budworm spraying does, in fact, prolong the life
of trees.
The second one has to do with whether or not there exists sufficient
information about the future supply of wood that is required to keep our industries
going.
That does not exist in Maine, it does exist elsewhere, in New Brunswick
for example, our extrapolation from that data suggest that without spraying we cannot
keep our industrial capacity at the present level.
We have also asked the Maine
Legislature to appropriate $100,000 this coming year to help us complete an analysis
for Maine.
It also has to do with the absence of long-term impact data for certain
aquatic and terrestrial insects.
Now I would agree that we simply don't know what
the long-term effect is but the very best scientific information available assures
me that we are doing nothing that is causing irreparable damage to the environment.
Those three things suggest to me that, in fact, we are being responsible by advocating
a gradually reduced chemical program for the control of budworm.

Sincerely,

pmc/b
Enclosure

(Bark boiler advertisement)
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Jane E. Hinson, Editor

ANNUAL MEETING PROGRAM REFLECTS
INDUSTRY’S CONCERN WITH FORESTS,
GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC ISSUES

Gov. Joseph E. Brennan, above,
spoke at the PIIO annual meeting
banquet about the value of the In
dustry to Maine’s economy.
Serving on the panel of experts,
shown left to right were: Dr. Max
well L. McCormack, Jr., Cooper
ative Forestry Research Unit, Uni
versity of Maine; David T. Flan
agan, legal counsel for the Gover
nor; Roger J. Mitchell, resource
manager, Georgia-Pacific Corpor
ation, moderator; and standing,
Robert Gardiner, executive direc
tor, Natural Resources Council of
Maine.

New president, Paul K. McCann

Gov. Joseph E. Brennan, speaking at the Paper Industry Information Office
annual banquet, told PIIO members that Maine’s forest is becoming more
desirable and valuable every day in the international marketplace for wood
and wood fiber and this is “in no small measure due to its unique private
ownership pattern,” he said. He called on the Industry to assist him in pro
moting the growth of existing forest products industries and in developing
new business opportunities that can thrive on the availability of wood and
paper being produced in Maine.
In recognizing the importance of the forest resource, the governor reaf
firmed his support for the principles of Maine’s Tree Growth Tax Law which
values forest land for tax purposes on its productivity rather than on its
potential for other uses. He pledged to seek continued federal participation in
funding the State’s spruce budworm program which has as its goal the reduc
tion in the use of chemical sprays as part of an integrated pest management
approach to insect control.
During the two-day meeting held January 24 and 25 in Portland, a panel of
experts examined the use of herbicides in forestry as perceived by a forest
researcher — as a useful management tool; an environmentalist — as a mat-
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ter of public concern; and a government official
— as a responsibility to regulate.
Rep. Olympia J. Snowe told the assembled
paper industry officials that “your industry is
vital to Maine’s economy and your good health is
our good health.”
At the annual business meeting, Paul K. Mc

Cann, Great Northern Paper Company public af
fairs manager, was elected president of the Office
for 1980. Donald Hopkins, vice president
administration, Pejepscot Paper Division was
named vice president for the coming year and Jay
Eubanks, vice president and general manager of
James River-Otis, Incorporated, treasurer.

BOISE CASCADE INVESTMENT SECOND
LARGEST IN U.S. PAPER INDUSTRY
Boise Cascade’s Rumford construction project,
the largest in Maine, is reported by Pulp & Paper
magazine as being the second largest capital in
vestment in modernization and expansion present
ly underway in the U.S. paper industry.
When the project is completed in 1981,
$254-million will have been spent for a new
high-speed 314-inch Fourdrinier light coated
publication paper machine, an odor reducing
recovery boiler and a thermomechanical pulping
system. The cost of the project is topped only by
Champion International’s $258-million expansion
project in Courtland, Ala., according to the
magazine.
The new shapes on the Rumford landscape are a
building to house the new No. 15 paper machine,
shown at the bottom left, the “C” recovery boiler
building, top left, and the thermomechanical
pulper building, top right.
PIIO/2

GREAT NORTHERN ACTIVE IN BOTH
COMPANY AND COMMUNITY PROJECTS

Education at the Maine Maritime Academy in Castine has
received additional support with a contribution toward its
$3.2-million capital fund drive from the Great Northern
Nekoosa Foundation. Rear-Adm. Edward A. Rodgers,
MMA superintendent, accepted the gift from Robert J.
Shinners, vice president of operations for Great Northern.
Three Company employees who graduated from the
Academy witnessed the presentation at Milinocket. Shown
in the photo, left to right, are Carroll W. Freeman, class of
1949; Mr. Shinners; Adm. Rodgers; Charles W. Merrill,
class of 1943; and Robert J. Reardon, class of 1959.

Energy with its high cost is the major reason Great Northern
is investing $34-million to construct a bark-burning boiler at
its East Millinocket mill. The new facility will have the
capacity to produce 300,000 pounds of high pressure steam
every hour and through a special steam turbine convert the
steam to low pressure to supply about 60% of the mill’s
needs and reduce dependence on oil by 413,000 barrels a
year.

Enjoyment for boating enthusiasts and easier access to the
water will result from improving the old boat launching site
at Ambejejus Lake, eight miles north of Millinocket. A joint
effort between Great Northern Paper and the State Depart
ment of Conservation’s Bureau of Parks and Recreation in
volves the movement of 2,200 yards of fill and surfacing the
fill with concrete “planks.” The Company is supervising
construction and will maintain the site. Money for the proje
ct comes from the Boating Facilities Fund supported by a
share of Maine’s gasoline tax.

Employees at the Millinocket and East Millinocket mills
together with products they make were the subjects of an ex
hibition of original photographic prints by Roger Boynton,
Great Northern staff, at the State House in Augusta this
winter. The display, one of a series highlighting Maine com
panies, was viewed by hundreds of visitors to the second ses
sion of the 109th Legislature.
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The University of Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation has set
March 15 as the deadline for applying for 1980-81 tuition
scholarships for engineering and forestry studies at UMO.
This semester the Foundation awarded scholarships valued
at more than $70,000 to 140 Orono campus students. The
Foundation, which is sponsored by 150 companies in 26
states, has awarded a total of $1.7-million to recipients
preparing for paper industry careers over the past 30 years.

St. Regis Paper Company
has named David B. Strathdee to be operations mana
ger of its Maine Region,
Northern Timberlands Di
vision. Strathdee, a 20-year
employee of the Company,
comes downeast from De
feriet, N.Y., where he was
district timberlands mana
ger.

S. D. WARREN TO
REBUILD NO. 14

S. D. Warren Company in Westbrook, a division of Scott Paper Company,
has announced plans to spend more than $5-million on a partial rebuild of its
No. 14 paper machine — first installed in 1920 and rebuilt several times since
then.
The latest modernization will include, along with additions, removals and
relocation of parts changes, the installation of a new second press that will
result in better energy efficiency through more effective water removal. The
project will start this summer.

JAMES RIVEROTIS INCREASES
PRODUCTIVITY

James River-Otis, Incorporated in Jay has announced that one of its major
goals, that of maintaining a seven-day week operating schedule, was reached
during 1979 and that a similar challenge lies ahead for 1980. James River
Corporation, manufacturer of specialty papers, purchased the Jay mill from
International Paper Company in January, 1978.
Since that time, according to James O. Eubanks, vice president and general
manager, “the mill has made continual improvements in productivity and
profitability” and, due to the continued efforts of dedicated employees,
“production has increased nearly 30% over the past two years.” In recogni
tion of their contributions, employees received their first profit sharing
checks during this past year.

GEORGIA-PACIFIC
MODERNIZATION
MOVES AHEAD

Georgia-Pacific Corporation, Woodland Division, is sending its 73-year-old
No. 1 paper machine to Chile. Rust Engineering Company of Stamford, Ct.
is disassembling the 1,600-ton machine and packing the sections into crates
after photographing and marking each part. The machine will be reassembled
after reaching its destination in South America. The discontinued use of this
older machine is part of a modernization and cost reduction program started
by the Company in 1978.
During this winter, G-P’s No. 9 boiler scrubber went into operation mak
ing its hog-fuel fired boiler one of the cleanest operations of this type in
Maine. The total cost of installing the scrubber represents an investment of
more than $3-million made solely in the interest of environmental protection.
At G-P’s Chip-N-Saw mill, a new three-year labor contract for employees
went into effect. The agreement provides for a general wage increase of 42
cents an hour and nine rate adjustments in the first year, a general increase of
45 cents an hour in the second and 48 cents in the third. Vacation, pension
and other fringe benefits also increase over the contract period.

New C-N-S labor
contract in effect
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The Pace Quickens
Except for those dealing with the spruce budworm control program,
legislators now have before them printed copies of most proposals
they will deal with in the current session.
The tempo of activity
is picking up.
In the week beginning February 4, hearings are scheduled on
several key issues.
There will be a marathon on February 4 when
the Energy & Natural Resources Committee first considers a proposal
to exempt logging roads from the site selection law administered
by the Board of Environmental Protection and after that turns to
the regulations the BEP has adopted to control emissions from oilfired boilers.
Dan Boxer, on behalf of the Paper Industry Information
Office, is coordinating strategy on both issues.
Jim Carson will
testify on behalf of Great Northern that logging roads are already
sufficiently
regulated and that BEP
involvement
is unnecessary.
Paul Firlotte will testify on the visual emissions.
Industry will
ask that the Legislature revise the proposed regulations to allow
exemptions
for
start-ups,
shut-downs
and malfunctions—something
the industry asked for before but was denied.
In addition, amendments
will be proposed to incorporate more flexible federal concepts into
the bill.
The next day the State Government Committee hears a Brennan
administration proposal for a $200,000 a year environmental health
program in the Department of Human Services.
The idea stems from
the protests over spraying as well as the need for experts to deal
with hazardous waste regulations.
Industry will find it difficult
to openly oppose the bill.
In a year when money is scarce, the price
tag may kill the proposal.
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The Pace Quickens

(continued)

On February 7 the Agriculture Committee will move to the Civic
Center for a hearing on Governor Brennan's sweeping reorganization
of the State Department of Agriculture.
The reorganization would
transfer from the Agriculture agency to the Department of Environ
mental Protection the registration of dams and also provides new
authority to the Board of Environmental Protection to regulate water
flows.
Similar proposals were rejected by the Legislature in 1980.
Lynwood Hand is again tracking the issue.
We have asked Central
Maine Power, Bangor Hydro-Electric, S. D. Warren and other companies
with hydroelectric interests to attend the hearing.
Whether the
transfer of authority to the regulatory agency can be blocked is
a guestion.
If it can’t, an exempt for facilities licensed by the
federal government may be proposed.
The following week on February 13 hearings have been scheduled
on the administration proposals to regulate hazardous materials and
to create a clean-up fund to deal with accidents involving such mate
rials.
The Department of Environmental Protection is being pushed
by the Brennan administration to become a leader in this field, getting
the jump on the federal government.
Industry will seek to have the
federal standards, now in draft form, be adopted by the State.
It's
another difficult issue for industry.

In the past week, Bill Waldo of Central Engineering joined Lynwood
Hand for the hearing on the administration proposal to make mandatory
energy efficient building standards in the state.
Hand says that
the State Office of Energy Resources again is reaching beyond fed
eral requirements.
The strategy for now for Great Northern is to
see if the committee will not tell the Energy Department that the
federal standards will fill Maine's needs or seek an exemption for
facilities such as paper mills where the standards don't fit.
Great Northern's proposal that the authority of the Maine Guarantee
Authority to issue industrial revenue bonds in the unorganized ter
ritory be clearly defined is apparently incorporated in a bill just
printed.

Speaking at a paper industry meeting,
Governor Brennan left
no doubt about his support for the spruce budworm control program.
Referring to the report of a committee on which Bob Bartlett served,
the Governor said the committee's "recommendations will put us at
once on the road to integrated pest management for budworm, and I
shall work to see to it that they become law.
We shall likewise
do all we can to ensure continuing federal participation in the budworm
control program through this difficult transition from massive chemical
control to integrated pest management."

Windfall Profits Tax
While staff members are struggling to work on compromise, the
conference committee on the Windfall Profits Tax continues to meet
from time to time but not with the same sense of urgency evident
earlier in the discussions.
Nick Van Nelson of the American Paper
Institute said that some members of the conference were discussing
a tax cut rather than financial incentives for homeowners and businesses
to reduce oil consumption.
Republican Barber Conable apparently
is behind that talk.
Senator Cohen of Maine has written all conferees
urging approval of incentives for hydroelectric projects.
The pro
vision for tax exempt industrial revenue bonds for hydroelectric
projects remained on the table.
The conference resumes next week.
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Politics:

Maine's Turn

Now it is Maine's turn to attract the attention of presidential
candidates and their supporters and the political correspondents
of the news media.
Democrats pick delegates to the state convention
at precinct caucuses on February 10 and the Kennedy-Carter forces
see it as another test of strength.
Chip Carter, son of the Presi
dent, greeted workers at midnight at the entrace to the East Millinocket
mill on January 30 and the following morning toured the Millinocket
mill.
Marie Shriver of the Kennedy family (and possibly Ted Kennedy,
Jr.) will tour the Millinocket mill on February 6 While New England
is "Kennedy country" and Governor Brennan is leading his campaign,
Carter's supporters include nearly all of Senator Muskie's political
allies--led by House Speaker John Martin.
Senator Muskie has publicly
remained aloof and had to deny rumors this week that the President
was offering to propose construction of Dickey-Lincoln in exchange
for support.
Conservation Commissioner Barringer jumped into the
act by signing (with Rob Gardiner of the Natural Resources Council,
writer John Cole and State Representative Neil Rolde)
a Maine Times
advertisement supporting Kennedy.
Our hunch:
A victory for Carter.

Paper Industry Information Office
With Bob Bartlett, Bart Harvey, Bob Shinners and Peter Yacavone,
I attended the annual meeting of the Paper Industry Information
Office in South Portland on January 25-26.
With Governor Brennan
and U.S. Representative Snowe among the speakers, the 1980 session
attracted a record turnout of 122 people involved in the industry.
Dave Flanagan, counsel to the Governor, Max McCormack of the Univer
sity of Maine and Rob Gardiner of the Natural Resources Council of
Maine opened the meeting by discussing the "Use of Herbicides in
Forestry."
The program also included the showings of a movie, "The
Price", produced by International Paper Company on the subject of
anti-trust and a new 35 mm slide-tape presentation on forest manage
ment, "A Delicate Balance".
The business meeting included reports
by committee chairmen (Harvey is chairman of a group dealing with
herbicides) and lobbyists Don Perkins and Dan Boxer.
I was elected
president.
Don Hopkins of Pejepscot is vice president and Jay Eubanks
of James River is treasurer.

The BCT Hassle
Recall that Congress in 1977, acting on the advice of a study
commission, introduced a new standard for discharging conventional
pollutants into waterways—best conventional technology (BCT).
Con
gress backed off from requiring best available technology (BAT).
Now the Environmental Protection Agency has proposed a BCT approach
which the American Paper Institute estimates will cost the industry
alone $4 billion.
Senator Muskie, considered one of the strongest
environmentalists in Congress, has questioned if EPA misinterpreted
the intent of Congress.
Soon a delegation of Maine businessmen will
ask Muskie to look at the effect EPA's hard-line will have on the
food processing, fish packing, shoe, textile and paper industries.
(Copies of an exchange of letters between Senator Muskie and EPA
Administrator Costle have been distributed. )
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Public Relations
Radio announcements promoting blood drives in the pulp and
paper mills were sponsored as a public service on radio station WMKR
in Millinocket... Great Northern is co-sponsoring a newspaper advertise
ment promoting a blood drive being conducted by high school students
in Millinocket and also a special tabloid saluting high school basket
ball teams...35 mm color slides submitted for consideration by Foxoboro
and Cives were screened by Bud Heal and Maurice McLean and approved...
Doctors and dentists in the area are being invited to dinner and
tour of the Millinocket mill on February 15. . .Russell Wiggins of
the Ellsworth American called on January 30 to ask if Great Northern
was cutting back on pulpwood purchases.
With guidance from Ed Lumbert,
I told him the company planned to honor all contracts.
His guestions
stemmed from lines at a Prentiss 5 Carlisle woodyard in Ellsworth
and I suggested he call George Carlisle on his firm's situation.
It appears several companies are cutting back on purchases... Debbie
Sline of the Kennebec Journal on January 28 asked several questions
regarding newsprint availability, price increases and profits.
A
clipping of her story was distributed... Dave Farrell of the Boston
Globe called on January 31 to ask assistance on planning a series
of articles.
He will visit the area in June, mixing business and
a vacation... With help from Bill Drisko, Mary Bailey answered questions
regarding an accident in which an employee was injured in the Elm
Stream logging operation on February 1...A news release on the Great
Northern Nekoosa earnings for 1979 was distributed on January 31.

February
4

Coming Events
__ Hearing, Energy & Natural REsources Committee, Legislature,
State Office Building, Augusta,
1:30 p.m.
Subjects:
Regulation of logging roads and visible emission standards
for boilers.

5

--Hearing, Health & Institutional Services Committee, Legis
lature, State House, Augusta, 3 p.m.
Subject:
Environ
mental Health Program.

6

__ Meeting,
Government Affairs Committee,
American Paper
Institute, Washington, D.C.
-.Meeting, Personnel Association of Associated Industries
of Maine, Waterville.

7

__ Seminar, Chemicals in the Industrial Work Area, sponsored
by University of Maine and AIM, Augusta Civic Center,8:30 a.m.
--Meeting, AIM Energy Committee, AIM office, Augusta, 2 p.m.

8

--Hearing, Agriculture Committee, Legislature, Civic Center,
Augusta, 2 p.m.
Subject:
Reorganization of Agriculture
Department which would place dams under Department of
Environmental
Protection and give DEP
authority over
water flows.
Sincerely,

pmc/b
Enclosure (PIIO Newsletter)
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BONDS/ EMISSIONS/ ROADS/ WATER-FLOWS
It was a busy week for the Legislature.
Except for the new longrange spruce budworm control plan, all major legislation was in print.
Jim Carson testified on February 4 in support of a bill to limit
the authority of the Department of Environmental Protection to regulate
the construction of logging roads.
Most observers feel the bill will
be approved.
Paul Firlotte spoke before two committees on February 4--urging
changes in a DEP proposal on visible emissions and supporting the
use of industrial revenue bond financing for hydroelectric power develop
ment.
Industry and the DEP were still at odds at week's end on the
emissions bill.
Lynwood Hand, Great Northern's legislative counsel,
was optimistic that the bond proposal would be accepted.

Bill Waldo went to Augusta on February 6 and joined Hand for
a workshop held by the Energy & Natural Resources Committee.
Hand
says he is confident the committee will exempt industrial buildings
from the mandatory energy efficient building standards proposed by
the State Office of Energy Resources.
In fact, the committee may
kill the whole bill.
On February 7 the State Government committee heard an embarrassed
Environmental Protection Commissioner Warren deny that the DEP wanted
to control water flows in hydroelectric systems.
Warren said that
the language in a legislative proposal was "a mistake."
Even before
the hearing, members of the committee had told Hand that they would
exempt facilities such as those operated by Great Northern so Firlotte
didn't have to make a third appearance before legislators.
The problem
stemmed from a bill reorganizing the Department of Agriculture and
transferring the registration of dams to the DEP.
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Bonds, Emissions,

Roads, Water Flows (continued)

In the week ahead, three key bills are scheduled with Dan Boxer,
representing the Paper Industry Information Office, coordinating indus
try's strategy.
On February 13, bills regulating hazardous waste
disposal and establishing a cleanup fund for accidental spills of
hazardous materials will be heard.
Dale Phenicie may speak at the
hearing, reviewing Great Northern's long-established program to deal
with hazardous materials.
On February 14, Bart Harvey, chairman of
an industry committee, will speak at a hearing on an administration
proposal to create a new agency to control pesticides.
This could
be one of the most emotional hearings in years in Augusta.

Spruce Budworm
First it was learned that Agriculture Commissioner Smith had
put a freeze on the use of several chemicals, including Sevin, the
chief chemical used in the spruce budworm control program.
Next it
was found that the Department of Conservation was making another re
duction in the area to be sprayed in 1980.
On February 8 newspapers
carried a story quoting Governor Brennan as saying that his budget
contained no funds for spraying—although he said he would continue
to fight for federal funds.
The discouraging events came at a time
when it is necessary to order chemicals and contract for the air
craft needed if there is to be a 1980 program.

Washington;

The API View

"I want to wave the red flag.
In an election year with the way
inflation is headed, we could well see a move to impose mandatory
wage and price controls," Sid Hawkes of Mead told nearly 60 persons
attending a meeting of the government affairs committees of the American
Paper Institute and National Forest Products Association on February 6
in Washington, D.C.
Hawkes said the issue of mandatory controls could
come in September when the present law expires.
John
Fery of BoiseCascade, new chairman of the API committee, advised company people
to warn management that a trend toward mandatory controls is developing
within the administration.
"It is a very, very serious situation."
Over an hour was devoted to a briefing on the BCT (best conven
tional technology) water pollution problems of the industry which
were mentioned in last week's newsletter.
A separate report will be
distributed .

Other topics included:
A warning that the administration is again thinking about a user
tax on oil—$2 a barrel;

Legislation creating a $1.6 billion fund to clean up oil spills
and abandoned waste disposal sites will probably be passed this year;
There's a 50-50 chance of a tax cut and if that is the case,
the Capital Cost Recovery Act will be passed.
The legislation now
has 300 co-sponsors in the House, 50 in the Senate.

Windfall Profits
Conferees seeking a compromise on the windfall oil profits tax
worked into the night on February 7, according to the American Paper
Institute.
This morning Tim Westbay of St. Regis said the conferees
had not yet acted cn the matter of tax credits for hydropower develop
ments and co-generation.
Westbay said, for the first time, he is
"cautiously optimistic" that there will be some incentives for small
and large (over 25 megawatts) projects.
Great Northern's chief interest
is the proposal for tax free industrial revenue bonds contained in
the Senate version.
The conferees are expected to quickly reach final
agreement when meetings resume in the; week of February 18, following
a Congressional recess.

Maine Scene
Charles Devoe, an assistant attorney general who has the support
of labor and industry, is expected to be Governor Brennan's choice
to head the Workers' Compensation Commission....Maria Shriver toured
the Millinocket mill on February 6, while Teddy Kennedy, Jr., toured
the East Millinocket mill the same day and the following day visited
the Pinkham Lumber Company.
The United Paperworkers International
Union paid for a full page advertisement in the Maine Sunday Telegram
to urge support for Kennedy.
Maine Democrats caucus on February 10.
The outlook is for a triumph for President Carter.... Seen on a Delta
flight between Boston and Portland:
a smiling former Governor Longley
who is fighting cancer in his typical all-out manner....When the exec
utive committee of the Maine Forest Products Council met on February
7 in Augusta, two unlikely political allies asked to attend.
Senator
Katz of Augusta and Representative Post of Owls Head got a cold
reception when they asked the Council to back off from its all-out
defense of the Tree Growth Tax Law....Win Greaton joined an Associated
Industries of Maine group for a meeting with the new director of the
Maine Health Systems Agency in Augusta on February 5.
MSHA has pro
moted legislation calling for mandatory annual physicals and controls
over chemicals in the work place.
AIM is trying to balance the planning
agency's approach.

No Regulations!
In December, State Bureau of Labor Director Ewing announced regu
lations to implement a new state law dealing with chemicals in the
work area.
On February 7, an aide disclosed at an Augusta seminar
that the Attorney General had ruled Ewing had no authority to issue
the regulations.
But Ewing said that "with the cooperation of employers,
we can still make this piece of legislation mean something."
Dale
Phenicie outlined the Great Northern program for dealing with potentially
hazardous chemicals in the work place and in the communities adjacent
to the mills.
The seminar was sponsored by the University of Maine
and attracted over 160 persons, mostly businessmen seeking guidance
on how to comply with federal and state regulations.
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Public Relations
Paul Firlotte discussed the bark boiler under construction at
East Millinocket at a February 6 meeting of the Millinocket Chamber
of Commerce.
On February 1, Firlotte was a speaker at a South Portland
seminar for Maine businessmen sponsored by the State office of Energy
Resources.... In response to a letter from free-lance writer Larry
Lack asking for information on chemicals used in the mills, I suggested
he attend the February 6 seminar at which Dale Phenicie spoke.... Andy
Brown of WLBZ radio called on February 6 and I made a tape explaining
why snow is important in the company's power system. ... A GNN news
release on the leasing of the Brilliant Coal Company was distributed....
Eight news releases with photographs of recently promoted employees
were prepared by Mary Bailey and Roger Boynton and distributed to
the news media.

February
11

Coming Events
Meeting, Environmental Affairs Committee,
Information Office, Augusta, 9:30 a.m.

Paper Industry

12

Meeting,
Augusta,

13

Hearing,
Energy 8 Natural Resources Committee,
Legislature, State Office Building, Augusta, 3:00 p.m.
Subject:
Creating fund to pay for cleaning up spills of hazardous
materials and amendments to hazardous waste law (L.D.
1902 and L.D. 1884)

directors,
9:30 a.m.

Associated

Industries

Meeting, Board of Environmental Protection,
Augusta, 10 a.m.

14

of

Maine,

Ray Building,

Hearing, Energy & Natural Resources Committee,
ture, State Office Building, Augusta, 1:30 p.m.
Creating Pesticide Review Board (L.D. 1905)

Legisla
Subject:

Meeting, Public Relations Committee, Paper Industry Infor
mation Office, Augusta, 1:30 p.m.

15

Meeting,
Augusta,

directors,
9:30 a.m.

Paper

Industry

Information
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Hazardous Wastes, Hazardous Materials & Pesticides
This was a week of marathon hearings in Augusta.
On February 13
the Energy 8 Natural Resources Committee of the Legislature considered
proposals to (1) define hazardous wastes and (2) to establish a clean
up fund for accidental spills of hazardous materials.
The room was
packed for five hours of testimony.
On February 14 the same committee
considered a proposal to establish a new board to control the use
of pesticides.
With a crowd of 300 trying to hear the proceedings
at the Augusta Civic Center, the second hearing also went on and on.

All three of the bills were administration proposals —part
Governor Brennan’s floundering legislative program.

of

On hazardous waste,
industry spokesmen (including Tom Glidden
of Great Northern) urged the Legislature to turn down the proposal
to give the Board of Environmental Protection authority to determine
which wastes are hazardous.
That job should be done at the federal
level where there is talent to do the job, the committee was told.
Proponents said Maine must act now to head off problems.
On the fund
bill, Dale Phenicie spoke for Great Northern.
Again the thrust of
industry was for uniformity that comes with federal standards.
Industry
lobbyists feel legislators are concerned over over-regulation and
possible duplication of federal efforts and expect the committee to
balk at approving a bill which exceeds pending federal standards.
But some legislators,
including Representative Huber of Falmouth,
worry that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is "dragging its
feet."
On the subject of herbicides, farmers, orchardists and foresters
called on the committee to kill an administration bill.
Farmers com
plained they would be hard hit by the proposal.
One of the three
sponsors stood up and opposed the bill.
If that happens, the industry
will support reforming the present Pesticides Control Board.

Millinocket, Maine 04462.
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Augusta Visit
Peter Yacavone discussed with Governor Brennan on February 12
in Augusta the study in progress of converting boilers in the Millinock<
mill from oil to coal and the study of replacing old paper machines
in the East Millinocket mill with a new machine.
Yacavone also expres
sed his concerns over trends in the spruce budworm control program.
While in Augusta, Yacavone also met with three groups of legislators
and attended a meeting of the directors of Associated Industries of
Maine.
At the meetings with legislators, the topics were again energy
although the sessions with Aroostook representatives and those from
Northern Penobscot County also focused on local issues.

LEGISLATIVE SCOREBOARD
Legislative
Document

Topic

Status

1175

Amendment to Tree Growth
Tax Law

In committee,
Complicated

1800

Visible emission standards

In committee, outlook:
Compromise but still
problems

1818

Energy building standards

In committee, outlook:
Exemption for industry

1830

Power for DEP to control water
levels

In committee, outlook:
No such power for DEP

1832

Exemption of logging roads from
site selection law

In committee, outlook:
Approval for the
exemption

1884

Expands BEP power to define
hazardous waste

Hearing:

1896

Industrial revenue bonds for
hydro projects

In committee,
Confusing

1902

Clean up fund for accidental
spills of hazardous materials

Hearing:

Feb.

13

1905

New pesticide control law

Hearing:

Feb.

14

Spruce Budworm control program

Just printed

Feb.

outlook:

13

outlook:

Eagle Lake Sawmill
House Speaker John Martin, Senator Jim McBreairty and Eagle Lake
Town Manager Raymond joined Bob Shinners, Tom Pinkham, Yacavone and
I for an Augusta dinner on February 11 marking the gift of a Pinkham
sawmill and 17 acres of land to the Town of Eagle Lake.
The hardwood
mill has not operated since 1976.
Martin and Raymond are hopeful that
the mill can be reopened with federal aid.
Roger Boynton went to Augusta
to take photographs.
The Bangor Daily News carried a story on the
gift on February 13.
A news release was distributed to Aroostook County
and other publications.
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Goodbye, Mr. Cutler
Washington observers report that Eliot Cutler, the Bangor native
on the White House staff, is leaving to go into private practice of
law.
Rumors say that at a farewell party Cutler was pictured in a
skit as giving Maine to the Indians--and Maine getting half of the
states of Oregon and Washington.
Cutler was the co-author of an
unsuccessful White House proposal to solve the issue.
He formerly
was on Senator Muskie's staff.
Starting on Sunday, stories in the
Maine Press and in the New York Times reported that an agreement had
been reached in the Indian claims.
Next will come legislation in
Washington and in Augusta.

The Maine Scene
Other paper companies are making headlines:
Madison Paper Company
officials said the products of a $200 million expansion will be sold
to the New York Times, Diamond International is seeking permits to
construct a waferboard mill in Winn and St. Regis is considering a
boiler for the Bucksport mill in which coal and wood chips would be
the fuel, replacing oil now used by the company... Observers say that
the support of the United Paperworkers International Union helped
Senator Kennedy make it a close race in the battle for votes in the
Maine caucuses on February 10.
House Speaker Martin said the 46%
of the delegates won by the President matched his expectations.
Governor Brennan hailed Kennedy's 39% as a "dead heat" come-from-behind
triumph...Win Greaton joined several other representatives of major
Maine employers for a meeting with the new chief of the Maine Health
Systems Agency.
The session was arranged by Associated Industries
of Maine...At a meeting of AIM directors on February 11, a go-ahead
was given for purchase of a house near the State House as a headquarters.
AIM is also establishing a Political Action Committee and an affiliated
group to offer workers' compensation insurance... Opponents of nuclear
power say they have the 37,000 signatures needed to force a vote on
nuclear power... Proponents of state reimbursement for tax shifts under
the Tree Growth Tax Law and for reimbursement for other state mandated
exemptions announced they had failed to get sufficient petitions to
force a referendum. . A group of legislators had been looking for a
compromise to head off a referendum and were promoting (among other
things) a severance tax on wood at the time of harvest. . .Tom Schmidt
of the Wisconsin Paper Council was the speaker at a February 15 meeting
of directors of the Paper Industry Information Office in Augusta.

Spruce Budworm
When the long-awaited legislative document showed up on the House
calendar in Augusta on February 13, it was tabled.
Representative
Post of Owls Head says the Taxation Committee should hold hearings
on the bill.
Usually such matters go to the Appropriations Committee.
Other legislators contend the bill, because it is a new program, should
go to the Energy & Natural Resources Committee.
This hold-up was
another in the mounting series of problems plaguing the program.
Governor Brennan, meanwhile, clarified his remarks of several days ago-reaffirming that he believes landowners should pay for being sprayed
with no state financial assistance.
The Governor and Conservation
Commissioner Barringer continue
to fight for federal financial support.
Hope for an effective state administered integrated pest management
program is fading.
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Public Relations
A news release was distributed February 13 on the gift of 8 3/4
acres of land to the Millinocket Housing Authority for a site for housing
for the elderly.... Copies of a new brochure on the boiler in which
bark will be the fuel were mailed to 987 management employees and 450
businessmen,
legislators,
public officials and members of Congress.
As a result of the advertisement in the Maine press, we have had 92
letters from people in 53 communities requesting copies of the brochure...
In cooperation with Jim Giffune, a dinner was arranged for February
15
for doctors and dentists who practice in Millinocket and East
Millinocket.
A tour of the Millinocket mill was included in the program...
Contributions were made to the Maine Library Association, the Children's
Theatre of Maine and the American Legion, sponsoring two students to
Boys State.

Coming Events
February
19-20

Conference, National Alliance for Hydroelectric Energy,
Washington, D.C.

19

Hearing,
Labor
Committee,
Legislature,
State
House,
Augusta.
Subject:
Full-time Workers'
Compensation
Commissioners .

19

Meeting,
Augusta,

Human Rights
11 a.m.

20

Meeting,

Land Use Regulation Commission

21

Meeting,
Subject:

Committee of 50, Pilots Grill,
Searsport

Commission

of

University

Maine,

Augusta.

Bangor,

8:15 a.m.

Sincerely,

pmc/b
Distribution:
P. P. Albert
E. E. Allain
R. V. Bailey
R. F. Bartlett
J. A. Blickle
R. D. Boynton
P.
Cannel la
J. B. Carson
S. A. Casey
A. L. Clark
S. W. Cote
W. E. Cozens
A. B. Danforth
J. L. Dardenne
H. J. Deabay
J. P. DeMarrais
A. E. Dentremont

F.
B.
J.
P.
T.
T.
J.
J.
J.
L.
E.
R.
D.
S.
K.
P.
O.

J.
P.
E.
I.
H.
A.
M.
E.
W.
E.
B.

O.
G.
Y.
D.
D.

Dunne
Ellen
Farmer
Firlotte
Flanagan
Galas
Giffune
Godfrey
Griffith
Hand
Harvey
Hellendale
Hickey
Hobson
Hodsdon
Hubbe
Huddleston

C.
J.
R.
T.
D.
W.
0.
V.
E.
P.
A.
C.
A.
R.
G.
J.
P.

A.
P.
R.
W.
J.
E.
J.
F.
V.
F.
C.
L.
M.
W.
L.
F.
P.

Hutchins
Jamieson
Johnson
Kelly
Krohn
Lloyd
Lombard
Mattson
Maxfield
Mendola
Michaud
Nelson
Nemirow
Noyes
Nystrom
O'Handley
Paul

T.
T.
C.
D.
W.
E.
J.
R.
W.
A.
0.
R.
G.
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D.
L.
H.
P.

Pendleton
Pinkham
Reed
Roop
Saucier
Schwerin
Staples
Tile
Tolley
Tozier
Tripp
Venditti
Veneman
Welch
Westfall
Wheaton
Willets
F. Yacavone

N.
S.
H.
R.
A.
M.
H.
W.
W.
J.
K.
A.
E.
H.
W.
H.
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"Big" Hydro's Obstacle
Kitty Sherman is a New Englander on the Domestic Affairs Council
staff in the White House.
Don Lubick is an assistant secretary of
the Treasury and the administration's spokesman on money matters
before Congress.
On February 19, Ms. Sherman spoke at the first
meeting of the National Alliance for Hydroelectric Energy Conference.
Lubick presented the White House position to House and Senate conferees
on the windfall profits tax.

Supporters of hydropower filled a ballroom in a Washington hotel
to hear Ms. Sherman, a substitute luncheon speaker.
She told her
audience that "American ingenuity is popping out all over the energy
area...we are banding together to climb out of the energy hole."
But when she agreed to answer questions, the toastmaster urged the
audience to try and keep her busy "so she won't go to Congress and
lobby against us..."
She heard the administration criticized for
its opposition to tax credits for hydropower.
There were complaints
that solar power and other "exotics" were getting too much attention.
When asked if the reason she had referred only to "low-head hydro"
in her text was because the White House opposes new projects, she
responded "there is a real need for new hydro power."
At that point,
Ms. Sherman beat retreat.

An hour later Lubick was in his usual place at a table before
the conferees.
The large hearing room in the Longworth Building
was packed.
After months of wrangling, decisions were being made.
Conferees were deciding on financial incentives for alternate energy
sources.
Lubick argued against additional tax credits or tax exempt
industrial development bonds to encourage hydropower projects.
He
called the bonds "a very, very inefficient way to provide a subsidy."
The Treasury spokesman said that projects of over 25 megawatts "will
occur without subsidies."
Millinocket, Maine 04462.
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Big Hydro's Obstacle (continued)
While a conference committee report still hasn't been published,
it appears that the only hydro projects which will get tax credits
will be those on existing sites.
Tax exempt bonds on a prorated
basis will be available for larger projects—but not for new projects.

Two years ago the White House successfully opposed all incen
tives for hydro.
Washington lobbyists see the credits endorsed by
conferees as a base which can be expanded in future sessions.
Some
say this could come in the floor action on the compromise.
Conferees also approved a 10% investment tax credit for cogener
ation equipment using up to 20% oil for flame stabilization and back-up
or start-up fuels.

Another Petition Drive?
If the legislation now being considered to provide additional
controls over the use of pesticides is not approved, environmentalists
are speculating that there will be a petition drive to ban all chemi
cal spraying in Maine.
In the Environmental Reporter published by
the Natural Resources Council of Maine, it was reported that a meeting
to consider such a drive was planned in Machias on February 25.
It takes 37,000 signatures to force a referendum.
Our guess:
opponents of spraying would be successful in forcing a vote.
With
farmers vigorously opposing tougher regulations, it is unlikely new
controls satisfactory to anti-spray forces will be adopted.
The
House and Senate will consider the issue in Augusta next week.

BCT—The-Emerging Issue
Bob Hellendale was one of three representatives of the paper
industry who discussed our concerns over additional spending on water
pollution controls with Senator Muskie on February 27.
Muskie had
earlier questioned the approach of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency in implementing the Clean Water Act of 1977.
Others in Con
gress are planning legislation to clarify this intent.
If this doesn't
happen,
the American Paper Institute estimates the industry will
have to spend $2 billion.

The Legislature
With 20 working days left, the Legislature is in high gear—
but with little, if any, cash for new programs.
The proposal to
exclude saltwater frontage from favorable treatment under the Tree
Growth Tax Law was unanimously rejected by the Taxation Committee.
There had been a question if saltwater frontage could be treated
differently from freshwater frontage.
Critics say the law provides
an unjustified tax shelter for owners of shore property.
With the
death of this bill, Lynwood Hand, Great Northern's legislative counsel,
believes the threat of new timber taxes has probably been eliminated
for 1980.

Visitors

in-Millinocket

Nine state officials from Augusta spent February 27 in Millinocket
listening to briefinqs on Great Northern and touring the Millinocket
mill.
Conservation Commissioner Barringer led the delegation.
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The Budworm Battle
Commissioner
Barringer
got
a
cool
reception
earlier
from
the staff of the Maine Congressional Delegation when he went to
Washington on February 25 to lobby for federal funds for fighting
the spruce budworm epidemic.
Carol Hicks of Senator Cohen's staff
said "the Department of Agriculture has been looking for a way out.
Now the state--by refusing to participate in the financing of the
program—has provided an easy out."
Miss Hicks said she and Mike
Aube of Senator Muskie's staff agreed that Governor Brennan should
be told it is "really going to be hard" to get federal support if
there isn't state support.
Senator Cohen, a supporter of the program,
has written the Governor.
* Next week the issue goes before the Legislature with a public
hearing scheduled Tuesday in Augusta on the new Spruce Budworm Manage
ment Act.
Industry will support the proposal although asking for
changes to be made in Conservation Commissioner Barringer's plan.

1 Legislative Scoreboard 1
Legislative
Document

Status

Topic

1175

Amendment to Tree Growth Tax Law

Killed by unanimous vote
of Taxation committee

1800

Visible emission standards

House Chairman mediating
differences between DEP
and industry

1818

Energy building standards

committee waiting for state
standards...bill may die

1830

Power for DEP to control water levels

All references to dams and
water flows deleted from
bill

1832

Exemption of logging roads from site
selection law

comittee split 8-4-1 with
majority favoring exemption—
trying for carpromise

1884

Expands BEP power to define hazardous
waste

Carmittee hasn't really
faced issue

1896

Industrial revenue bonds for hydro
projects

New draft in works

1902

Clean up fund for accidental spills
of hazardous materials

Something will be approved
but how much is still in
question

1905

New pesticide control law

Probably dead...except for
a new board

1953

Spruce Budworm control

Hearing March 4

program

4

Public Relations
After the brochure on the subject of the East Millinocket bark
boiler was distributed, Jeff Strout of the Bangor Daily News called
on February 14 with questions on the subject... Crilly Ritz of The
New Edition, a student newspaper published on the Orono campus of
the University of Maine, called on February 14 with questions on
clearcutting and Bart Harvey and I answered his questions.
The news
paper devoted an issue to forestry-related matters... Paul Firlotte
answered questions from Russ VanArsdale of WABI-TV on February 22
regarding the lack of snow and its potential impact on the hydro
electric system...All of the Aroostook County newspapers, the Bangor
Daily News and the Commercial Bulletin, a lumber industry publication,
published photographs of the gift of the Eagle Lake mill to the com
munity... On February 22 Dan Corcoran answered questions from David
Platt of the Bangor Daily News on industry's purchasing chemicals
for the 1980 program... Requests for copies of the bark boiler brochure
resulting from the advertising program continue to be received.
They have come from persons in 70 Maine communities...An advertise
ment promoting snowmobile safety on company timberlands was published
in the February 26 edition of the Katahdin Times...With both girls
team from Stearns (Millinocket) and the boys team from Schenck (East
Millinocket) scheduled to play for state basketball championships
on February 29, Great Northern agreed to sponsor broadcasts on radio
and television...Dues were paid in the Bangor Action Committee of
50 and Associated Industries of Maine...On February 28, I answered
questions from Lucy Martin of Maine Times regarding the implications
of the lack of snow on Great Northern.
She also was worried about
a lack of water flow for canoeing and rafting... Copies of a text
of a talk by Dale Phenicie on Great Northern's hazardous material
safety program were distributed to legislators and others.

March
4

Coming Events
Hearing, Spruce Budworm Management
Committee,
Legislature,
Room 228,

Act, Appropriations
State House,
1:30 p.m.

5

Meeting, Personnel Association, AIM, Lewiston. Speaker:
Pat Ryan of Human Rights Commission, John Christie of
Ad-Media

6

Meeting, directors, Maine Forest Products Council,
Center, Augusta, 1 p.m.

Civic

Hearing,
proposal to equalize taxes for fire control
between organized and unorganized areas, Taxation Com
mittee, Room 107, State Office Building, 1:30 p.m.

Sincerely,

pmc/b
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Spruce Budworm

Over the weekend Bill Ginn of the Maine Audubon Society got
a lot of headlines from reporters of newspapers and radio and tele
vision stations.
Ginn quoted Secretary of Agriculture Bergland as
telling him at a national meeting of environmentalists that there
would be no Federal funds for the Maine budworm control project.

And so it went,

all week.

On March 3, Conservation Commissioner Barringer said that it
was "inconceivable" that Bergland would make a decision before the
environmental impact statement process had been completed.
On the next day, a report was released at the University of
Maine which said that "protection areas smaller than 3 million acres
are too small to sustain industry at current levels in the long term."
The study was an
undertaking
of the Green Woods Project of the
University and the U.S. Forest Service.
The
report
stressed
the
need for continued use of pesticides to protect the forest.

The Appropriations Committee of the Legislature held a hearing
on March 4 on the administration's proposal for a new spruce budworm
management program.
One of the largest hearing rooms in the State
House was packed--- chiefly with proponents, including spokesmen for
the Natural Resources Council of Maine and the Maine Audubon Society.
Only four persons raised their hands when Chairman Pearson asked
for a head count of those planning to speak against the bill.
Pro
ponents included John Chansler of the U.S. Forest Service who praised
the integrated pest management approach.
When his answers regarding
funding were not clear, Pearson challenged him to "put your money

Millinocket, Maine 04462.
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Spruce Budworm (continued)

where your mouth is..."
Chansler said no decision had been made.
Dan
Corcoran testified on behalf of Great Northern, supporting the
legislation "as the proper direction for budworm control to take
and we endorse the concept of integrated pest management..."
Dan
did propose amendments.
The hearing extended
into early evening.
From Augusta, Chansler went to Washington and the next day met
with members of the staff of the Maine congressional delegation.
When he didn't actually say so, Carol Hicks of Senator Cohen's staff
said he left no doubt in her mind that the U.S. Forest Service final
recommendation will be against financial support in the Maine project.
Chansler did say that the staff of the regional office had seen no
additional
evidence
which
altered
their
original
recommendation
against participating in the project.

Miss Hicks and Mike Aube of Senator Muskie's staff were both
pessimistic over chances of getting federal funds in 1980.
The Maine
delegation has been able to get the Secretary of Agriculture to over
rule the Forest Service in recent years.
"We've got a weaker case
in tougher times," Aube said, criticizing the state for not putting
any money into the actual spraying from the so-called general fund.
"Before
we can do a thing, we have got to have stronger state
commitment," the Muskie staff member said.
Both he and Miss Hicks,
and later George Smith of the staff of Congressman Emery, were
critical of Barringer.
When asked why the $147,000 in state money
already allocated is going for purposes other than spraying, the
Washington group quotes Barringer as saying "that the cost of spray
ing should be paid by those best able to afford it, the landowners."
In Augusta,
meanwhile,
a subcommittee of the appropriations
committee had been established to consider amendments.
Representa
tive Morton of Farmington is chairman with Representative Diamond
of Windham and Senator Perkins of Blue Hill as the other panel mem
bers.
They held their first working session Friday morning and
Corcoran attended along with Lynwood Hand, Great Northern's legisla
tive counsel.
The committee will meet again March 10.
Senator
Perkins handed out copies of a letter written to the Governor
by
Senator Cohen saying "it is doubtful, however, that the U.S. Forest
Service will be willing to participate in a program in which the
State will not itself participate."
Barringer said the Governor
had replied to letters from both Senators Muskie and Cohen.

The stakes are substantial for the entire Maine forest industry.
A year ago the program cost Great Northern $1.7 million.
With Federal
participation, the cost for Great Northern will be over $2 million
in 1980.
Without Federal financial support, the cost to the company
could be over $3 million.

Coal..,Coal...Coal
Washington this week was talking about reports of a White House
plan to provide billions for utilities to convert from oil to coal
in the northeast.
A commission announced the conversion could be
accomplished without changes in the air pollution laws.
Next the
President sent a message to Congress.
Staffers of the Maine dele
gation today hadn't seen the commission report,
the President's
message or the actual legislation--- which has been talked about for
several months.
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The Homestretch
With only 12 working days remaining,
longer work days face
legislators next week--- meetings of the Senate and House at 9 a.m. ,
committee work sessions after lunch, followed by meetings of the
Senate and House at 4 p.m.
Over 100 pieces of legislation are still
in the legislative process--- all the key issues of the session.

When a study committee recommended $47 million be appropriated
to put the retirement system for employees on a sound financial basis,
Senator Huber, chairman of the Appropriations Committee simply said
"there ain’t no way..."
The departments of Transportation and
Fisheries and Wildlife say if new money isn't available, programs
will have to be slashed.
Legislators this week failed to agree on
how - to cut back operations of the DOT.
Today the Governor announced
a freeze on hiring by state agencies.
Observers say that there will be no tax increase this session
but a one percent increase in the sales tax ($40 million) has got
to come in 1981 if programs are not cut significantly .

Legislative Scoreboard
Legislative
Document

Topic

Status

1175

Amendment to Tree Growth Tax Law

1800

Visible amissions standards

Negotiations continue....
progress reported by paper
industry lobbyist

1818

Mandatory energy building standards

Voluntary standards in print
....future of L.D. 1818 up in
air

1830

Power for DEP to control water
levels

All references to dams and
water flows deleted from
redraft

1832

Exemption of logging roads from
site selection law

Compromise—if this one sticks
will limit DEP to cities and
towns

1884

Expands BEP power to define
hazardous waste

Not much progress.... recom
mendations received from
Attorney General

1896

Industrial revenue bonds for hydro
projects

Redraft in works

1902

Clean up fund for accidental spill:
of hazardous materials

Something will be approved
but how much is in question

1953

Spruce budworm control program

Hearing March 4

1966

New pesticide control law

Redraft acceptable to industry
has received initial approval

Dead

4

Public Relations
I answered questions from Mary Warner of the Bangor Daily News
bureau in Presque Isle on March 3 and 6 regarding the implications
of the open winter on the wood harvesting business....On March 4,
I denied rumors reported by John Keys of WMKR and Gordon Manuel of
WABI-TV that the mills were cutting back production because of the
lack of water to generate hydroelectric power.
The next day MaryAnne
Lagasse of the Bangor Daily News called with the same question. ... On
March 6, I answered questions from Dave Platt of the Bangor Daily
News regarding Great Northern's position on the state proposal for
a new spruce budworm management plan....We provided at the request
of Patty O'Hare two photographs for New England Business Magazine.
The
magazine is preparing an edition with an article on logging
in the winter.... Phil Patton, a free-lance contributor to Esquire,
is doing an article on men who cook for men and asked if he could
interview a cook in a Great Northern camp.... Requests for copies
of the bark boiler brochure continue to be received.
The total is
158....Roger Boynton spent much of the week taking photographs to
be incorporated into the series of 35 mm slides used by Jim Giffune
to describe the Millinocket mill.
An artist will confer with the
mill manager on other slides on March 17....

Coming Events
March
11

Meeting,
Augusta,

directors,
9:30 a.m.

Associated

Hearing,
Gasoline
Contingency
Center, Augusta, 7:30 p.m.

of

Industries

Emergency

Plan,

Maine,

Civic

12

Meeting, Board of Environmental Protection

14

Meeting,
Augusta,

19

Governor's Economic Development Conference, University
of Maine, Orono, 9:30 a.m. (Peter Yacavone among speakers)

28-29

directors,
9:30 a.m.

Paper

Industry

Information

Colby Institute for Management, Waterville

Sincerely,

pmc/rr
Enclosure (PIIO newsletter)
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Settlement?
Dissenting Penobscots leaked documents covering a proposed settle
ment of the Indian land claims issue to reporters of the Bangor Daily
News last week and big, black headlines were generated in newspapers
all over the state.
Here is the March 14 headline in the News:

Yesterday's sale 80,642

Daily News

Bangor

Winter storm,

snow warning
Weather on Page 28

BANGOR. MAINE, FRIDAY, MARCH 14. 1980

VOl. 91—NO. 246

30 PAGES— 25 CENTS

Indians to vote on land settlement
On television news that evening, U.S. Representative Snowe said
she would guess that public opinion would be against the terms of
the settlement and that she had serious reservations.
In the News
on March 15. Washington correspondent John Day said that there "is
a feeling down here that this is a deal doomed to failure" and quoted
a Maine delegation aide as saying "they may have missed it by eight
or nine weeks.
This thing is too expensive.
It's probably unsellable."
Indians were voting on the proposal today.
State Attorney General
Cohen called the $81.5 million package a "fair, just and balanced
resolution of the case."
The Indians will buy 300,000 acres of land
with some of the money.

Millinocket, Maine 04462.

(207)723-5131 Ext. 228
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Settlement (continued)
Next week the Governor and Attorney General will finish briefing
members of Congress and identify the lands the Indians will acquire.
Some will come from Great Northern.
Legislation will be filed in
Augusta and debated in the next several days.
After finding out that
the News was going to publish the terms of the agreement, Cohen went
before the Legislature on March 13 to outline terms of the agreement.
He got a mixed reaction.

Spruce Budworm
A subcommittee of the Appropriations Committee this week tackled
the administration 's proposal for revisions in state laws governing
the. spruce budworm control program.
A majority favored a version
favored by industry and so did a majority of the full committee.
Lynwood Hand, Great Northern's legislative counsel, and Dan Corcoran
followed developments step-by-step.
Don Perkins,
counsel for the
Paper Industry Information Office,
drafted the revision.
Senator
Perkins of Blue Hill wrote a letter to Senator Cohen and other members
of the delegation saying that it was the intent of a majority to satisfy
the delegation that the program was worthy of continued federal finan
cial support.
But, as expected on March 14, the final Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) of the regional office of the Forest Service
recommended against federal funds.
While there isn't the same enthusiasm
from Maine delegation staff members and state officials for overturning
the recommendation, Great Northern will continue to push for federal
funding--so necessary to protect the future supply of wood for the
Maine mills.
In Washington, members of the staff of the Maine dele
gation say that the state government's lack of financial commitment
and the drive to cut federal spending is working against our efforts.
During the week, I talked with Mike Aube of Senator Muskie's staff,
Donna Umphrey of Mrs. Snowe's staff, George Smith of Congressman Emery's
office and Carol Hicks of Senator Cohen's staff.

The Bark Boiler
Representative Snowe wrote on March 7 that she would like to
commend Great Northern as an innovator in seeking energy alternatives.
Mrs. Snowe entered the text of a fact sheet on the East Millinocket
bark boiler into the Congressional Record along with introductory
remarks praising the project as "an example of the type of measures
that can be adopted to address our energy problems.

People
There are rumors that Wayne Birmingham, the former president
of the Maine Woodsmen's Association, is
joining the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
as an inspector...Charles
Devoe of Union,
an assistant attorney general, has been nominated
to be chairman of the Worker's Compensation Commission... Ed Gaulin
of Biddeford has also been nominated to the Worker's Compensation
panel... Representative Tierney of Lisbon, House majority leader and
well-known labor lawyer, this week was telling people he is retiring
from the Legislature.
He may run for the post of Attorney General. ..
A few weeks ago Republican Minority Leader Garsoe of Cumberland had
announced he was bowing out because of ill health.

March 25Adjournment?
The current session of the Legislature is limited by law to 50
days.
March 25th will be the 50th day and that is when final adjourn
ment is expected by Hand and others.
One of the key issues was the Department of Environmental Pro
tection's proposal to define hazardous wastes.
Dan Boxer, representing
the Paper Industry Information Office reports that "PIIO, AIM, the
Attorney General's Department,
the Natural Resources Committee and
environmental groups all reached one big happy agreement" on a compro
mise which got initial approval in the House late this week.
The
DEP staff will be limited to using definitions provided by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency except when they have the approval
of the Legislature to make additions.

A compromise version of the visible emissions bill is awaiting
final passage and provides limited exemptions for excess emissions
associated with cold start-ups and planned shut-downs but gives DEP
discretionary authority over malfunctions.
The paper industry had
sought exemptions for start-ups, shut-downs and malfunctions.
This week the Committee on Energy & Natural Resources killed
the bill calling for mandatory energy efficient building standards
although adopting voluntary standards.

LEGISLATIVE SCOREBOARD
Legislative
Document

Status

Topic

1175

Amendment to Tree Growth Tax Law

Dead

1800

Visible emissions standards

Compromise
passage

1818

Mandatory energy building standards

Dead, but voluntary stand
ards adopted

1830

Power for DEP to control water
levels

All references to dams and
water flows deleted from
redraft

1832

Exemption of logging roads from
site selection law

Looks like exemption will
be approved—subject to
DEP standards

1884

Expands BEP power to define haz
ardous waste

Redraft acceptable to indus
try given initial approval

1896

Industrial revenue bonds for hydro
projects

Redraft amended for clarity

1902

Clean up fund for accidental spills
of hazardous materials

1953

Spruce budworm control program

Majority of committee sup
ports industry's amendments
to bill; debate next week

1966

New pesticide control law

Redraft acceptable to industry
on way to passage

awaiting final

' AIM, chemical companies
fighting to kill bill
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Public Relations
I answered questions from Anne Erickson of the Katahdin Times
and Mary Anne Lagasse of the Bangor Daily News of the effects of this
winter's light snowfall on the hydroelectric system.
The Bangor Daily
News carried the story on March 15-16...I spent March 11-12 in Stamford
talking with Charles Grantland who has become Great Southern Paper's
manager of public affairs.
He formerly headed the Brilliant Coal
operations... Newspaper and radio advertisements promoting the spring
cleanup campaign in the pulp and paper mills were prepared for the
Times and WMKR. . .Roger Boynton provided Jim Giffune with a new set
of 35 mm slides covering the Millinocket mill and Monday an artist
from Ad-Media will talk with Jim on sketches he needs to incorporate
into the slides which he uses to illustrate talks to customers and
other groups...Bob Bartlett approved a radio announcement which will
be carried this summer on WMKR promoting safety by drivers using logging
roads... Great Northern has joined the National Alliance for Hydro
electric Energy,
a group organized to promote the development of
hydropower... Requests for the bark boiler brochure continue to be
received.
Some 200 requests have come from 83 Maine communities and
from 39 points out of state... Advertisements offering a reward for
silver solder apparently stolen from the Millinocket mill were placed
in the Millinocket and Bangor newspapers.
Requests for information
on the incident were referred to Millinocket police who answered the
questions of reporters.

Coming Events
March
17

Hearing,
Taxation
Committee
of
Legislature,
subject:
budget for unorganized territory for fiscal 1981, State
Office Building, Augusta, 1:30 p.m.

18

Hearing, Board of Pesticides Control, subject:
renewal
of licenses for several applicators involved in spruce
budworm project.
1:30 p.m., Eastport Hall, University
of Maine, Orono

19

Governor's Economic Development Conference, University
of Maine, Orono, 9:30 a.m.
(Peter Yacavone among speakers)

27

Business Breakfast, Husson College, Bangor,
Philo Hutcheson of Gulf Oil.

28-29

Annual Colby Management Institute,

8 a.m.

Waterville
Sincerely,

pmc/b
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TROUBLES, TROUBLES, TROUBLES
Struggling against the calendar to complete a session limited
by law to 50 days, members of the Legislature finally gave up when
the Indian lands claim issue was added to the list of things they
had to face before adjournment.
They decided to extend the session
by two days, finishing work on all but the Indian matter on March
25, recess until April 2 and adjourn on April 3.
A public hearing
would be held March 28 on the legislation covering the proposed settle
ment of the Indian lands claim issue.

Great Northern supports the proposed out-of-court settlement
of the issue.
Attorneys representing the Company were urging that
representatives of management express this support to legislators.
There is building concern about opposition developing to the proposal
on which the tribes and the state have agreed.
As I reported last week, staff members of the Maine Congressional
Delegation are pessimistic over chances of getting the entire $81.5
million needed to finance the trust fund and to buy 300,000 acres
for the tribes.
This week Congressman Emery publicly voiced his
concern about the cost of the proposal.
But everyone agrees that
an out-of-court settlement is needed.

While the Indian settlement was dominating
legislative process ground on at the State House.

the

headlines,

the

When the staff of the Department of Environmental Protection
apparently tried to kill the visible emissions bill by putting a
$20,000 price tag on it for administration the sponsor (Representative
Kinsman of Fryeburg) forced them to back down.
If the price tag
had remained, the bill would have died for a lack of funds.
Millinocket, Maine 04462.

(207) 723-5131 Ext. 228
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troubles (continued)

Despite a rocky road, the spruce budworm management act con
tinued on its way.
The bill will need a two-thirds vote as an emergence
measure and getting 101 votes on final passage will be a challenge.
Jim Carson went to Augusta Friday to sort out the facts regarding
the deadlock over a proposal to exempt logging roads from DEP juris
diction.
Once thought to be assured of passage, the bill has bogged
down in a clash of power between the House and Senate chairmen of
the Energy & Natural Resources Committee.
That committee is still wrestling with the proposal to create
a fund to finance clean up of accident spills of hazardous materials.
Once thought to be a sure bet, the legislation advocated by Governor
Brennan, is in serious trouble.
There is a possibility the DEP will
get the authority to clean up spills but not get the authority to
impose fees to finance the operations.

Challenging the Forest Service
Peter Yacavone appealed to Conservation Commissioner Barringer
on March 17 to urge the Maine Congressional Delegation to fight the
U.S.
Forest Service recommendation against federal financing for
the spruce budworm control project.
Barringer agreed but put off
a visit to Washington until probably March 28 when he and Yacavone
will be joined by David Flanagan, Governor Brennan's counsel.
We
talked with Jim Case of Senator Muskie's staff and asked that he
make sure the door would stay open for an appeal until the meeting
was held.

Legislative Scoreboard
Legislative
Document

Topic

Status

1175

Amendment to Tree Growth Tax Law

Dead

1800

Visible emissions standards

On way to passage

1818

Mandatory energy building standards

Dead, but voluntary stand
ards adopted

1830

Power for DEP to control water levels

All references to dams and
water flows deleted from
redraft

1832

Exemption of logging roads from site
selection law

Still up in the air

1884

Expands BEP power to define hazardous
waste

Tabled, but likely to pass

1896

Industrial revenue bonds for hydro
projects

On Governor's desk

1902

Clean up fund for accidental spills of
hazardous materials

Still in committee

1953

Spruce budworm control program

Amended version on way to
passage

1966

New pesticide control law

On Governor's desk

3

Economic Development Conference
Peter Yacavone was among the speakers at the Governor's Economic
Development Conference at the University of Maine in Orono on March
19.
Ellsworth publisher Russ Wiggins moderated a panel which included
the Great Northern president, Henry Powers of Sprague Energy and
Bill Bullock of the Merrill Bank.
Over 125 persons heard the three
discuss the outlook for the 80's.
Governor Brennan,
the luncheon speaker,
said there has been
significant diversification in the state's economy in the last three
years with companies involved in electronics, metal workers and com
puters providing almost half of the state's new job opportunities
last-year.
Charles O'Leary, the new president of the Maine AFL-CIO,
discussed educational facilities and praised the paper industry for
"capitalizing on the University of Maine at Orono."

A copy of the Yacavone speech is attached.

Advertising Campaign
The 1980 advertising campaign in the Maine news media, kicked
off with the advertisement highlighting the East Millinocket boiler
in which bark will be burned, expands into radio next week with the
first in a series of radio programs.
The monthly series of radio programs will be aimed chiefly at
Southern Maine residents, seeking to acquaint them with the company.
The 2 1/2 minute programs will be broadcast over four Portland stations
daily for one week of each month.
For the benefit of northern Maine
residents, the same programs will be scheduled less frequently on
stations
in Millinocket,
Houlton,
Lincoln,
Presque Isle,
Caribou
and Fort Kent.
The first program features Paul Firlotte explaining
what a lack of snow can mean in hydroelectric power generation--for
Great Northern and the Maine utilities.
I ask the questions.
So far we have had 165 requests from people in 85 Maine communities
for the bark boiler brochure offered in the newspaper advertisement.
There have been 48 requests from out-of-staters.
The next full page
advertisement (with a forest management theme) will start appearing
in Maine newspapers on April 14.

Objective of the campaign is to acquaint people in southern
Maine (the majority of the state's voters) with the company and create
a climate of understanding when—and if—a decision is made to seek
approval for another hydroelectric facility.
The thrust of the cam
paign is based on public opinion polling which shows Great Northern
well respected where it is known.
The company just isn't as well known
in southern areas as it is from Bangor north.

Communications Workshop
Arnold Zenker of Boston, who travels the country advising business
executives on how to deal with television appearances, conducted
a workshop in Millinocket on March 18.
Bob Bartlett, Paul Firlotte,
Bart Harvey, Peter Yacavone and I participated.
He also offered
suggestions on speaking techniques of the participants.

4

Public Relations
A news release was issued on March 21 announcing plans of the
Pinkham company to curtail production and go on a four-day week because
of a lack of demand for lumber...After Peter Yacavone's talk in Orono,
I provided Frank Sleeper of the Maine Sunday Telegram with a copy
of the text.
Frank called the following day to say he planned a
story for the March 30 edition highlighting the potential for a new
paper machine at East Millinocket and coal conversion at Millinocket...
Jeff Strout of the Bangor Daily News, who ducked out before the program
was over, called on March 21 and asked for a copy of the talk. . . I
provided Anne Erickson of the Katahdin Times with a copy of the Yacavone
talk and with a map showing the general location of the Debsconeag
area offered for sale in the proposed Indian land claims agreement...
I also answered questions from Mark Baithazard of Pulp & Paper Maga
zine on the proposed settlement... Roger Boynton took a photograph
of the members of the East Millinocket safety committee who are involved
in the mills' spring cleanup campaign.
The photograph will be used
in another advertisement promoting the project... Contributions were
approved for the Millinocket Music Boosters, Van Buren Rotary auction,
Medway Junior Pro Basketball, Dirigo Girls State and Dirigo Boys
State--both American Legion programs...We provided 150 packets of
folders for the April 16 Maine-New Hampshire TAPPI meeting in Millinocket.
The company will also host a cocktail hour and underwrite the cost
of a bus for a mill tour...On behalf of Pinkham Lumber, an advertise
ment was placed in the Commercial Bulletin for the Northeast Lumber
Manufacturers Association edition.

March
26

28

28-29

31

Coming Events
Meeting,
Board
of
Environmental
Mental Health Institute, 10 A.M.
Hearing,
Augusta.
claims.

Protection,

Special Committee of Legislature, State House,
Subject:
Proposed settlement of Indian land

Annual Colby College Management Institute, Waterville.
Hearing, Human Rights Commission, Room 113, State House,
1:30 P.M.
Subject:
Employment regulations.
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pmc/b
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Budworm Battle

The battle for federal financial support for the spruce budworm
suppression program has become an annual event in Washington.
In
the past few years, it has gone this way:
First, the regional office
of the U.S. Forest Service recommends against the use of funds.
Next, the Maine congressional delegation goes to the Secretary of
Agriculture—asking that he overrule the lower echelons.
After the
regional director of the Forest Service had participated in the re
shaping of the program, there were hopes that the Forest Service
would have a change of heart.
That did not happen.
In addition,
the staff of the delegation has been reluctant to go after the funds,
complaining about the inadequacies of the state commitment and worrying
over the budget-slashing mood in town.
On March 28 I accompanied Peter Yacavone and George Carlisle,
president of the Bangor forest-management firm, to Washington.
They
asked members of the delegation staff for a joint letter from the
Maine members urging Secretary of Agriculture Bergland to again over
turn the Forest Service recommendation.
All of the offices were
represented at the meeting arranged by Senator Muskie’s administrative
aide, Leon Billings, who was called away to assist the Senator in
his role as the leading budget-cutter.
Jim Case and Mike Aube of
the Muskie staff, Ed Collins, an aide to Congressman Emery, Donna
Umphrey of the staff of Congresswoman Snowe and Carol Hicks of the
staff of Senator Cohen attended.
Later we made the same request
of Assistant Secretary of Agriculture Rupert Cutler, the man who
has been urging less dependency on spraying and more on integrated
pest management.
Douglas R. Leisz, associate chief of the Forest
Service, also attended the second meeting.
Conservation Commissioner
Barringer and Dave Flanagan, counsel to Governor Brennan, decided
against making the trip because they had met previously with the
staff.

Millinocket, Maine 04462.
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Budworm Battle (continued)
Yacavone requested the delegation ask the Agriculture Department
to continue to support the Maine program while an integrated pest
management program is being phased-in.
Carlisle said owners such
as he will be unable to spray (as Great Northern would do) because
of the cost, if there isn't federal financial assistance.
Without
raw material from lands such as those managed by Carlisle, there
would be a shortage facing Great Northern and other paper companies.
Case was pessimistic:
"We are trying to cut from $16 to $40
billion dollars from the budget.
This type of program (the budworm)
is very, very difficult to fund at this time."
Whether a letter
will be sent depends on Senator Muskie and Yacavone has written him
urging prompt action.
But, as Case said, "My boss is in a very diffi
cult position...No one doubts the importance of the paper industry
but the administration is cutting back everywhere.
That's what people
want."
At the Agriculture Department, Carlisle told Cutler, "You have
put us in an awful spot... if we don't get the federal funds, we'll
have to pull most of our lands out of the spray program."
Cutler
conceded that there had been talk of phasing out and that he and
others were concerned over the effect of abruptly terminating federal
support.

Into The Night
A special committee of the Legislature conducted a public hearing
on March 28 on the proposal to settle the Indian land claims.
Over
300 persons attended the event which was moved to the Augusta Civic
Center to provide room for the crowd.
Indians stole the headlines,
charging a "-sell-out."
James Russell Wiggins, the respected Ellsworth
editor, warned that the Legislature is being too hasty.
Representa
tives of Millinocket and East Millinocket town governments and the
Aroostook County Regional Planning Commission said an out-of-court
settlement is needed if their areas are to avoid hardships.
Lynwood
Hand,
Great Northern legislative counsel,
said many legislators
attended.
When they return to Augusta next week, Hand said it'll
be possible to see what impression opponents made on them.
Hand
praised the Attorney General's presentation. .. In Washington, staff
members of the Maine delegation said they haven't been receiving
much mail on the
issue—"mostly letters opposing a settlement."
They had expected more...The week saw editorials in Bangor and Augusta
newspapers urging that the Legislature carefully consider what they
were being asked to approve in a few days.

Public Relations
Mary Bailey provided Jackie Cox of Paper Trade Journal with
information on Great Northern's gift of a sawmill to the Town of
Eagle Lake...An advertisement promoting the spring clean-up slogan
contest was prepared for the Katahdin Times...I answered questions
regarding Great Northern's coal conversion study from Andrea Cronkite
of the Lewiston Sun...In Portland on March 25, I taped three more
radio programs for the new Great Northern series... Roger Boynton
spent 'two days working with Dick Bailey on a 35 mm slide program
covering computer services... Jeff Strout of the Bangor News called
on March 25 with several questions regarding wood supplies.

3

Unfinished Business
The Legislature recessed for several days on March 26 with the
spruce budworm program one step short of final approval.
The matter
was tabled in the Senate in late evening when supporters found they
didn't have the two-thirds (22 votes) needed for approval as emergency
legislation.
That makes the law effective immediately.
Hand predicts
approval April 1 when legislators return to Augusta.
The bill got
caught up in the last-minute proceedings because House leaders held
it "hostage" in bargaining with the Senate.
But House Speaker John
Martin is now actively working to get it approved and sees speedy
passage.

A compromise provided the solution to another issue, controls
over the construction of logging roads.
All roads will have to be
built according to guidelines.
Great Northern tried to convince
legislators that there is no need for such guidelines but failed. The
municipal cost component for the unorganized territory was approved.
At $6,195,296, the budget for the year starting July 1 will be up
6 percent over 1979.
That means a tax increase.
The legislators are returning primarily to deal with the proposed
settlement to the Indian land claims.
Hand feels that they will
probably need a week, not just a couple of days, to consider the
proposal.
Left up in the air along with the spruce budworm issue
was one of the session's toughest problems, how to fund the state
transportation department.

■ Legislative Scoreboard
Legislative
Document

Status

Topic

1175

Amendment to Tree Growth Tax Law

Dead

1800

Visible emissions standards

Approved

1818

Mandatory energy building standards

Dead, but voluntary stand
ards approved

1830

Power for DEP to control water levels

All references to dams and
water flows deleted from
approved bill

1832

Exemption of logging roads from site
selection law

Compromise approved

1884

Expands BEP power to define hazardous
waste

Compromise approved

1896

Industrial revenue bonds for hydro

On Governor's desk

1902

Hazardous spill control program

Approved with clean-up
fund eliminated

1966

New pesticide control law

Signed by Governor

2015

Spruce budworm control program

One step from approval

2037

Settlement of Indian land claims

Hearing:

March 28
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Coming Events

March
31

Hearing,
Augusta,

April
1

Human Rights Commission, State Office Building,
1:30 P.M.
Subject:
employment regulations.

Legislature reconvenes.

2

Meeting and Hearing, Land Use Regulation Commission,
Keddy's Motor Inn, Presque Isle, 10 A.M.
Subject:
spruce budworm salvage in deer wintering areas.
Great Northern Nekoosa annual meeting, Marriott Hotel,
Stamford, 9:30 A.M.

■/

3

Meeting, Pesticides Control Board,
Augusta, 8:30 A.M.

State Office Building,

Meeting, Government Affairs Committee, American Paper
Institute, Washington, D.C., 9:30 A.M.
Meeting, directors, Maine Forest Products Council,
Center, Augusta, 1:15 P.M.

Civic

Meeting, environmental committee, Associated Industries
of Maine, AIM office, Augusta, 1 P.M.
8

11

16-17-18

Meeting, directors, Associated Industries of Maine, AIM
office, Augusta, 9 A.M.
Meeting, directors, Paper Industry Information Office,
PIIO office, Augusta, 9:30 A.M.

Eastern Spruce Budworm Conference,
Orono.

University of Maine,

16

Meeting, Maine-New Hampshire, Technical Association of
Pulp 8 Paper Industry (TAPPI), Millinocket, Heritage,
noon.

17

Big Business Day (Ralph Nader promotion)

Open House, University of Maine,
Orono, 2 P.M.

Pulp 8 Paper Foundation,
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pmc/b
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Goodbye for Now!
The second session of the l09th Legislature was adjourned on
April 3 but members may be recalled before long by Governor Brennan.
They went home without dealing with the deficit facing the State
Department of Transportation.
Returning to Augusta on April 2, senators approved the spruce
budworm management act.
The bill received the 22 votes necessary
to make the new law effective immediately.
The legislation had been
left over when sufficient proponents had been lacking on the eve
of the previous week's recess.
Governor Brennan was expected to
sign the bill.

Legislators also approved the proposed settlement of the Indian
land claims.
There were dissenting voices raised.
Some complained
about the haste.
Some, like former Governor Longley, complained
about the price tag.
But with Governor Brennan and the legislative
leadership united, the legislation was approved.
Lynwood Hand, Great
Northern's legislative counsel, worked closely with Donald Perkins,
the attorney leading the effort, in piloting the legislation to passage.
It was quickly signed by the Governor.
At least one dissenter, Repre
sentative Norris of Brewer, said he wasn't going to give up, threatening
to start a petition drive to force a statewide vote on the issue.

Perkins reports that Congress is in the process of extending
the statute of limitations on Indian claims to December 31, 1982,
so that will not pose an immediate problem to the Maine settlement.
Tim Woodcock, formerly on the staff of Senator Cohen, has been appointed
minority counsel for the Select Committee on Indian Affairs of which
Cohen is a member.
This committee will deal with the legislation.
Woodcock on April 3 said no timetable for the legislation had been
set.
Mail, he said, was running 60-40 against the settlement and
increasing.
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Paper's View of Washington
Wage and price controls, the possibility of a "super fund" to
pay for cleaning up spills of hazardous materials, the question of
the scope of additional controls over water pollution and energy
matters were among subjects discussed April 3 at a meeting of the
joint committee on government affairs of the American Paper Institute
and National Forest Products Association.
Nearly 80 representatives
of 34 companies and trade associations attended.
Comments included:

There appears to be no sympathy in Congress for mandatory wage
and price controls, according to Sid Hawkes of Mead, the coordinator
of this issue.
"I don't think, at this point in time, we could be
in a better position."

Industry's strategy is to work with the House committee to
mold
the best version possible of a "super fund" bill, according to Fred
Benson of International Paper.
The Senate (with Senator Muskie tied
up with the budget) has lagged in pushing its unacceptable version
but now has mark up (final editing) sessions scheduled within the
next month.
"There's a good chance a bill will be passed this session."
Paper industry technical experts are negotiating with the Environ
mental Protection Agency on the BCT (best conventional technology)
issue.
Until this route has been exhausted, API will not push for
Congressional action according to Chuck Wilson of Union Camp.
While there are those in the Energy Department still pushing
for a user tax on industrial oil, Secretary Duncan is opposed according
to John Ferguson of Georgia-Pacific.
Briefings on the nation's timber supply and "Corporate Democracy"
concluded the meeting.

Charles Grantland and I attended.
It was his first Washington
visit as Great Southern Paper's manager of public affairs.

Elsewhere

in

Washington

In talks with members of the staff of the Maine Congressional
Delegation and in talks with Tom Mitchell of the Washington office
of Georgia-Pacific, I urged support for a joint delegation letter
to Secretary of Agriculture Bergland asking for continued federal
financial support for the spruce budworm control program.
On April
4, Carol Hicks of Senator Cohen's staff called me to say the staff
of Senator Muskie was drafting such a letter—urging a three-to-five
year phase-out.
While she remains pessimistic over the outlook for
federal funds, she believes that the delegation will unite behind
a strong appeal if Muskie takes the lead.
I later talked with Con
servation Commissioner Barringer.
He had drafted a letter for Governor
Brennan to write Senator Muskie but had not been informed that the
letter had been sent.
Andy Brown of Representative Snowe's staff asked for information
on the bonded labor issue.
Mrs. Snowe had encountered questions
on this subject during a recent visit to Fort Kent.
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Big Business Day
Big Business Day is coming on April 17.
The activities will
include nominations for a corporate hall of shame, mock trials of
corrupt companies,
symbolic breadlines at banks,
an anthology to
be called 'The Big Business Day Reader" and a book to be called "The
50 Businessmen You Don't Know Who Run America."
Consumer advocate
Ralph Nader is the leading sponsor.
The AFL-CIO is putting $180,000
into the project.
Nader is launching a drive for the 80's.
His
goal is more public control over corporations.
"Just as the 1950's
scrutinized the labor movement and the 1970's big government, this
Day will mark the 1980' s as the decade to correct the abuses of big
business," said William Wynn of the United Food and Commercial Workers.
The only Maine event so far scheduled will be in Augusta.
The advice
from the American Paper Institute to members:
Don't over-react.
So far, no paper companies have been nominated for the Hall of Shame.

Public Relations
The exhibit built by Ad-Media for use at the State House was
shipped to Stamford for use at the annual meeting of Great Northern
Nekoosa Corporation.
It features Great Northern people and products.
We are considering placing it next in the airport at Bangor... A
news release on the annual meeting was distributed to the Maine press...
Phil Paul answered questions regarding trucking and I answered questions
regarding the outlook for hydropower from Denise Goodman, a free
lancer who contributes to New England Business Magazine...I told
Paul Reynolds of the Bangor News of Great Northern's plans to sell
camp leases to leasees on lands being offered for sale to the Indians.
The result was a favorable editorial... Paul Firlotte was interviewed
by Patsy Wiggins of WABI-TV (Channel 5) on the lack of snow in the
West Branch.
A text of the interview was distributed in the clipping
service...Maryanne Lagasse of the Bangor News had questions regarding
water,
coal conversion and the Indian settlement... Paul Firlotte
and I dealt with questions from Bob Cummings of the Maine Sunday
Telegram regarding water levels in Maine lakes... Contributions were
made to the Moosehead Historical Society, American Legion Girls State
and to Schenck High School to defray part of the cost of an energy
bus... Copies of a speech by Bob Hellendale on energy have been re
printed and are included with this newsletter.
Copies will be mailed
to customers by the sales department and to other opinion-makers
by this office.

Advertising
A second quarter newspaper advertisement with a forest resource
management theme has been approved as part of the 1980 campaign.
The advertisement will appear in all daily newspapers, commencing
with the Kennebec Journal in Augusta on April 14.
Three radio pro
grams for the second quarter have been taped and will be ready for
review next week.
Two brochures are in early stages of preparation-a condensed company fact book and a brochure for distribution to
visitors to timberlands—are also in the hands of the advertising
agency.
Requests have dwindled off for the brochure offered in the first
quarter advertisement which had as its theme the bark boiler.
They
came from 168 Maine communi ties--including many from the southern
Maine areas where the campaign is aimed.
A report is planned.
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Coming Events
April
8

9

Meeting, directors, Associated Industries of Maine, AIM
Office, Augusta, 9 A.M.

Board of Environmental Protection,
10 A.M.

Meeting,
Augusta,

DEP offices,

11

Meeting, directors, Paper Industry Information Office,
PIIO office, Augusta, 9:30 A.M.

14

Joint Eastern-Western Forest Forum, John Martin's Restaurant,
Waterville, 6 P.M.
Subject:
Indian Land Claims with
Donald Perkins, attorney for landowners, Tom Tureen,
attorney for Indians and John Paterson, deputy attorney
general, as speakers.

16-17-18

Eastern Spruce Budworm Conference,
Orono.

University of Maine,

16

Meeting, Maine-New Hampshire, Technical Association of
Pulp & Paper Industry (TAPPI), Millinocket, Heritage,
noon.

17

Big Business Day (Ralph Nader promotion)

17-18

22

Open House, University of Maine,
Orono

Earth Day
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Dunne
Farmer
Firlotte
Flanagan
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Workers' Compensation—Going Up!
A proposal to increase Workers' Compensation rates has been
expected for several months.
Now observers on the Augusta scene
are hearing rumors that the State Insurance Superintendent will
be asked to approve an average increase of 50 to 70 percent.
Maine
has one of the nation's most liberal benefits program and insurance
companies have complained they are "losing their shirts."
Only
in Alaska and Washington, D.C., are weekly benefits higher, according
to Tom Flanagan.
The maximum weekly benefit, under a formula spon
sored by pro-labor forces in the Legislature several years ago,
has now reached $306.
The ceiling is now 166 2/3 percent of the
state average weekly wage and will increase to 200 percent in 1981.
When the insurance industry asks for the new increase, the proposal
will undoubtedly be challenged.
Since the Paper Industry Information Office started challenging
proposed increases in 1974, insurance companies haven't fared as
well as they did in the past when proposals were almost always approved
as presented.
In 1979, Associated Industries of Maine, a broad
based organization, became the leader of a coalition organized to
oppose a premium increase.
AIM and PIIO each paid 25 percent of
the cost, the others together contributed 50 percent.
Banding together
were the Maine Poultry Federation, Maine School Management Association,
Associated General Contractors, Maine Hospital Association, Maine
Municipal Association, Maine Forest Products Council and the Maine
Potato Council.
Donald Perkins, a Portland attorney, again led
the challengers.
A consultant also was hired.
A 35 percent increase
was rejected but eventually a 20 percent increase was allowed.
Ronald Colby of AIM is already checking with coalition members,
seeking support for challenging the new filing.
The National Asso
ciation of Independent Businessmen and Maine Merchants Association
are expected to join.
The annual premium for workers' compensation for Great Northern
and Pinkham is approximately $3,000,000.
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Progress In Washington
Carol Hicks of Senator Cohen's staff called late on April 10.
The following morning Jim Case of Senator Muskie's office followed
with the news.
They had been told there would be federal support
in 1980 for the spruce budworm control program.
While there wasn't
anything available on paper, both offices were told that $1.5 million
would be used to pay for half of the cost of the B.t.(Bacillus thuringiensis) which will be used to treat 200,000 acres.
The U.S. Forest
Service had recommended against funds for the control program.
After appeals from Governor Brennan and the timber industry, the
Maine delegation had written Agriculture Secretary Bergland asking
continued support in 1980 and a phase-out over a period of time.
I stressed the need for an agreement on a phase-out formula in talking
with Case.

Public Relations
A news release was distributed on the second export order being
received by the Pinkham Lumber Company... The Maine State Chamber
of Commerce has announced plans for publishing a magazine, Maine
Today, devoted to business in Maine... Reprints of a speech entitled
"Energy Strategies for the 1980’s" by Bob Hellendale were mailed
to 406 members of Congress, legislators, state officials, educators
and businessmen...Another round of radio messages were placed on
WMKR promoting the slogan campaign tied in to the clean-up campaign
for the Millinocket and East Millinocket mills... Radio programs
were approved on the subject of spruce budworm featuring Dan Corcoran,
the hazardous chemical safety program featuring Dale Phenicie and
recreational use of the woodlands in which Bart Harvey is interviewed.
The next program will be aired during the week of May 4... Elizabeth
Sisson of the Presque Isle Star-Herald called with questions regarding
the Pinkham export order and Great Northern's wood supply situation...
The Paper Industry Information Office is distributing copies of
a new 35 mm slide-tape presentation, The Delicate Balance, on the
subject of forest management in Maine... Contributions were approved
for the Economic Education Council of Maine, Bangor State Fair and
the American Heart Association.

Associations
Associated Industries will move into a former family dwelling
on Sewall Street, just across the parking lot from the State House,
in mid-summer of this year.
Directors approved plans to convert
the house into offices at a meeting on April 8.
The building pur
chased by AIM is next door to another used as the headquarters for
the Maine Merchants Association.

At the April 11 meeting of directors of the Paper Industry
Information Office,
a proposal from the herbicides subcommittee
to sponsor a training course for supervisors of herbicides was approved.
Executive Director Hank Magnuson reported that Attorney Dan Boxer
had reported progress in his discussions with the staff of the
Department of Environmental Protection on questions regarding the
hazardous waste survey.
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The Election Year
This is an election
to pick up in Maine.

year

and

political

activity

is

starting

In 1980 Maine's two Republican congressmen will seek re-election.
First District Republican Emery at the age of 32 is seeking a fourth
term.
His opponent, Harold Pachios of Portland, is a conservative
Democrat with an Ivy League background.
Pachios is former State
Democratic Chairman and has had staff experience in the White House.
Pachios' problem is identity.
Only 13 percent of the voters con
tacted in a recent Emery poll could identify Pachios.
He needs
a lot of exposure.
Second District Congresswoman Olympia Snowe
is an overwhelming favorite over Harold Silverman of Calais, a state
senator who only recently registered as a Democrat.
Both Mrs. Snowe
who is 32 and Emery have their eyes on Senator Muskie's seat.
Muskie
will complete a fourth term in 1982 at the age of 68.
Muskie gives
no signs of quitting.
This week he was touring Maine, including
a visit to the Jay mill of International Paper Company.

The real battle of the political year will be for control of
the Legislature.
Democrats now control the House, 79-72, Republicans
the Senate, 19-14.
It's been that way for six years.

Democrats are taking aim at the Senate.
And businessmen,
for the most part, are worried.
The Republican Senate has been
sympathetic to business and industry, a buffer when the going got
tough.
Both parties have target seats.
If the Democrats can take
four, they will be in control.
Senate President Joe Sewall is un
opposed.
Bennett Katz is retiring as Republican floor leader. If
re-elected Richard Pierce, his assistant, and Sam Collins will vie for
the No. 2 job.
Jerry Conley of Portland, the Democrat leader is
also unopposed.
Both he and Charles Pray, the assistant Democratic
leader, would seek to move up if their party takes control.
Only
one incumbent senator from northern Maine (Dan Martin of Frenchville)
isn't seeking re-election.
Republicans say they have a chance to take command in the House
but concede it will be very, very close.
Democrats are confident
they will retain a workable majority.
Most observers say the Demo
crats will continue in the majority.
A turnover in the ranks of
leadership is coming.
While House Speaker John Martin is running
for a ninth term, majority leader Jim Tierney is quitting.
Tierney's
assistant, Representative Mitchell, is expected to be elected as
his successor.
Bill Garsoe, the Republican leader, is quitting
for health reasons.
His assistant, Swift Tarbell, and several others
are maneuvering for support to take the No. 1 position.
Several
legislators from northern Maine are not candidates for re-election
including Walter Birt of East Millinocket and Frank Peltier of Houlton.

Primary elections are scheduled June 10.
Nearly a third of
the seats are listed as uncontested.
People recruiting candidates
are finding it difficult.
The lengthening sessions (six months
one year, three the next) are too long for people with full-time
jobs.
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April
14

15

16- 17-18

Coming Events
Joint Eastern-Western Forest Forum, John Martin's Res
taurant, Waterville, 6 P.M.
Subject:
Indian Land Claims
with Donald Perkins, attorney for landowners, Tom Tureen,
attorney for Indians and John Paterson, deputy attorney
general, as speakers.
Hearing, State Department of Environmental Protection,
Bangor Civic Center, 7 P.M.
Subject:
State Water Quality
Management Plan for Penobscot Basin.

Eastern Spruce Budworm Conference,
Orono.

University of Maine,

16

Meeting, Maine-New Hampshire, Technical Association of
Pulp & Paper Industry (TAPPI), Millinocket, Heritage,
noon.

17

Big Business Day (Ralph Nader promotion)

17- 18

Open House, University of Maine,
Orono.

Pulp & Paper Foundation,

Workshop, public relations committee, Paper Industry In
formation Office, Boise-Cascade offices, Rumford, 4 P.M.
18

Hearing, Board of Pesticides Control, University of Maine,
Orono, 2 P.M.
Subject:
Rules for spraying.

22

Earth Day

23

Meeting, Board of Environmental Protection,
Health Institute, 10 A.M.

'80
Augusta Mental

Hearing, Bureau of Taxation, State Office Building,
2 P.M.
Subject:
Proposed Sales Tax Regulations.

25

Annual Meeting, Maine Forest Products Council,
Grill, Bangor, 2 P.M.
Sincerely,

pmc/b

Augusta,

Pilots
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Dear Bob:
The newsletter of the Public Affairs Department for the two weeks
ending April 25:

Hiring

and

Firing

When the State Human Rights Commission proposed employment regu
lations, the ultra-conservative Maine Paper said in an editorial "It
appears, from a close reading of the draft, that some businesses might
want to throw in the towel and let government handle their hirings
and firings.
In the final analysis, that appears to be what government
is after."
The Commission,
at a public hearing and in statements
filed following the hearing, according to member Irving Faunce, "got
a lot of comments."

Those comments included:
"The proposed regulations appear to expand the statutory definition
of discrimination.
If this is the intent, it exceeds the power of
the Commission and can only be done by the Legislature."--- Great North
ern's Jim Griffith.

"One of the most troublesome problems with the proposed regu
lations is that, read literally, an employer may be liable for the
acts of an employee even though he has no knowledge of those acts."--Steve Clarkin of Associated Industries of Maine.
"The proposed regulations place unwarranted burdens upon the
employer to prove his innocence and good faith, contrary to established
law."--- Mason Pratt of Pierce, Atwood, Scribner, Allen, Smith & Lan
caster, the Portland law firm.

Faunce says the Commission staff was impressed by the "many substan
tive comments--although many were repetitious."
The regulations have
been redrafted in a different format.
Copies will be mailed, probably
early in May, to all those who commented on the original proposals.
A portion of the Commission's June meeting will be set aside to hear
comments on the redraft.
Following that meeting, new regulations will
be adopted according to the Commission's present plan.
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Penobscot Hearing
With Pat Welch, who made a statement, I attended an April 15
hearing on the proposed water quality plan for the Penobscot River
Basin.
When the hearing opened, there were nine people in the audience
facing seven representatives of the State Department of Environmental
Protection.
Upgrading of the Millinocket-East Millinocket segment
of the river was supported by Welch, but he opposed further controls
over water flows.
Admitting that the primary reason for speed is
the threat of losing $75,000 in federal funds, the DEP staff members
hope to move quickly to ask Governor Brennan's approval of the basin
plan.

Public Relations
- Denise Goodman of Searsport, a contributor to New England Business,
called asking why paper companies with land in Maine had not gone
into the plywood business and she also had questions regarding the
current slump in the lumber market.
Patty O'Hare, the magazine's
photo editor, asked for photographs and we supplied several for con
sideration. . .Dave Platt,
the environmental writer on the staff of
the Bangor Daily News, talked with Pat Welch and me regarding the water
quality plan for the Penobscot.
Platt later talked with Paul Firlotte
regarding water conditions and wrote a story on the subject...Joe
McLaughlin, a Millinocket area student writing a story for a University
newspaper,
called asking if the company was preparing for another
strike.
I provided the facts on the situation (contract termination,
number of employees covered, locals involved, etc.) but declined to
speculate on what the future holds... Heidi Copeland of Energy Users
News called with questions regarding the bark boiler and rumors of
coal conversion.
She was provided copies of speeches by Bob Hellendale
and Peter Yacavone, a fact sheet and a brochure... Frank Sleeper of
the Portland newspapers also asked if a decision had been made on
coal, but he called primarily for information on the rebuilding of
the storage dam at Nesowadnehunk Lake.
The Corps of Engineers is
soliciting public comments on Great Northern's application for a permit
to replace the dam...I attended a meeting of Maine Public Relations
Council on April 25 and 26...With a fierce spring snowstorm swirling
big flakes all around, we visited the Telos harvesting operation with
a writer-photographer team from Esquire magazine.
Telos was the third
stop on a tour which has taken them to a ranch in Texas and an oil
rig in the Gulf of Mexico to talk and photograph men who cook for
men.
Ken Freeman was interviewed at Telos and photographed in front
of the eight foot wheel of a harvesting machine... Town officials from
East Millinocket, Mattawamkeag, Medway and Millinocket will be guests
of the company at an April 28 dinner.
They'll be briefed on what's
new with the company by Bob Shinners and Jim Carson. . .We provided the
Paper Trade Journal with photographs of the hydro system at the request
of writer John Fleming who is condensing Bob Hellendale's speech on
"Energy Strategies for the 1980's."

PHO Workshop
Representatives of seven companies who serve on the Public relations
committee of the Paper
Industry Information Office held a workshop
as guests of Boise-Cascade April 17-18 in Rumford.
The session was
devoted to drafting a report, requested by directors, on the future
of PIIO.
The majority opted for the status quo, satisfied that the
results of a questionnaire circulated to member companies indicated
satisfaction with the way things are going.
I dissented, urging support
for a recommendation by a consultant that a forester be added to the
organization's staff.
Directors will get a report from the committee
in May.
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Scholarships
Four 1980 winners of Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation scholar
ships will be honored at a May 9 luncheon in Millinocket.
Guests
will include the four students and their parents:
Deborah Brown,
daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Allen Brown, Lincoln Center, a Lee Academy
senior; Kimberly Cowett, daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Cowett, a senior
at Ashland Community High School; Thomas Dentremont, son of Mr. &
Mrs. Arthur Dentremont, a Stearns High School senior; and Scott A.
Ingalls, son of Mr. & Mrs. Alvin Ingalls, a Stearns High School senior.
Dr. Frederic Hutchinson, vice president of the University of Maine
at Orono and the principals of Ashland Community High School, Lee
Academy and Stearns will be guests.

The Challengers:

First District

Both incumbent members of the U.S. House of Representatives face
challenges in the 1980 general election.
First District Congressman
Emery's opponent will be Harold C. Pachios, a 53-year-old Portlander.
Pachios served in the Johnson administration as assistant press
secretary and as "advance man" for widely publicized trips to the
Vietnam War area in 1966 and around the world in early 1967.
The
latter trip was undertaken after Pachios had left the White House
to become, briefly, deputy general counsel for the Department of Trans
portation .

In 1968, the stocky unflappable lawyer served on Senator Muskie's
staff in his campaign as the Democratic vice presidential nominee.
When Muskie and presidential candidate Hubert H. Humphrey lost, Pachios
went into private practice in Washington and Portland, Maine.
Born in New Haven, Connecticut, Pachios grew up in the Portland
suburb of Cape Elizabeth, graduated from Princeton in 1959 and, by
dint of mixing study with such jobs as waiter in a Washington hotel
and summer reporting for the Guy Gannett newspapers in Portland, earned
a law degree from Georgetown in 1965.
Pachios also spent a year as
a naval lieutenant on a transport and about two years with the Peace
Corps after he got out of Princeton.

As a publicist and Congressional liaison man in the Peace Corps,
Pachios worked under Bill Moyers, who became President Johnson's press
secretary and took Pachios into the White House.
While practicing private law, Pachios kept his hand in politics
and served as chairman of the Democratic State Committee from 1976
until early in 1980.
When he resigned to run for Congress, he said
he felt he had been at least partly successful in his efforts to stem
declining interest in the political parties, which he considered to
be "essential to the functioning of a free, representative government."

Union Carbide:
"Good
budworm."

news

for
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strawberries ... is

bad

news

for

the

spruce

Good news for your cat...5s bad news for the spruce budworm."
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Union Carbide (continued)
Union Carbide, the producer of Sevin carbaryl insecticide used
to protect trees from the spruce budworm, has a public relations adver
tising campaign under way in Maine.
Union Carbide officials spent
several days visiting with the news media and public officials.
The
campaign will coincide with the annual spraying campaign.
The cam
paign is the work of Ad-Media the Augusta agency which also represents
Great Northern.

Advertising Campaign
The attached advertisement was scheduled to appear in the Bangor
Daily News on April 26.
It is the second quarter advertisement in
the 1980 campaign.
The advertisement will also appear in daily news
papers published in Biddeford,
Bath-Brunswick,
Lewiston,
Portland
and Waterville and in weeklies of Ellsworth, Millinocket and Presque
Isle.

April
29

May
6

Coming Events
Seminar, Associated Industries of Maine Personnel Association,
Ramada Inn, Lewiston.
Subject:
EEO affirmative action
programs.
Hearing,
State Office of
Hall, 1:30 p.m.
Subject:
efficiency.
Land Use
Subject:

7

Energy Resources, Bangor City
Building standards for energy

Regulation Commission, 1 p.m.,
rules and regulations.

Hearing, State Office of Energy Resources, Portland City
Hall, 1:30 p.m.
Subject:
Building standards for energy
efficiency.

Hearing, State Office of Energy Resources, Room 113, State
Office Building, Augusta, 1:30 p.m.
Subject:
Building
standards for energy efficiency.
13

14-15
15

Meeting,

directors, Associated Industries of Maine.

Northeast PIMA,

Rockport.

Meeting, Maine Safety Council,
Husson College, Bangor,
9 a.m.
Speaker:
Dale Phenicie regarding hazardous materials.
Meeting, Board of Environmental Protection, 10 a.m.,
Building, Augusta.
Subject:
Changes in SIP (State
quality implementation plan).
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The Muskie Move
What will Edmund S. Muskie’s move from the U.S. Senate to the
office of Secretary of State mean for his native state and its
industry?

"People in the Environmental Protection Agency and the environ
mentalists should be in an uproar... they have lost their champion,"
a Washington lobbyist for a paper company said the day after President
Carter's announcement.

"In the 1960's there were few areas of federal activity in which
Congress supplied more leadership than the White House.
Antipol
lution was one of those areas, and Muskie was the premier congressional
expert," wrote Don Hansen of the Portland newspapers and Theo Lippman
of the Baltimore Sun in a biography.
As chairman of the Environment
and Public Works Committee's subcommittee on Environmental Pollution,
Muskie won the sobriquet "Mr. Clean" for sponsoring pioneering clean
up legislation.
In 1974, Muskie became chairman of the Budget Com
mittee and soon, wrote Neal Pierce in his book "The New England States"
the Maine Senator was "frequently taking the floor to oppose new
spending programs of Democratic liberals.
Muskie is one of the few
Senators who have not become so wedded to past beliefs that he cannot
adapt to the times."
Muskie frequently was at odds with industry on pollution matters.
But in Washington, he put his considerable political clout to work
at times on behalf of industry.
Democrats control the White House
and the Congress.
Muskie is an important Democrat.
When the Canadians
shut off the flow of oil to Great Northern's mills in 1973, the Sena
tor personally called Prime Minister Trudeau.
He knew the Canadian.
Muskie has continually, and successfully, argued for federal financial
support of the spruce budworm control program.
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Muskie Move (continued)

Issues now facing the Congress include:
Indian Land Claims — Advocates of a settlement are hoping
Muskie will leave behind some inkling that he favors an out-of-court
settlement.
Some say Muskie was in an untenable position, as Budget
committee chairman, to argue, for an $81 million settlement of the
Maine case.
Others say that without Muskie, the Maine delegation
doesn't have a prayer of convincing the Congress of the need to fund
the settlement.
Senator Cohen and Representatives Snowe and Emery
are able, but they are Republicans.

Dickey-Lincoln -- In Bangor on April
Muskie and White House aide, said that
is dead without Muskie's support.

28, Eliot Cutler, a former
the hydroelectric project

Water Pollution -- Industry has been challenging the EPA inter
pretation of the Clean Water Act amendments of 1977, sponsored by
Muskie.
And Muskie surprisingly
has told the EPA that he thought
the agency was being too tough.
"Without Muskie as a buffer, I would
back off if I were the EPA strategists," Dana Dolloff of International
Paper Company said.
"Maybe it's too late for EPA to rethink their
BCT (Best Conventional Technology) position.
There's a meeting in
a few days."
The EPA and its allies will also miss Muskie in the debates
over the superfund bill--a proposal to levy fees on industry to clean
up spills of hazardous materials.
He has supported a tough Senate
version.
Muskie has vigorously opposed bypassing environmental con
trol agencies to stimulate alternate energy development.
Next year
the Congress will consider amendments to the Clean Air Act.

Senator Lloyd Bentsen of Texas is in line to become chairman
of the subcommittee on environmental and water pollution.
The Texan
is much more sympathetic to industry, according to Nick Van Nelson
of the American Paper Institute.
Senator
Gary Hart of Colorado
"would be tougher" but prefers to stick with a nuclear regulation
subcommittee.
There was speculation in Washington that Leon Billings,
the Senator's administrative assistant and longtime strategist on
environmental matters, would move to the State Department with Muskie.
In the offices of other members of the Maine delegation, staff
members were speculating that "the flow of federal dollars to Maine
will slow down."

Successor?
While U.S. Ambassador to Canada Kenneth Curtis is considered
a big spender by Maine businessmen, he is the overwhelming favorite
among them to replace Senator Muskie.
Curtis has, however, supported
political opponents of Governor Brennan.

Former Senator Hathaway is another possibility.
While Senator
he was linked with the Maine Woodsmen's Association and an advocate
of the Indian position in the land claims dispute.
Hathaway supported
tax credits for hydropower projects.
If the Governor wants to seek the post
appoint someone who will not seek a full term.

in

two

years,

he

may
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Advertising Program

Interim Studies
The Legislature frequently orders studies, usually by commit
tees in the interim between sessions.
In the interest of economy
and efficiency, the final say over all study orders is vested in
the Legislative Council -- five leaders of the Senate and five from
the House.
The Council has authorized staff for seven studies, three
of interest to industry:
Oil Spills -- Liability of Petroleum Hand
lers by a five-member subcommittee of the Committee on Energy & Natural
Resources; Regulation of Pesticides and Administration of all State
Programs Involved in Pesticides Application by a Joint Select Com
mittee on Regulation of Pesticides; and Environmental Health Program
with Existing Sources of State Government by a five-member subcom
mittee of the Committee on Health & Institutional Services.

Town Officials Guests
Town officials from East Millinocket, Mattawamkeag, Medway and
Millinocket were guests of the company at dinner on April 28.
Bob
Shinners discussed the company's activities in the field of energy
and brought the group up to date on other matters of interest.
Jim
Carson reported on Townsite matters.
Questions ranged from the out
look for labor negotiations to the effect of low water levels on
operations.

The Recession
While the percent of the labor force unemployed in areas of
northern Maine is rising, the area also has the labor market with
the state's lowest rate — Millinocket at 4 percent.
Patten-Island
Falls,
Madawaska-Van Buren,
Houlton and Caribou-Presque Isle all
have double-digit unemployment.
The state average is 6.8 percent.
Some of this information was in a Maine Sunday Telegram story on
April 27 which also pointed out that the average wage in the paper
industry last month was $364.
The state average for production
workers is $233.

Public Relations
A photograph and a caption covering the start of work on the
extension of the MgO stack was provided the Katahdin Times in response
to a request... The new Great Northern Nekoosa fact book was distri
buted to opinionmakers and members of the press. .. Jim McGregor of
the Maine Paper called again with questions regarding the spruce
budworm control program.
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Coming Events
May
6

7

Hearing, State Office of
Hall, 1:30 p.m.
Subject:
efficiency.
Hearing,
offices.

Energy Resources, Bangor City
Building standards for energy

Land Use Regulation Commission, 1 p.m., Augusta
Subject:
Rules and regulations.

Hearing, State Office of Energy Resources, Portland City
Hall, 1:30 p.m.
Subject:
Building standards for energy
efficiency.

8

8-9-10

9

14-15

15

Hearing,
State Office of Energy Resources,
State
Office Building,
Augusta,
1:30 p.m.
Building standards for energy efficiency.

Room 113,
Subject:

Loggers Congress, Rockport.
Among Speakers:
M. M.
of Pinkham Lumber on the subject:
"A large mill
at the forest resources for energy."

Collins
looks

Luncheon, Maine winners of Great Northern Nekoosa Founda
tion 1980 scholarships, Millinocket, noon.
Northeast PIMA,

Rockport.

Meeting, Maine Safety Council, Husson College, Bangor,
9 a.m.
Among speakers:
Dale Phenicie regarding hazardous
materials.

Meeting, Board of Environment Protection, 10 a.m., Ray
Building, Augusta.
Subject:
Changes in SIP (State air
quality implementation plan).
16

pmc/b

Meeting,
Augusta,

Directors,
9:30 a.m.

Paper

Industry

Information

Office,
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a company of
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The Mitchell Appointment
"In naming George J. Mitchell as Maine's newest senator, Gover
nor Brennan has chosen someone who is competent, intelligent and
knows his way around the Washington political scene...What is perhaps
most surprising is that Mitchell accepted the job... Mitchell has
served only six months as U.S. District Judge, a generously-salaried
lifetime position which he clearly has coveted."
----- Portland Press Herald, May 9

That sums up the reaction to the appointment of Mitchell as suc
cessor to Secretary of State Muskie.
Attorneys such as Lynwood E. Hand and Robert A. Moore of Verrill
& Dana, who represent the business community, welcomed the appoint
ment.
They consider Mitchell able and fair.
While campaigning in
the Millinocket area for Governor in 1974, Mitchell often talked
about working in the Scott Paper mill at Winslow during summer vaca
tions while attending Bowdoin.

On major issues facing
Mitchell is expected to stand:

industry

in

Washington,

here

is

how

Indian
Land Claims--- He
favors
an
out-of-court
settlement.
Mitchell got deeply involved in the issue as U.S. Attorney.

Dickey-Lincoln--- Mitchell favors the project.

Water Pollution--- Where he stands isn't clear but his views on
issues such as BCT (Best Conventional Technology) are not really
critical.
It took Muskie years to become the champion of the environ
mental movement.
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Why did he give up the judgeship?
"It's more fun to be Senator,"
said Portland Attorney Charles J. Micoleau.
Micoleau, like Mitchell
a former Muskie aide, said "Mitchell will pick up where Muskie left
off." With a smile, Micoleau said
"Mitchell had not been a judge
long enough to get a God complex and was too young to think in terms
of a lifetime appointment."

Better, But How Much?
Dana Dolloff of International Paper and other representatives
of the paper industry met May 1 with officials of the Environmental
Protection Agency to discuss BCT.
The industry has accused the EPA
of ignoring the intent of Congress in proposing BCT guidelines which
would cost $2 billion to implement.
Dolloff says the new EPA think
ing is being analyzed mill-by-mill but at first brush "the numbers
look better, but how much more desirable is hard to say. . .maybe it
will mean the total bill for the industry will be $1 billion, instead
of $2...if that is the case, industry may find it more difficult to
push for Congressional action."
I have distributed copies of the
EPA numbers.

Workers' Compensation
Robert A. Moore of the Portland firm of Verrill & Dana, legis
lative counsel for Associated Industries of Maine,
told a Great
Northern Paper meeting on May 8 that he believes there is little hope
for rolling back the liberal benefits provided under the Maine
Workers' Compensation law, but he said that substantial savings can
be made by supporting administrative and procedural reforms.
Moore
said that the Legislature has mandated a full-time Workers' Compen
sation Commission as one such step—and that should eliminate costly
delays.
It was agreed that the most effective way of achieving such
results is by supporting efforts of Associated Industries of Maine.
Other potential areas of 1981 legislative interest were identified:
taxes on timberlands, spruce budworm control, a Department of Forestry,
water quality designation of the West Branch and the state's air
quality strategy regarding coal conversion.

The Strawberry War
Some people passed over the advertisement in the May 7 editions
of the Bangor Daily News, thinking it a reprint of a Union Carbide
advertisement defending the chemical use in the spruce budworm con
trol program.
Not so, the strawberries had a different look and
there were dead bees tumbling to the ground.
The original read "Good
news for your strawberries... is bad news for the spruce budworm."
The version sponsored by opponents of spraying read "Bad news for
your strawberries (and for you)... is good news for the spruce bud
worm."
The North Maine Woods Alliance asked for financial contri
butions to continue the fight against spraying.
In addition to Bangor,
the advertisement was placed in St. Stephen,N.B., Dover-Foxcroft and
Ellsworth weeklies and Maine Times, the journal of opinion published
at Topsham.

We prepared a news release and an advertisement for use in news
papers in the Houlton area where Great Northern is establishing gates
to control access during the spraying.
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Scholarship Luncheon
Four 1980 winners of Great Northern Nekoosa Foundation scholar
ships were guests at a luncheon on May 9.
Bob Shinners presented
plaques to Deborah Brown, Kimberly Cowett, Tom Dentremont and Scott
Ingalls.
Dr. Frederick Hutchinson, vice president of the University
of Maine at Orono, was a special guest and spoke briefly.
Parents
of the scholarship recipients and the principals of Stearns High
School and Lee Academy also attended the buffet at the guest house.
It was the fourth annual luncheon for scholarship winners.

The Coal Story
On May 6 a news release on Great Northern's plan to use coal
as a fuel in Millinocket, if permits are granted, was distributed
to the Maine news media and the story was widely used on television
and radio.
Both the Bangor News and Portland Press Herald carried
essentially the news release as stories the following morning.
We
made a radio tape for WGUY Bangor on the subject.
Requests for infor
mation came from the Wall Street Journal; Coal Outlook, a Washington,
D.C., newsletter; and Energy Users News, a Fairchild publication. The
release was also mailed to 83 members of Congress, state officials,
legislators and other opinionmakers.

Public Relations
Advertisements were prepared for the Katahdin Times and WMKR
announcing the winners in the slogan campaign phase of the mills'
clean-up campaign...I discussed the woods labor issue with Jennifer
Libby of WJBQ, a Portland radio station...I joined Peter Yacavone,
John Staples, Bill Cozens and Paul DeMarrais in Stamford on May 2
and 5 to hear presentations by advertising agencies interested in
the sales department advertising account.. .Contributions were made
to the Bangor Symphony Orchestra,
Millinocket Jaycees,
4-H Club
Boosters and Millinocket Men's Softball League... I provided Maryanne
Lagasse of the Bangor News with information on the hydropower system
water levels.

Coming Events
May
12

14

14-15

Board of Environmental
Hall,
Bangor Community
Class A waters.

Protection, Room 135,
College,
Bangor, 3 p.m.

Meeting, Board of Environmental Protection,
Augusta, 10 a.m.

Northeast PIMA,

Treadway,

Rockport.

15

Hearing, Board of Environmental Protection, Ray Building,
Augusta, 10 a.m.
Subject:
State Implementation Plan
for Air Quality Control.

15

Meeting, Maine Safety Council, Husson College, Bangor,
9 a.m.
Among speakers:
Dale Phenicie, regarding hazard
ous material.

15

Meeting, Public Relations Committee,
formation Office, Augusta, 3 p.m.

Paper

Industry

In
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Coming events (continued)

May

16

18-19

Meeting,
Augusta,

Directors,
9:30 a.m.

Industry

Paper

Bangor and Millinocket tour,

Information

Office,

French magazine publishers.

State Office of Energy Resources,

21

Coal Conversion Workshop,
Augusta Civic Center.

22

Hearing, State Department of Agriculture, Room 228, State
House, Augusta, 10 a.m.
Subject:
Wood measurement.

23

Hearing, Hazardous Waste Management
Center, 10 a.m.

28

Meeting, Board of Environmental Protection, Ray Building,
Augusta, 10 a.m.

29

Seminar, Associated Industries of Maine Personnel Asso
ciation, Waterville.
Subject:
Collective bargaining
and grievance handling.

rules,

Augusta Civic

pmc/b
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Violence

When a judge's ruling left the door open for continued spraying
to protect trees from the spruce budworm,
Charles Fitzgerald of
Atkinson said on television that "civil disobedience" is likely.

Another opponent of the spraying program, Doc Hodgkins of Lubec,
was quoted as saying "You're going into Washington County with heli
copters and you're not telling people what's in them.
They're going
to be shot down."
On May 16 Governor Brennan said during a televised news confer
ence:
"If any helicopters are shot down and a death ensues, those
folks will be arrested and charged with murder.
I think they should
be very firmly put on notice that the rule of law will be enforced."

Against this background, the staff of the Maine Forest Service
and industry personnel prepared for the start of the 1980 program.

On May 13, Pete Corey and I visited with Marshall Hammond of
the Houlton Pioneer-Times and Virginia Hiltz of the Bangor Daily News
to explain the necessity for gates controlling access to spray areas.
A news release and a map was published in the weekly, the News boiled
the release down to a paragraph and tagged it onto another story on
the subject.
I also visited with John Bishop, General Manager of
a group of Aroostook County weeklies, and with Ted Johnston of Sena
tor Cohen's staff (they have been getting questions on the subject)
in Presque Isle to let them know of our plans.
From there I went
to Caribou to meet with Jim Barresi of the Northern Maine Regional
Planning Commission.
During the week I also protested to Carol Hicks of the Cohen
staff and Mike Aube of the former Muskie office of plans for a closeddoor meeting between the U.S. Forest Service and the Maine Forest
Service in June to discuss plans for the future.
I suggested that

Millinocket, Maine 04462.
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Threats of Violence (continued)

the Congressional Delegation and landowners be represented.
When
Conservation Commissioner Barringer called on May 16 to say he had
agreed reluctantly to the meeting, I asked that he reconsider.

Congressional Candidate
First District Democratic Congressional
Candidate Harold C.
Pachios of Portland was briefed on energy and forestry matters during
a May 16 visit to Millinocket.
Paul Firlotte and Bart Harvey were
hosts for the visit,
arranged by Dick Anderson, former Executive
Director of the Maine Audubon Society who is Pachios' advisor on en
vironmental matters.
Pachios emerges as the first leading Democrat
to oppose the Dickey-Lincoln hydropower project.
Pachios faces an
uphill battle against Congressman David Emery.

Public Relations
Plans were completed for the May 18-19 visit to Maine of a dele
gation of French magazine publishers.
The narration of the 35 mm
slide-tape introduction was re-done in French by Al Benar and trip
books prepared...A newspaper advertisement promoting the open house
in the mills was prepared for the Katahdin Times...A radio announce
ment was prepared for WMKR calling attention to the temporary closing
of the "Golden Road" because of repairs to the railroad crossing and
road maintenance...An advertisement was prepared for Down East Maga
zine in which two boats are offered for sale...Advertisements offering
a turbine for sale were prepared for Power Engineering, Power Maga
zine and Pulp & Paper Magazine...More questions from Heidi Copeland
of Energy Users News regarding the coal project were answered...Jak
Dowling of the Augusta newspaper called with several questions re
garding forest management...A news release stressing Great Northern's
conversion from oil to other energy sources was prepared at the re
quest of Portland newspapers... A Bangor News reporter asked about
the fate of the whitewater rafting business in this period of low
water flows...A $500 contribution was made to an organization pro
moting passage of a bond issue to provide funds for construction of
facilities for vocational-technical institutes.

Paper Industry Information Office
After receiving a report from a committee asked to evaluate the
organization of the trade association, directors of the Paper Industry
Information Office on May 16 voted to add additional secretarial help,
expand the scope of the information writer's duties and ask the
forest resources managers to evaluate the need for a forester on the
staff.
A new government affairs committee was established.
Directors
also voted to continue to retain counsel (Dan Boxer) to monitor de
velopments on the hazardous waste issue.
Unless Associated Indus
tries of Maine's approach is at odds with the interest of the paper
industry, PIIO will prefer that AIM be "out front" on this issue,
representing all Maine industry.

3

Maine's Economy
This week the 1978 Census of Maine Manufacturers was published
by the Bureau of Labor of the State Department of Manpower.
The
report usually lags a year behind the data.

The report generated
Portland Press Herald:

a

headline

in

the

May 15

editions

of the

"Paper king of Maine Industry"
Highlights included:

--Paper remains the No. 1 industry if ranked on value of pro
duct—$1,809,700,000,
up 11.5% from 1977.
The lumber and wood
category, which includes timber harvesting, showed a larger increase
in value of product, 21.5%—up from $468,800,000 to $509,800,000.
Together the two forest-based industries accounted for 42 percent
of Maine's total.
The fastest growing industry in 1978 was machinery.

paper

—The leather industry employed the most people, 20,578,
second with 17,641 and lumber and wood third at 14,447.

with

—Paper was tops in gross wages paid, $300,900,000, up 14.2%
from 1977.
Second was leather ($167,900,000) and third lumber and
wood ($156,700,000, up 18.8%).
The average gross wage was $11,219 —
paper was the highest segment with an average of $17,641.

--$239 million was reported
41.5% by the paper industry.

in

expansions

and

modernization—

Millinocket was No. 2 in average gross wages among the "minor
civil divisions" with an average gross wage of $18,150 (behind Fairfield with $18,505) and No. 2 (behind Ellsworth-Bucksport) by $55
at $17,120, in the listing of economic areas.
(The economic area
also includes East Millinocket and Medway).
Other minor and civil
divisions with average wages of over $15,000 included Madawaska
($17,580), Jay ($17,920), Thomaston ($17,665) and Rumford ($17,204).

In Aroostook County, St. Francis ($14,485),
and Ashland ($11,883) followed Madawaska.
The
$12,147.

average

wage

for

5,271

employees

in

Allagash

logging

($11,899)

camps

was

Referendum!
When on April 3, the Senate was considering the proposed settle
ment of the Indian land claims, Senator Redmond of Somerset thundered
in debate "No, a thousand times No.
No, to a nation within a nation,
No! to two kinds of citizens and No to this bill."
This week there
were press and radio reports that the Senator was launching a peti
tion drive to repeal the law.
Attempts will be made to dissuade the
Senator from pushing the campaign.
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Coming Events
May
18-19

21

Bangor and Millinocket tour,

French magazine publishers.

Raft Trip,
West Branch, Natural Resources
Maine—Northern Whitewater Expeditions.

Council

of

Coal Conversion Workshop, State Office of Energy Resources,
Augusta Civic Center.
Speakers include Paul Firlotte.

Hearing, Committee on Transportation, 1 p.m., State Office
Building, Augusta.
Subject:
Highway funding.

22

Hearing, Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, State
Office Building, Augusta, 9 a.m.
Subject:
Renomination
of Woodbury E. Brackett of Auburn and Charles A. Blood
of North New Portland to Land Use Regulation Commission.

Hearing, State Department of Agriculture, Room 228, State
House, Augusta, 10 a.m.
Subject:
Wood measurement.

Special Session,

Legislature.

23

Hearing, Board of Environmental Protection, Augusta Civic
Center, 10 a.m.
Subject:
Hazardous Waste Management
Rules.

28

Meeting, Board of Environmental Protection, Ray Building,
Augusta, 10 a.m.

29

Seminar, Associated Industries of
ciation, Waterville.
Subject:
and grievance handling.

Maine Personnel Asso
Collective bargaining

Meeting, Maineport Council, Miller's, Bangor,

6 p.m.

30

Hazardous Waste Conference, co-sponsored by Maine Audubon
Society, Maine Association of Conservation Commissioners
and Associated Industries of Maine,
9 a.m.,
Eastland
Hotel, Portland.

31

Open House, Millinocket and East Millinocket mills.

June
2

Retirees Banquet, Millinocket.
Sincerely,

pmc/b
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Hazardous Wastes
"It is difficult to pick up a newspaper without reading about
barrels of hazardous waste left to rot," said Bill Adams, regional
chief of the Environmental Protection Agency.

"Gray made it unmistakably clear that it could happen in Maine..
..then North Berwick became a
household word....and then there is
Saco," said Hank Warren of the State Department of Environmental
Protection.

Both spoke at a May 30 conference in Portland.
EPA Administrator
Costle was the keynote speaker.
Co-sponsored by Maine Audubon Society
and Associated Industries of Maine, the session attracted over 250
persons.
Interest in the subject is being drummed up by news media.
Just when environmentalists saw their cause fading in the face of
talk of energy tradeoffs, the issue of hazardous waste had revived
public interest (and that of politicians) in the subject.
In her
introduction of Costle, the president of the Maine Association of
Conservation Commissioners said, "We needed a crisis to make this
conference a success -- and we got two — first Berwick, then Saco."

What's going to be the result of the uproar over waste disposal?
A "Superfund" bill will be passed by Congress — and a companion
bill will be reintroduced in the Legislature in 1981.
This year
the fee proposed to provide such funds for the DEP was deleted by
legislators.

With Congress on virtually a three-day week in this election
year, there is little chance of other new laws.
The EPA, however,
will find less problems in a budget-cutting year.
Local and State
governments are looking to Washington for funds.
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Hazardous Waste (continued)
On the regulatory scene, there is growing public support for
a tough approach and in Maine, industry may again have to fight the
inclination by the DEP staff to act immediately on matters.
At a
May 23 hearing on regulations, Attorney Dan Boxer, speaking for the
Paper Industry Information Office, said that the EPA "interim final"
regulations contain a statement that 97% of hazardous wastes come
from 5 percent of the generators, who do not include pulp and paper
mills.
"We do have some chemicals in our processes," Boxer said,
"so we are concerned that the state regulations be consistent with
the federal regulations, which are just in their interim form."

Not This Year
Members of the Maine Congressional Delegation told represent
atives of the State, owners of timberlands and the two tribes that
it's unlikely Congress will act on the proposed settlement of the
Indian claims issue this year.
They held a two-hour closed-door
meeting.
Tim Westbay of St. Regis represented industry lobbyists
in Washington and reported on the session.
Refusing to yield to
pressure from the Indians for quick action, Senator Cohen told a
dozen tribal leaders that he does not favor at this time the 300,000
acre — $81 million package.
He said time is needed to convince
other members of Congress that the package merits support.
(A memo
randum on this subject has been distributed.)

Cohen also said that he, or no other politician, could push
for Congressional approval if the matter appears headed for a refer
endum as proposed by Senator Redmond.
Petitions calling for a vote
in November are being widely circulated.
The Bangor Daily News and
the Lincoln News have endorsed a vote.

Seeking A Vote
Staff members of the Maine Congressional Delegation were drafting
a letter informing the U.S. Forest Service of plans to sit in on
meetings on June 8-9-10 when the U.S. Forest Service has asked offi
cials of the State Department of Conservation to discuss long-range
plans for dealing with the spruce budworm.
The Federal agency has
told Commissioner Barringer that it wants only officials of the two
agencies present.
After Great Northern protested, Barringer granted
the company an hour in which to make a presentation.
With the Bt
stage of the 1980 spraying proceeding smoothly, the news media now
is anticipating protests when chemical spraying commences this week
end.
A leader of the opponents, however, backed off from previous
talk of violence.

The Nuclear Referendum
Elwin W. Thurlow, president of Central Maine Power Company,
will speak at a June 13 meeting of directors of the Paper Industry
Information Office.
He'll discuss strategy for dealing with the
September referendum on nuclear power.
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Public Relations
Questions regarding the company's announcement of plans to use
coal instead of oil came from Mark Baithazard of Pulp and Paper,
David Fleming of Paper Trade and Marion McGrath of Coal Week.
Baithazard also had questions regarding the No. 10 replacement which
were answered in part by Paul DeMarrais.... Advertisements were pre
pared for the Katahdin Times and WMKR on the May 31 open house in
the mills....A news release on the company's activities in the energy
field was prepared at the request of the Portland newspapers ....Next
week Dale Phenicie will discuss the company's hazardous chemical
safety activities on "Great Northern Reports" over 10 Maine radio
stations....Maine Publicity Bureau President Peter Damborg advised
me that the owners of five companies in the whitewater rafting busi
ness will be writing letters to Central Maine Power Company and Great
Northern Paper appealing for help during low water conditions.
I
explained our problem and offered to arrange a briefing for the group
....With help from several others, particularly Al Benar, I coordi
nated plans for a visit by French publishers to Millinocket on May
18 and 19.
Benar translated the narration of the 35 mm slide tape
show into French and also presented Jim Giffune's usual introduction
to the Millinocket mill...New slides for Giffune's presentation and
also for Paul Firlotte's use at an Augusta conference on coal conver
sion were provided by Ad-Media....

Profile;

George N, Campbell

George N. Campbell takes over as Maine's transportation commis
sioner at the worst of times.
The department he heads is the biggest
in State government.
Campbell is a former town manager of Greenville,
Dexter and Old Town.
The 33-year-old Brewer native has a masters
degree in government from the University of Maine.
Since September
of 1979, he has been chief of the State Development Office.

Rating The Legislators
The State Chamber of Commerce in recent years has been rating
members of the Legislature on issues effecting the business community.
The scorecard is based on ten roll card votes on which the Chamber
of Commerce took a stand during 1979 and 1980.
The issues differed
from Senate to House but included legislation dealing with unemploy
ment compensation, the minimum wage, Workers' Compensation, utility
charges, environmental health programs, oil prices, spruce budworm
control, energy efficient building standards, a State bank and anti
trust laws.
Fifteen senators (all Republicans)

scored 100%.

Thirty-one representatives
(all Republicans
ative Dudley of West Enfield) scored 100%.

except

Represent

Northern Maine legislators who scored 100% included Senators
Devoe, McBreairty and Trotsky and Representatives Carter, Dudley,
Garett, Lougee, Nelson, Peltier and Roope.
As the report from the Chamber stresses this is only part
the information needed to judge a legislator fully and completely.
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Coming Events
June
2

4

Retirees' Banquet,

Stearns High School, Millinocket 6 p.m.

Reception,
Action
Committee
of
50,
Hilton,
Bangor,
4:45 p.m.
Subject:
Welcome for international manufac
turing concern locating in area.

4-5

Visit,
House,
Tour.

5-6

Meeting, Forest
Inn, Rangeley.

Jack Dulaney of Smith-Barney.
Dinner,
Guest
6 p.m.
Briefing, E&R Multi-Purpose Room, 8:15 a.m

Policy,

University

of

Maine,

Rangeley

10

Special election.
Subject:
$8 million bond issue to
finance construction of facilities at vocational-tech 
nical institutes and at Maine Maritime Academy.

12-13

Symposium,
Sixth Annual Maine Science,
University of
Maine, Orono.
Speakers include Dale Phenicie.
Subjects
include a report on viral enhancement potential of Sevin,
the pesticide.

Information Office,

13

Meeting,
Augusta,

16

Hearing,
Board of Environmental Protection,
East End
Neighborhood Auditorium Public Safety Building, 10 a.m.
Subject:
State air implementation plan (SIP) revisions.

17

Hearing, Board of Environmental Protection, Bangor Civic
Center, 10 a.m.
Subject:
SIP revisions.

18

Hearing, Board of Environmental Protection, University
of Maine, Presque Isle, 10 a.m.
Subject:
SIP revisions.

19

Hearing,
Board of
Environmental
Protection,
Bingham
Municipal Building, 1 p.m.
Subject:
SIP revisions.

directors,
9:30 a.m.

Paper

Industry

Environment Forum IX, sponsored by American Paper Insti
tute - National Forest Products Association, Washington,
D.C.
20

Hearing, Board of Environmental Protection,
Augusta, 10 a.m.
Subject:
SIP revisions.

23

Workshop,
Department of Environmental Protection, De
partment of Human Sevices and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency.
Subject:
Air, land, water, oil,
hazardous waste and drinking water programs, Augusta
Civic Center, 10 a.m.

Ray Building,

Sincerely,

June, 1980

Jane E. Hinson, Editor

GREAT NORTHERN Great Northern Paper
SEEKS PERMITS Company announced in
TO BURN COAL May that it has applied
for permits from environmental agencies that
would allow coal to be utilized in two boilers at
Millinocket and reduce oil consumption by more
than 800,000 barrels a year. The estimated $50million project would consist of adding equipment
to two 300,000 lbs. per hour oil-fired boilers to
convert to coal and comply with air pollution con
trol regulations. Installed in 1957, the two boilers
were originally designed and constructed with the
capability of burning pulverized coal by addition
of appropriate equipment. Slightly more than

SCOTT PAPER
HOPES TO USE
WOOD AND COAL
FOR ENERGY AT
S. D. WARREN CO.

200,000 tons of coal a year would be used at
Millinocket.
Peter J. Yacavone, president of Great North
ern, described the project as another step in the
company’s effort to switch from imported oil to
domestic fuel sources. Completion of a $34-million bark boiler at East Millinocket this year will
reduce oil consumption at that mill by 400,000
barrels a year. Great Northern, which employs
more than 4,000 people in its Maine mills, is the
largest supplier of uncoated groundwood printing
papers in North America and a leading supplier of
newsprint in the Northeast.

Plans to construct a $65-million solid fuel biomass boiler utilizing wood chips
and coal to save 700,000 barrels of imported oil a year were announced by
Scott Paper Company in April for its S. D. Warren Company pulp and paper
mill at Westbrook, pending approval of the necessary permits. The project
was termed essential by company officials for the healthy, long-term opera
tion of the mill which employs 2,200 people.

The proposed cogeneration
power plant shown in the
diagram would produce
high pressure steam to drive
a turbine generator supply
ing about 31,000 kilowatts
of energy for mill opera
tions and sale to utilities.
Exhaust or low pressure
steam would then be used
for pulping and paper dry
ing operations and building
heat. Wood chip fuel would
come mostly from forest
harvesting residues and
local wood products plants.
S. D. Warren’s 700-member
Tree Farm Family system
which provides assistance to
small woodlot owners
would be expanded also.

133 State St., Augusta, Me. 04330 • (207) 622-3166

Henry A. Magnuson, Executive Director

Boise Cascade Paper Group Rumford Mill, Rumford • Diamond International Corp., Dixfield, Oakland, Old Town, Passadumkeag • Fraser Paper, Ltd., Madawaska
• Georgia-Pacific Corp., Baileyville, Woodland • Great Northern Paper Co., Ashland, East Millinocket, Millinocket • International Paper Co., Bangor, Jay,'Presque
Isle • James River-Otis, Inc., Jay • Pejepscot Paper Co., Topsham • Scott Paper Co., Skowhegan, Winslow; S. D. Warren Co., Westbrook • St. Regis Paper Co.,
Bucksport, Costigan

North Maine Woods, a program coordinating public recreational use in northern and
western Maine with forest management and harvesting activities, has prepared visitor use in
formation for last season. The 1979 May-November season statistics show that about the
same number checked into the area as in 1978 — 45,213 residents and 11,348 non-residents.
At NMW’s annual meeting, Robert Hintze, regional manager of land and timber, Interna
tional Paper Company, was elected chairman of the management council and an operation
and maintenance budget of $262,814 was approved. IP, Great Northern Paper and Diamond
International Corporation participate in the program along with several land management
companies and state agencies. Maps and fee schedules are available from NMW, P.O. Box
382, Ashland, Maine 04732.

ST. REGIS LOWERS Early in May, St. Regis
PRODUCTION AT Paper Company anCOSTIGAN MILL nounced that opera
tions at its stud mill in Costigan would be reduced
from 15 to 12 weekly shifts due to a drop in de
mand for building supplies. At full production,
the mill turns out 27,000 two-by-four studs per
shift to total 66-million board feet a year.
B. T. Edwards, senior vice president of timber
lands and construction products for the company
said that the market outlook was uncertain and at
tributed the building slump to high mortgage inter

G-P REBUILDING With the increased cost
HYDRO TURBINE and uncertainty of sup
ply of imported oil, hydro power from the St.
Croix River is an important source of energy for
Georgia-Pacific Coporation in Woodland as it has
been since 1905.
In May, the company will finish rebuilding one
of its turbines at the Grand Falls Power Station to
increase its generating efficiency. This hydro sta
tion, together with the one at Woodland, supply
between 30% and 50% of the electrical energy and
from 4% to 6% of the total energy — electrical
and thermal — needed to operate the pulp and
paper mill. According to company officials, it
would require about 500 barrels of oil a day to
produce the same amount of electricity using an
oil-fired generator.
G-P, by utilizing wastewood and bark, also gen
erates enough energy from alternative sources to
supply 100% of the power needed to operate its
Chip-N-Saw stud mill at Woodland Junction.
When the waferboard plant, now under construc
tion, goes into production, this same waste-fuel
fired boiler will make this operation 100% selfsufficient also.
PIIO/2

est rates. Export of studs from the Costigan mill is
not likely, he said, because they are the wrong
dimension for use in Europe and to set up for the
longer lengths would require a major retooling at
an expense that would not justify the effort.
Commenting on the current spruce budworm
epidemic, the senior official said that if there were
to be no pest control program in the state, the
amount of dead wood that would be left standing
in heavily infested areas would result in a great
loss of fiber for the mills and an increase in forest
fire danger.

Grand Falls Power Station on the St. Croix

Bacillus thuringiensis, planned for use in Maine’s spruce budworm control program, is a
member of a family of rod-shaped bacteria commonly found in the soil in most regions of
the world. Usually referred to as Bt (Big “B” for genus and small “t” for species), the
bacterium was first isolated by a German scientist in 1915 who named it “thuringiensis”
after the town of Thuringia, Germany.
Bt exhibits a unique insecticidal activity on the digestive system of the budworm causing
death, disruption of its feeding habits or susceptibility to infection. It also is host-specific
meaning that it kills or damages only the susceptible organism. For this reason, Bt can be
used for selective pest management and is not considered hazardous to man or nature. The
effectiveness of Bt and its integration with other budworm control methods will be studied
during the 1980 spray program.

OPERATIONS AT Georgia-Pacific Corpo
GEORGIA-PACIFIC ration curtailed part of
CHIP-N-SAW CUT its production at the
Chip-N-Saw mill at Woodland Junction in April
to halt, at least temporarily, the manufacture of
two-by-four building studs. The cutback was in
response to a nationwide slump in construction
due to high interest rates, company officials said.
The manufacture of chips at the plant for the pulp
and paper mill at Woodland will continue.

GNP SMALL DAMS
PROJECT HELPS
CONSERVE OIL

Under normal conditions, the C-N-S mill
employs 150 people and produces 50-million
board feet of spruce and fir studs annually.
G-P also announced last month that due to the
slump in the building products market and high
inventories, receipts of softwood logs would be
stopped at both Woodland, Maine and McAdam,
N.B. until possibly mid-summer. Hardwood logs
would continue to be accepted, officials said.

Pending federal and state environmental approval, Great Northern Paper
Company announced it will refurbish its Newsowadnehunk Dam this sum
mer to conserve spring run-off for producing hydro power when needed. The
present timber and stone dam would be replaced by a concrete dam. A tem
porary bridge would carry traffic around the site during the proposed con
struction. Upgrading its small dams is one of the many steps being taken by
the company to lessen dependence on oil.

GREAT NORTHERN Four young adults from
SCHOLARSHIPS Maine who won Great
ARE AWARDED Northern Nekoosa Foun
dation scholarships were honored at a special
presentation ceremony in May. This is the fourth
year in which the sons and daughters of nearly
5,000 active and retired employees have been eligi
ble to participate in the GNN Foundation pro
gram administered by the National Merit Scholar
ship Corporation, an independent, non-profit
organization. The Foundation awards 13 scholar
ships each year, four of which are to employees of
Great Northern.
Winners are chosen on the basis of scholastic
aptitude, academic records, leadership, good
citizenship and significant accomplishments. The
amount of the annual four-year grant is based on
the individual’s need and ranges from $250 to
$1,500.

Great Northern Paper Vice President R. J. Shinners, left,
presents certificates to 1980 scholarship winners, Deborah
Brown of Lincoln Center, Thomas Dentremont of
Millinocket, Kimberly Cowett of Ashland and Scott Ingalls
of Millinocket.
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Henry W. Fales, retired
vice president, St. Regis
Paper Company was
elected chairman of the
University of Maine Pulp
and Paper Foundation at
its annual meeting.

William J. Koslo, presi
dent, Diamond Interna
tional Corporation ad
dressed the gathering on
the topic, “The Economy
vs. the Environment - A
Contest We May All
Lose.”

PULP AND PAPER
FOUNDATION
MARKS 30th YEAR

More than 200 industry
leaders from across the
country attended the 30th
annual University of Maine Pulp and Paper Founda
tion Open House April 17-18 in Orono. The group
adopted a record budget of $400,000 in support of
students preparing for paper industry related careers
and the University’s teaching and research programs
related to the industry. Of this amount, scholarships to
undergraduate engineering and forestry students
amounted to $148,000. Since its organization the
foundation has provided financial assistance to more
than 1,300 qualified students and contributed more
than $3.7-million toward scholarships and University
programs.

would cost industry this much again and probably
more with the result that operating expenses, energy
consumption and sludge disposal all would be in
creased in order to raise water quality only “a modest
degree.”
Dr. Richard C. Hill, director, Department of Indus
trial Cooperation and UMO professor of mechanical
engineering, told the industry executives at a luncheon
session that all forms of alternative energy sources
would have to be utilized as the industry moves into the
1980’s because, he said, “the shortfall in oil is here.”
The foundation’s 1980 Honor Award was given to
Curtis M. Hutchins of Bangor, chairman of Dead
River Company and former president of the Bangor
and Aroostook Railroad and the St. Croix Paper Com
pany. He was recognized by foundation members for
his outstanding contributions in promoting the excel
lence of the University and its paper industry related
activities through the School of Forest Resources and
the College of Engineering and Science.

The two-day event included a panel discussion on
the future technological needs of the paper industry
and research presentations in which experts and stu
dents alike participated in an exchange of ideas.

William J. Koslo, president, Diamond International
Corporation, told the annual banquet meeting that al
though the paper industry is among the few healthy
components of the U. S. economy, this advantage is
threatened by well-intentioned over-regulation by
government. He cited, for example, problems arising
between the paper industry and the Environmental
Protection Agency over interpretation of the Clean
Water Act — a controversy which he described as a
contest “we may all lose.” The paper industry, he said,
has achieved impressive results in raising water quality
by reducing conventional, non-toxic pollutants by
nearly 90% and generally reaching the fishableswimmable levels intended by federal laws. This
achievement was at a cost to the industry of more than
$2-billion, he pointed out, but new regulations pro
posed to raise the level of effectiveness another 5%
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Curtis M. Hutchins, right, received the 1980 Honor Award
from Roscoe C. Masterman, retired executive vice president
of the Canadian International Paper Company and chair
man of the Award Committee.
Printed on Maine-made paper

Great Northern
Reports

(The following conversation took place on the
radio program, Great Northern Reports)

This is Paul McCann at Great Northern
Paper in Millinocket with another in a series of
reports to the people of Maine on subjects we
feel might be of interest, presented by the
people of Great Northern Paper.

Chemicals are vital to most heavy industries
and the paper industry is no exception. The
question is not: should we use these chemi
cals? We must. The question is how can a
responsible company protect its workers and
the community from chemical hazards.
Dale Phenicie is analytical research group
leader for Great Northern. Recently I spoke to
him about the company’s chemical safety
program.

Phenicie: We began in the mills with the people
handling chemicals. We recognized the fact
that it was necessary to identify the mate
rials that we had that they were using, to train
them so they could use it properly and to
provide them with the proper safety equip
ment. We also recognized the fact that we were
bringing a lot of chemical materials into the
communities because of the operation of the
mills. In other words, these are materials that
the community would not be exposed to if the
mills weren’t there. So we put together a publi
cation which simply outlines the chemical
hazards that are involved with the operation of
the mill, and we pledged our support to public
safety people and said our resources are avail
able to you.

McCann: But Great Northern went a step
further.

Phenicie: We instituted a training program. We
got together a group of people from the mill
that handle the chemicals and the public
service officials in the area and met for eight
consecutive weeks in a 20-hour training
program.
McCann: Plant safety. Community safety. At
Great Northern, we feel it’s all part of being a
responsible citizen of the community.
Phenicie: There’s virtually nothing that’s
non-hazardous. It’s a matter of degree of
hazard. But of course we have learned to
work with these materials. We depend on them
heavily — without these materials we wouldn’t
be in business — not only the paper industry,
but most other businesses as well.

It’s a matter of learning the specific hazards
involved, identifying them, learning how to
handle the stuff safely — just going ahead
and doing it.
This is Paul McCann inviting you to stay
tuned to this station for the next edition of
Great Northern Reports. We also invite your
questions and comments. Just drop us a note
at Great Northern, Box R, Millinocket, Maine
04462.

(Great Northern Reports is broadcast over
stations WAGM, Presque Isle; WDEA, Ellsworth,
WFST, Caribou; WFAU, Augusta; WGAN-AM and
WGAN-FM, Portland; WHOU, Houlton; WLKN,
Lincoln; WLOB, Portland; WMKR, Millinocket;
and WPOR, Portland. The next program will be
broadcast over those stations during the week
of July 6)
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Mr. Robert J. Shinners
Vice President-Operations
Great Northern Paper Company
Millinocket, Maine 04462

Dear Bob:

The newsletter of
ending June 7 follows:

the

Public

Affairs

Department

for

the

week

"No Quick Fix"
That was the comment Congressman Emery had for reporters on June
6 in Bangor:
"I just think it's awfully important for people to realize
that this is not going to be a quick fix."
(A transcript of the WABITV report of his comments has been distributed in the clipping service.)
It was a week of headline-making developments.

Hearings on the proposal to settle the Maine issue were scheduled
June 25-26 by the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs of which Senator
Cohen is a member.

Congressman Udall, Chairman of the House Interior Committee which
also will hear the issue, was quoted in the Bangor Daily News as saying
the State of Maine should contribute land and money to the settlement
to make it more "saleable" in Washington.
Newspapers in Waterville, Portland and Lewiston opposed a refer
endum on the issue and the Bangor News backed off a bit from supporting
the proposal.

A Committee to Support Resolution of Maine Indian Land Claims
was organized with Merrill Bank President Bill Bullock as chairman
and Trucker Galen Cole as treasurer.
Advertisements opposing the refer
endum will be published by the committee.
Pierre Redmond, chairman
of another committee seeking 37,000 signatures which would force a
November vote, predicted success by the July 2 deadline.

Millinocket, Maine 04462.
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Spruce Budworm
Carol Hicks, Mike Aube, Donna Umphrey and George Smith of the
Maine congressional delegation staff plan to attend the June 9-10-11
meetings between the U.S. Forest Service and Maine Forest Service when
a long-term approach to the budworm problem is on the agenda.
I urged
their participation when asked several times during the week.
While
Great Northern has been granted an hour to air its view, all other
landowners have been banned.
The delegation protested the closed door
meeting in a joint letter to Secretary of Agriculture Bergland.

Voters in the Town of Jackman, where the forest products industry
and the Canadian-Pacific Railroad dominate the economy, voted 69 to
17 against a proposal to ban spray planes from the municipal airport.
Spraying to control the budworm continued with no violence or protest
demonstrations.
Great Northern joined Scott Paper in actively opposing
the ban.

Public Relations
There is another "Great Northern" radio week on tap.
From June
9 to 13, an interview with Dale Phenicie on the subject of the hazardous
chemical safety program will be broadcast... On June 2 I answered ques
tions from Elizabeth Sisson of the Presque Isle Star-Herald regarding
the company's gates and other aspects of the spruce budworm control
program...On June 4 I was interviewed by David O'Connor of the Maine
Paper which selected Millinocket for a story on life in a mill town. . .
On June 4, Denise Goodman, a free-lance writer, who reports for the
Boston Globe called regarding company plans to use coal.
In response
to her questions regarding the "savings", I explained the defensive
aspect of the investment—protecting paper production...Photographs
were released to the Katahdin Times of winners in the clean-up contest
in the mills...With photographs taken at the annual banquet for retired
employees, Roger Boynton prepared a full page composite for local news
papers.
Reprints of the composite and copies of a reprint of a news
story carrying Peter Yacavone's comments will be mailed to all retirees.
I arranged with Bill Cozens to meet with Steve Weems of the Maine Devel
opment Foundation.
The foundation is launching a project to attract
new industry linked to paper companies to the State of Maine...We
arranged the itinerary for a visit by Jack Dulaney of Smith-Barney
to the Millinocket and East Millinocket mills.

Whitewater Rafting
In the June edition of Better Homes, a report covers the best
rafting rivers in the country.
The Penobscot is among those mentioned.

On June 2 newspapers published stories quoting people in the busi
ness as saying they faced bankruptcy because of low water conditions
on the Penobscot and Kennebec.
The report was broadcast on the NBC
Today show.
On June 3, I suggested to Town Manager Richard Ross of Greenville
that he set up a briefing on water conditions and the 1980 outlook
on the Penobscot.
Ross said the rafters and others who benefit from
the tourist influx had appealed to him for assistance.
Paul Firlotte
and I will go to Greenville on June 9 for the meeting.
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Voting Day
Voters in Maine will go to the polls on Tuesday,

Nominees for party tickets
county offices will be selected.

for

Congress,

the

June 10.
Legislature

and

In addition, voters are being asked to approve an $8 million bond
issue to provide funds for facilities at the vocational-technical insti
tutes and Maine Maritime Academy.
The campaign has been dull.
There is no competition for the nomination for major offices.
Second District Republican Representative Snowe and Democrat Harold
Silverman are unopposed.
Mrs. Snowe and State Senator Silverman will
fight it out November 4 and the incumbent goes into the race the heavy
favorite.
In the First District, Republican David Emery and Democrat
Harold Pachios are unopposed for top-of-the ticket slots.
Emery is
determined to "win big" as he looks to a 1982 Senate bid.
Pachios,
a former White House aide, will be a tough challenger.
After a recent
visit to Great Northern's facilities, Pachios released a statement
in which he was interpreted by the news media as opposing spraying
to control the spruce budworm.
In a clarifying letter, he said "we
have to live with the spruce budworm spraying problem until alternative
methods of control are found...the wood products and paper industry
constitute the backbone of our economy..."

Great Northern contributed $500 to a committee promoting passage
of the bond issue because of the value of the institutes and the academy
to the business community.
On the legislative scene, there are two races in Augusta for the
fall contest for the seat being vacated by Senate Leader Bennett Katz.
On the Republican side, Katz's son, Roger, is opposed by Conservative
Stanley Shaw, a former legislator and mayor.
Roger Katz is making
his first bid for office.
On the Democratic side, Beverly Bustin of
U.S. Senator Mitchell's staff
is opposed by former legislator Dick
Dumont, now a city councilor.
Statewide, Republicans and Democrats are seeking to field as many
candidates as possible for the fall races.
Republicans now control
the Senate and Democrats the House.
The outcome in November could
be close with Democrats given a better chance of winning the Senate
than are the Republicans of recapturing the House.

Forest Policy For Maine?
Pat McCarthy, Chancellor of the University of Maine, whose family
was involved in the building of the papermaking community of Rumford,
and John Sinclair, retiring president of Seven Islands Land Company,
invited nearly 30 representatives of the forest industries, environ
mental organizations,
the University of Maine and state government
to a two-day meeting at a lodge in the Rangeley Lakes region.
For
several years, Sinclair has been advocating a "forest policy" for the
State of Maine.
This was the second in a series of exploratory meetings
on the subject.
For 11 hours, participants thrashed over subjects
relating to the forest resources.
Bob Bartlett, Tom Pinkham and I
(as president of the Paper Industry Information Office) attended.

— 4 —

Forest Policy (continued)
There'll be another forestry summit in the fall.
Harry Saunders
of Saunders Bros., Westbrook, suggested that the subject of forestry
management and education (not public relations) be the thrust of the
next session.
Roger Mitchell of Georgia-Pacific suggested a subcom
mittee distill the two days of conservation and make the final decision.
That's how the matter was left.

June
10

Coming Events
Primary election and referendum.

Meeting, budworm subcommittee of
mation Office, Augusta, 9:30 a.m.

Paper

Industry

Infor

Meeting, Directors, Associated Industries of Maine, Augusta,
10:30 a.m.
Speaker:
DEP Commissioner Warren on coal
conversion policies.
11

Meeting, Environmental Committee,
of Maine, Augusta, 1 p.m.

Associated

Industries

Meeting, Board of Environmental Protection, Augusta offices,
10 a.m.
12-13

Symposium,
Sixth Annual Maine Science,
University of
Maine, Orono.
Speakers include Dale Phenicie.
Subjects
include hazardous chemical safety programs and a report
on viral enhancement potential of Sevin, the pesticide.

13

Meeting,
directors,
Augusta, 9:30 a.m.
referendum.

16

Hearing-Workshop,
Board
of
Environmental
Protection,
East End Neighborhood Auditorium Public Safety Building,
Portland,
10 a.m.
Subject:
State air implmentation
plan (SIP) revisions and standards for coal.

17

Hearing, Board of Environmental Protection, Bangor Civic
Center, 10 a.m.
Subject:
SIP revisions and coal standards.

Paper Industry Information Office,
Subject:
E. W. Thurlow on nuclear

Meeting,
logging roads subcommittee of
Information Office, Augusta, 9:30 a.m.

Paper

Industry

18

Hearing,
Board of Environmental Protection, University
of Maine, Presque Isle, 10 a.m.
Subject:
SIP revisions
and coal standards .

19

Hearing, Board of Environmental Protection, Bingham Muni
cipal Building, 1 p.m.
Subject:
SIP revisions and coal
standards.
Environmental Forum IX, sponsored by American Paper Insti
tute-National
Forest Products Association, Washington,
D.C.

20

Hearing, Board of Environmental Protection, Ray Building,
Augusta, 10 a.m.
Subject:
SIP revisions and coal stan
dards .

Sincerely,

pmc/b
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Mr. Robert J. Shinners
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Great Northern Paper Company
Millinocket, Maine
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Dear Bob:
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ending June 13 follows:
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The Nuclear Referendum
This was the week for discussion of the September 23 referendum
on nuclear power.
If voters favor a ban on nuclear power generation
and Maine Yankee at Wiscasset were forced to close, Central Maine Power
Company predicts a 30% increase in electricity costs.
Elwin W. Thurlow, president of Central Maine Power, briefed direc
tors of the Paper Industry Information Office on the issue at a June
13 meeting.
Paul Firlotte and I attended.
The paper industry will
oppose a nuclear ban.
So will Great Northern as a company.

At a June 10 meeting of directors of Associated Industries of
Maine, John E. Menario, president of the Committee to Save Maine Yankee,
predicted a campaign in which national interest will be focused on
Maine.
Menario, former city manager and Chamber of Commerce executive
in Portland, expects Jane Fonda and all the other leaders in the fight
against nuclear power to swarm into Maine this summer.
At the AIM meeting, Environmental Protection Commissioner Hank
Warren discussed the trend to coal.
He said that the department
is
"swamped" by applications.
Both he and staffer Dave Dixon appealed
to industry to help in establishing regulations governing the use of
coal.
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The Elections
As expected, the voting turnout was light for the June 10 primary
election.
In Fort Kent, incumbent, Representative Robert J. Barry was de
feated by Raynold Theriault, a retired National Guard officer, in
the Democratic Primary.
Theriault's brother Franklin is a logging
camp foreman for Great Northern.
Theriault will be unopposed in
November.
In an East Millinocket-Millinocket Democratic primary race,
Michael H. Michaud of East Millinocket defeated Augustino DiFrederico.
Michaud is the vice president of a United Papermakers International
Union local in the East Millinocket mill.
In the fall, Michaud will
be opposed by Richard D. Violette, Jr. in a race to succeed retiring
Walter Birt.
In the much publicized Augusta contest, a conservative Republican,
Stanley Sproul, and Mrs. Beverly Bustin, a member of Senator Mitchell's
staff, were winners.
They'll fight it out in the fall for the seat
held for years by Senate Majority Leader Bennett Katz.

The Challenger:

Harold Silverman

Harold Silverman says he started out as an Independent, became
a Republican to win a seat in the Maine House (he served three terms),
reverted to Independent for a single Senate term, then shifted to the
Democratic party in 1980 to seek the seat now held by Congresswoman
Snowe.
Silverman is
during the race.

the

underdog

but

we can expect to see a lot of him

The candidate is an ardent hunter, fisherman and camper, and for
years has spent part of each year working part-time in a kibbutz (com
munal farm) in Israel.
He sold the family hardware and sporting goods
store in Calais several years ago.

Visit by Emery
While he's not a candidate in this district, Congressman Emery
will tour the site of the bark boiler now under construction at East
Millinocket on June 14.
An engineer and an advocate of alternate energy
sources in Congress,
Emery will be welcomed by Art Dentremont and
briefed on Great Northern's
energy goals by Paul Firlotte.

On and On — Logging Roads
The Board of Environmental Protection will hold a hearing on June
26 on a rule which would require that the Department of Environmental
Protection be notified before a logging road is built.
Even Represent
ative Blodgett,
the chief advocate of standards for logging roads,
says the Department has gone too far:
"...this general requirement
was expressly contrary to the intent of the Legislature... to attempt
to insert this into the law by regulation should be taken as a breach
of the final agreement..."
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The Washington Scene
Staff members of the Maine Congressional Delegation this week
were discussing the spruce budworm problem, hearings on the Indian
land claims and another try by Senator Gravel of Alaska to have tax
credits for new hydropower sites approved.

George Smith, Carol Hicks, Mike Aube and Donna Umphrey came to
Maine to attend the meeting of state and federal officials on the sub
ject of the budworm.
They came away saying that everyone at the meeting
agreed the "annual circus"--- the rush to plan next year's program
and provide the financing--- has got to end.
A Programatic Environ
mental Impact Statement providing policy for several years was proposed
by Assistant Attorney General Brown and the concept will be considered
by the U.S. Forest Service.
The initial reception was favorable.
The Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs will hold hearings
on June 25 and 26 in Washington on the proposed settlement of the Indian
land claims.
Tim Woodcock of Bangor, a Committee staff member, says
Senator Cohen will use the hearing to build a record in support of
a negotiated settlement.
Invited to testify are Governor Brennan,
Attorney General Cohen, Millinocket Town Council Chairman Dean Beaupain
and Town Manager Bill Ayoob, Leonard Pierce of the Sewall Company
(appraisers of the land involved), Bill Bullock of the Merrill Bank
(an advisor to governors on municipal bonds), attorneys Donald Perkins
(who represents Great Northern and other owners of forest lands) and
Tom Tureen (who represents the Indian tribes), and representatives
of the Justice and Interior Departments.
(A separate memorandum has
been distributed on this subject.)

Senator Cohen, according to staffer Tom Heyerdahl, has received
a letter from Gravel asking him to co-sponsor the Hydro Power Develop
ment Act of 1980 (S2766).
If approved, the legislation would provide
investment tax credits on all hydro projects
such as the potential
Great Northern project on the West Branch.
E. F. Hutton is promoting
the bill.
Heyerdahl says the staff of the Senate Finance Committee
sees little hope for Gravel's proposal, saying, Congress already has
dealt with the subject once this year and isn't likely to go over the
same ground.
We have asked for copies of the bill and the Gravel letter
They will be distributed.
(A separate memorandum is being distributed.)

Public Relations
A release with photographs of four men recently promoted in the
sales department was distributed to trade publications and their home
town newspapers as well as three other promotion releases... Contribu
tions were made to the Pine Tree Camp for Crippled Children, the Ashland
Lumberjack Roundup, Millinocket Softball League and the Special Olym
pics... An advertisement was placed in the 100th anniversary edition
of the Brockton, Mass., Enterprise... Bill Keenan of the Paper Trade
Journal called regarding a Wall Street Journal story of an anti-trust
suit involving Great Northern Paper...The text of a radio conversation
in which Dale Phenicie talks about the company's hazardous chemicals
safety program was mailed to 2,000 government officials, businessmen
and other opinion makers as well as weekly and monthly salaried employees
and retired employees. . .A composite of photographs of the annual banquet
for retirees and a reprint of a Bangor Daily News story on the event
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Public Relations

(continued)

was also sent to opinion makers and retired employees... Roger Boynton
and Dale Phenicie completed work on a 35 mm slide-tape presentation
on the company's hazardous chemical safety program for use in educating
employees... Paul Firlotte and I went to Greenville on June 9 to meet
with four men in the whitewater rafting business, the town manager
and a representative of the chamber of commerce.
We agreed to provide
them information on water flows but said that there isn't much else
we can do.
The rafters say they face bankruptcy.
(A memorandum on
the meeting has been distributed. )

Coming Events
June
16

17

Hearing-Workshop, Board of Environmental Protection, East
End
Neighborhood
Auditorium
Public
Safety
Building,
Portland, 10 a.m.
Subject:
State
air
implementation
plan (SIP) revisions and standards for coal.
Hearing, Board of Environmental Protection, Bangor Civic
Center, 10 a.m.
Subject:
SIP revisions and coal standards.

Meeting,
logging roads
subcommittee
Information Office, Augusta, 9:30 a.m.
18

of

Paper

Industry

Hearing,
Board of Environmental
Protection, University
of Maine, Presque Isle, 10 a.m.
Subject:
SIP revisions
and coal standards.

Meeting, Governmental Affairs Committee,
Information Office, Augusta, 1 p.m.
19

Hearing, Board of Environmental Protection, Bingham Muni
cipal Building, 1 p.m.
Subject:
SIP revisons and coal
standards .

Environmental Forum IX, sponsored by American Paper Insti
tute-National
Forest
Products
Association,
Washington,
D.C.

20

Hearing,
Augusta,
dards .

Board of Environmental Protection, Ray Building,
10 a.m.
Subject:
SIP revisions and coal stan

Briefing
on hazardous waste
regulations,
co-sponsored
by Associated Industries of Maine and the New England
Council, Ramada Inn, Portland, 9 a.m.

23

Workshop,
State Department of Environmental Protection
and Human Services and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Augusta Civic Center, 10 a.m.
Subject:
Air, land, water,
oil, hazardous waste and drinking water problems.

25

Meeting,
Augusta,

25-26

Board of
10 a.m.

Environmental

Protection,

DEP

offices,

Hearings, Select Committee on Indian Affairs, Washington,
D.C., 10 a.m.
Subject:
Proposed Indian claims settlement.
Sincerely,

pmc/rr
Enclosure

Great Northern Paper
a company of
Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation

Paul K. McCann
Manager Public Affairs
June 20,

1980

Mr. Robert J. Shinners
Vice President-Operations
Great Northern Paper Company
Millinocket, Maine 04462

Dear Bob:
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Referendums
In last week's newsletter
nuclear power was discussed.

the

September

23

proposal

to

ban

Referendums are in vogue in Maine.
The successful drive by Mary
Adams of Garland to repeal the uniform property tax convinced dis
senters that it's possible to fight uphill battles and win.
There
are at least two other petition drives in progress at this time.
One campaign seeks to have the proposed settlement of the Indian land
claims issue sent to a vote in November.
The second calls for repeal
of the Tree Growth Tax Law.
When a matter goes to referendum, it
costs taxpayers $100,000 for printing ballots and supervising the
voting.

Advocates of forcing the vote on the Indian issue were quoted
in the press as saying they didn't push hard enough collecting signa
tures at the polls on June 10.
Checks of people in 22 Maine com
munities resulted in reports of referendum activity in only Jackman,
Lincoln, Ellsworth and Waterville.
There has been no sign of people
seeking signatures in the population centers.
In Augusta, a leader
of the campaign was quoted as saying they are collecting 2,000 names
a day on an average.
Deadline for filing petitions is July 2.
Repeal of the Tree Growth Tax is urged because it reduces taxes
"on paper companies and other forest landowners at the expense of
homeowners and all property taxpayers..."
The Maine Forest Products
Council is campaigning against repeal with support of environmental
organizations.
H.A.L.T. (Help Alleviate Local Taxes) is the Hancock
County based group pushing repeal with help from the Maine Municipal
Association.
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The Indian Hearings
At the request of the Interior Department, the Senate Select
Committee on Indian Affairs put off until July 1 and 2 the hearings
scheduled for next week.
Tim Woodcock of the committee staff said
a Bangor Daily News interpretation of a news release had led to com
plaints that the people are being shut out.
That isn't so, he said.
Additional witnesses are being invited as well as written comments
for the record which will be published.
Indians who oppose the pro
posed settlement and their lawyer will testify.
Ellsworth Publisher
Russ Wiggins has filed a written statement.
Henry Bouchard of the
municipal bond bank will testify in person.
Woodcock says it is only
possible to hear a dozen witnesses in the two days.

Hydropower Incentives
A public hearing will be held by the Senate Finance Committee
on Senator Gravel’s Hydropower Development Act of 1980 on Tuesday,
June 24, at 2 p.m. in Washington, D.C.
Gravel is again proposing
that tax exempt industrial revenue bonds be allowed for development
of all hydroelectric projects.
Gravel sought the same incentives
during Congressional deliberations over the "Windfall Profits Tax"
but conferees turned them down.
The Natural Alliance for Hydro
electric Energy will support the proposal but counsel Jamie Broder
is not optimistic.

Public Relations
Mark Baithazard of Pulp 8- Paper magazine was provided with infor
mation on the No. 10 replacement.
John Evans of the magazine will
visit the Millinocket mill on June 23 to see the machine...We provided
the Katahdin Times with information on the new stacks as background
for an aerial photograph... Contributions were made to the Stearns
High School Alumni Association,
the Maine National High Adventure
yearbook of the Boy Scouts and to the Ashland Lumberjack Roundup on
behalf of Pinkham Lumber...A GNN news release was distributed on June
19...I assisted a Maine Paper photographer in taking photographs of
the Millinocket area on June 16.

Profile:

New

on

Railroad Scene

As board chairman of U.S. Filter Corporation, Raymond A. Rich
became in 1980 a major figure in the Maine Central Railroad.
By pur
chasing the Amoskeag Company's 34.6 percent, U.S. Filter succeeded
as the Maine railroad's largest single stockholder.
The purchase
ended a decade's strife in which Amoskeag, owner of the Bangor &
Aroostook, tried to effect a merger of the two roads.
Rich, who is also Filter's chief executive officer, would not
disclose at MEC's 1980 annual meeting what his company paid for its
acquisition but said he was "absolutely delighted with our investment."

Chairman of Filter's directors since 1971, Rich has held the
same post with Patagonia Corporation in Tucson, Arizona, since 1967.
Patagonia's properties include a bank and savings and loan association.
Born in Los Angeles June 11, 1916, Rich has roots in Maine.
For about five years he also has owned two houses in Cherryfield,
Washington County.
He has another home on Cranberry Point at Corea
in Hancock County.
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The Regulators
There are a number of agencies in Augusta which regulate the
paper and forest products industries.
The four that have been most
frequently in the news are the Board of Environmental Protection,
Land Use Regulation Commission, Pesticides Control Review Board and
Public Utilities Commission.
The BEP has undergone considerable change in membership since
Governor Brennan took office.
Further change is coming.
Two members
are serving although their terms have expired.
The terms of two
others expire this year.
Ellsworth radio station manager Harvey Devane
says business pressures may force him to resign.
The BEP composition:

Member

Date Term Expires

Commissioner Henry E. Warren, chairman..... Coterminous with Gov.
John Turbyne, Winslow......................... December 22, 1979
Wilmar Bradford, Bangor....................... April 1, 1980
Maynard Marsh, Gorham......................... September 16, 1980
Evelyn Jephson, Kennebunk.................... September 16, 1980
James Tweedie, Sr., Mars Hill............... February 10, 1981
Harvey Devane, Ellsworth..................... February 10, 1981
Lionel Ferland, Auburn........................ April 11, 1983
Neil Hapworth, Winslow........................ August 3, 1983
Sterling Dow III, Kennebunk.................. August 13, 1983
Samuel M. Zaitland, Biddeford............... December 7, 1983

The composition of LURC is stable with five members having been
appointed since Brennan took office.

The LURC composition:

Member

Date Term Expires

Robert Ciullo, Springvale.................... July 10,
1981
William Vaughn, Hallowell.................... July 10,
1981
Susan B. Morris, North Waldoboro............ July 13,
1983
John Walker, East Livermore.................. August 21, 1983
Margo Holden, Ashland......................... November 5, 1983
Charles A. Blood, chairman. .................July 10, 1984
Woodbury E. Brackett, Auburn.................July 10, 1984
Under a law passed this year by the Legislature, an entirely
new Pesticides Review Control Board must be appointed.
The Paper
Industry Information Office has proposed as candidates:
Ralph Clifford
of Old Town, Joe Lupsha of Windsor, Lin Rideout of Bowdoin and Ray
Wood of Old Town.
The seven-member panel will include
two
public
members while others will represent farmers, commercial applicators,
the University of Maine and the medical community.
The appointments
will come after July 3 and could be approved by the Senate July 17.
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Coming Events
June
23

Workshop, State Departments of Environmental Protection
and Human Services and U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Augusta Civic Center, 10 a.m.
Subject:
Air,
land, water,
oil, hazardous waste and drinking water
problems.

Meeting, Human Rights Commission,
State Office Building, Augusta.

10:30

Room 113,

a.m.,

24

Hearing,
Senate
Finance
Committee,
2
p.m.,
Dirksen
Office Building, Washington, D.C.
Subject:
Hydropower
Development Act of 1980.

25

Meeting,

BEP,

10 a.m.,

Ray Building, Augusta.

Meeting,
public
relations
Information Office, Augusta,

26

committee,'
9:30 a.m.

Meeting, Groundwater Protection
Room 327, State House, Augusta.

Paper

Commission,

Industry

9:30

a.m.,

Hearing, BEP, 10 a.m., Augusta Civic Center.
Subject:
Review of logging roads under Site Location of Develop
ment Law.

27

Meeting,
spruce budworm subcommittee,
Paper Industry
Information Office, at Bangor office of International
Paper Company at 10 a.m.

July

1-2

Hearings, Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs,
Dirksen and Russell office buildings, Washington, D.C.,
10 a.m.
Subject:
Proposal to settle Maine Indian land
claims.
Sincerely,

pmc/b

Great Northern Paper
a company of
Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation

Paul K. McCann
Manager Public Affairs

June 27,

1980

Mr. ‘Robert J. Shinners
Vice President-Operations
Great Northern Paper Company
Millinocket, Maine 04462

Dear Bob:
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End?

An aide to Senator Cohen senses a victory is
nents of the Dickey-Lincoln hydroelectric project.

in sight for oppo

"When people talk about a face-saving solution, I suggest to
them that they tell Senator Mitchell to frankly tell people he doesn't
have the votes," said the staff member.

This week Mitchell joined Congressional candidate Harold Pachios
who earlier said he prefers a Lincoln School dam, a $125-million piece
of the $850 million overall project.
A Lincoln School dam would be
built at St. Francis, 11 miles downstream from the site of the Dickey
dam.
Lincoln School would result in the flooding of 4,100 acres com
pared with 88,000 of the overall project.
Governor Brennan has echoed
those views.

They've been promoting Dickey-Lincoln for over 20
years but
it’s now supported only by Mitchell and Brennan among major office
holders.
First Congressman Emery came out against the project, then
Senator Cohen and the two have since been joined by Congresswoman
Snowe.
It's been an issue on which environmentalists and paper companies
have agreed.
Understandably the opposition within the forest industry
has been led by Seven Islands Land Company and International Paper.
They've had the most at stake.
Great Northern did not get deeply
involved until the federal government started talking about taking
51,000 acres of Great Northern land to compensate for flooded wild
life areas.
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Beginning of the End (continued)

While polling indicates people in this state have an open mind
on hydropower projects, opposition to Dickey-Lincoln has increased -based on environmental concerns, cost and absence of benefit to Maine.
Power generated by a station at Lincoln School would be earmarked
for Maine — although cooperatives would get first crack at it.
After the Northern Maine Regional Planning Commission came out
against Dickey-Lincoln and risked the wrath of Senators Hathaway (no
longer in office) and Muskie, the commission did an independent study
of Lincoln School which precipitated the talk of a compromise.

What does all this mean to Great Northern?
Will
momentum for those opposed to a dam on the West Branch?

it

be

added

Not so, say people who evaluate the public opinion polls.
There's
no comparison between the two.
The public got turned off on DickeyLincoln, not hydropower.
The jury is still out on a West Branch
project.
The West Branch project would provide benefits in Maine
and little land would be flooded.

Will the mitigation issue go away if the choice is Lincoln School?
Yes,
clout.

but

this

matter

never

really

has

had

credible

political

Before Congress adjourns, a Senate debate over a water resources
bill will provide a final chapter — for 1980, and maybe forever.

Public Relations
Whitewater rafters., who last week took their problems to Stamford
and talked with Bob Hellendale, this week wrote a letter to the com
pany asking for discussion of put-in, picnic and take-out facilities.
The rafters got some water on the Kennebec from Central Maine Power
Company and that should allow them to avoid bankruptcy... Patty O'Hare
of New England Business magazine
called asking for woodlands recreation
photographs... John Evans of Pulp & Paper magazine visited the Millinocket
mill and talked with Bob Shinners and Jim Giffune regarding No. 10
paper machine.
He was provided with photographs by Roger Boynton...
John Fleming of Paper Trade had questions regarding the status of
the coal project... Eric Johnson of Paper Age asked for photographs
of people recently promoted in the sales department... Lloyd Farris
of the Maine Sunday Telegram had questions regarding the company policy
on alcoholism and they were answered by Jack Sullivan.
Sincerely,

pmc/b

Great Northern Paper
a company of
Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation

Paul K. McCann
Manager Public Affairs
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Mr. Robert J. Shinners
Vice President-Operations
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On To Washington
This week another chapter in the history of the Indian land
claims unfolded.
The scene was Washington and public hearings of
the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs on July 1 and July 2.
In advance, the state's largest daily newspaper was drumming up oppo
sition and urging support for a statewide referendum.
Editors of
the Bangor Daily News were not satisfied that the issue had been
sufficiently debated in the state—and don't believe attorneys who
warn of economic chaos if the case goes to court.

Approximately 100 people filled half of the chairs in the hearing
room of the Dirksen Office Building for the start of the hearings.
There were two dozen or more persons of Indian descent in the audience—
one who wore native headdress which attracted photographers.
Photo
graphers and reporters were there from Maine and from the Indian press,
as well as the wire services:
A crew of movie-makers were filming
a documentary for the tribes.
After his few opening remarks, Chairman Melcher of Montana turned
the chair over to Senator Cohen, the committee's ranking Republican.
He was joined by Senator Mitchell who was invited to sit with the
committee.
Senators Inouye of Hawaii and DeConcini of Arizona, com
mittee members, also dropped in briefly on the proceedings.

The most significant testimony of the hearings came from the
Secretary of the Interior Andrus.
If changes are made in the re
drafting of the legislation by the committee, the Secretary said the
Administration will support the $81 million package.
Highlight of
the second day was Senator Mitchell's sharp questioning of Pierre
Redmond, the son of State Senator Redmond, who wants to also go into
politics.
Young Redmond has been the leader of the referendum advo
cates.
But in Washington his views obviously irritated Mitchell,
son of a Lebanese immigrant, and Cohen, son of a Jewish baker.
Redmond
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Washington (continued)

said a court would never give land to the Indians—even if they won
the case.
Redmond also warned of violence if the Indians won.
State
Senator Collins, chairman of a special committee of the Legislature,
which endorsed the bill and a well-respected attorney, said Mitchell
"shredded" Redmond's views for the record.
Donald Perkins, the Portland attorney representing Great Northern
and other major landowners, said he believes "we came out pretty well."
He put the landowners on record in support of the bill--if they are
allowed to put proceeds of the sale of lands back into purchase of
other lands without having to pay 28% for federal taxes.
Perkins
also said the price of the land is going up and urged speed.
Copies
of the Perkins statement have been distributed.

The staff of the Senate Committee and attorneys for the Indians,
Interior Department, landowners and the state will start redrafting
the bill in a few days.
Before or after the redraft is reported out by the Senate com
mittee, a bill will be filed in the House by Representatives Snowe
and Emery.
Mike Jackson of the House Interior Committee staff says
hearings will be held in late August or September.
If changes require approval of the Legislature (and
well be the case) there will have to be a special session.

that

may

This is an election year with conventions and politicking cutting
down on the Congressional work schedule.
With only 50 working days
left, the Maine delegation is working against time.
All agree the
House is going to be the tougher battleground.

Whatever happens,
this issue isn't going to go away.
While
Pierre Redmond and his supporters collected only 12,000 of the 37,000
signatures needed to force a referendum, they probably will continue
their fight.
With the editorial support of the Bangor Daily News
and James Russell Wiggins of the Ellsworth American, Redmond's cause
has creditability on an emotional issue.

In The Capitol
Peter Yacavone and I visited with Senator Mitchell and Congress
man Snowe of Maine and Congressman McKinney of Connecticut (he repre
sents a district which includes Stamford, Conn.) in Washington on
June 30 and July 1.
(Both Mitchell and Mrs. Snowe took part in the
Millinocket Fourth of July festivities.)
We also heard Treasury Secre
tary Miller call for "calm and cool" consideration of a tax cut--but
not before 1981--at a meeting of the American Council for Capitol
Formation.
We lunched with Don Larrabee, Governor Brennan's repre
sentative in the city.
We also attended hearings of the proposed
settlement of the Indian land claims.
While in town, I also checked with Tom Hyerdahl and Carol Hicks
of the staff of Senator Cohen on energy and spruce budworm matters.
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Public Relations
I answered questions from Phyllis Austin of Maine Times on June
30 regarding the effect the low water levels on the West Branch had
on commercial rafters and also on the negotiations with the state
on a scenic easement for the West Branch corridor...I answered ques
tions from the editor of the American Newspapers Publishers Association
regarding labor negotiations... Roger Boynton took photographs on July
3 and 4 of the new Millinocket stacks...The fourth in the 1980 series
of "Great Northern Reports" radio programs is scheduled to be broad
cast on Maine stations from July 7 to 11.
Bart Harvey discusses
recreation in the forests.

New Program
Letters from the company president announcing the new matching
gifts program for political candidates were mailed to employees and
to candidates for the Legislature.
It's the first program of its
type that we are aware of in the country.
The company will match
political contributions by management (monthly salaried) employees—
up to $50 per candidate per year.
Objective of the
in government and the

Sincerely,

pmc/b

Distribution:
E.
R.
J.
P.
J.
S.
A.
W.
A.
J.
J.
A.
P.
T.

E. Allain
F. Bartlett
A. Blickle
Cannella
B. Carson
A. Casey
L. Clark
E. Cozens
B. Danforth
L. Dardenne
P. DeMarrais
E. Dentremont
I. Firlotte
H. Flanagan

J.
C.
J.
L.
R.
D.
S.
K.
P.
C.
R.
T.
D.
W.

M.
R.
W.
E.
0.
G.
Y.
D.
A.
R.
W.
J.
R.

Giffune
Grantland
Griffith
Hand
Hellendale
Hickey
Hobson
Hodsdon
Hubbe
Hutchins
Johnson
Kelly
Krohn
Laidig

V.
W.
O.
V.
E.
P.
C.
A.
R.
G.
J.
P.
T.
T.

V.
E.
J.
F.
V.
F.
L.
M.
W.
L.
F.
P.
N.
S.

Lapinoja
Lloyd
Lombard
Mattson
Maxfield
Mendola
Nelson
Nemirow
Noyes
Nystrom
O'Handley
Paul
Pendleton
Pinkham

C.
D.
W.
E.
W.
A.
0.
W.
R.
G.
P.
D.
H.
P.

Reed
Roop
Saucier
Schwerin
Tolley
Tozier
Tripp
Vail
Venditti
Veneman
Welch
Westfall
Willets
F. Yacavone

H.
R.
A.
M.
W.
J.
K.
D.
A.
E.
H.
W.
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Mr. Robert J. Shinners
Vice President-Operations
Great Northern Paper Company
Millinocket, Maine
04462

Dear Bob:

The newsletter of the Public Affairs Department for the two weeks
ending July 18 follows:

The New Regulators
The Senate was expected to approve on July 24 the nomination
by Governor Brennan of an entirely new Pesticides Control Board, after
approving on July 17 two members of the Board of Environmental Pro
tection and two members of the Workers' Compensation Commission. While
industry had questions about the philosophy two or three members would
bring to the new Pesticides Control Board, there was no opposition
from that side of the fence at the July 16 public hearing attended
by Lynwood Hand.
Ed Sprague, a critic of paper companies, surprisingly
questioned the nomination of Bill Ginn of the Maine Audubon Society
as a public member.
Charles Fitzgerald of Atkinson, the most vocal
of the opponents of spraying, didn't even show up after branding the
entire group "a disaster."
Members of the board and areas they represent:

Dolores Colburg, Machias (public)
William J. Ginn, Pownal (public)
Andrew B. Berry, Whitefield (applicator)
Frank Lawrence, Yarmouth (medical)
Daniel LaBrie, St. Agatha (agriculture)
Roger J. Mitchell, Calais (forestry)
John B. Dimond, Orono (entomologist)
Mitchell
is woodlands manager of Georgia-Pacific,
Dimond
a
University of Maine faculty member, Colburg a newcomer to the Maine
scene now selling real estate, Lawrence heads the poison control center
of Maine Medical Center and LaBrie is a potato farmer who has been
active in industry and town affairs.
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New Regulators

(continued)

Earl J. Wahl of Calais said he preferred the BEP to the new
pesticides board and was given his preference by the Governor.
He's
a lawyer who practiced in Portland before moving Down East.
Joan
M. Kidman, another lawyer who practices in Portland, was also approved
as a member of the BEP.
For the first time, the BEP is left without a
person knowledgeable in the field of industry.
There are two more vacan
cies due on the board in September, and two more in 1981.
Neither
of the new members have been active in the environmental field.
Roland D. Russell of Standish was appointed to the commission
which regulates the Workers' Compensation Law in Maine.
Russell's
selection fills the commission which was undermanned and lagging behind
in dealing with claims.
Russell is a young attorney with several
years of defense experience in the field of workers' compensation.
He's well respected by Bob Moore, legislative counsel for Associated
Industries of Maine.
Reappointed was the veteran James M. Coyne of
Caribou.

Busy Days

in

Augusta

The Legislature wasn't in session but the State House was swarming
with legislators.
In addition to the nomination hearings and a Senate
session to deal with appointments, there were other committee meetings.
A special committee on Health and Environmental Services started re
considering the establishment of an environmental health
program
— a proposal by Governor Brennan which was killed during the regular
session.
The Energy and Natural Resources Committee launched studies
of radioactive waste and oil spill liability insurance.
All the
activity led Energy and Natural Resources Committee Chairman McBreairty
to wonder when he will get time to campaign for re-election.

Employment Guidelines
The Maine Human Rights Commission has adopted and sent to the
Attorney General for concurrence, new employment guidelines.
First
proposed in April, the guidelines have been rewritten.
Irving Faunce,
a commission member, says "industry did well.
Almost all the sug
gestions made by employees were adopted."
Steve Clarkin of Associated
Industries of Maine agrees but cautions that he still isn't satisfied
with "a section on sexual harassment and some small stuff."
Although
he is told by representatives of member companies they can "live"
with the remainder.
Faunce predicts the Attorney General will recom
mend killing or modifying the sexual harassment portion of the guide
lines .

Taxing Trees
The summer of 1980 is also seeing advocates of repealing the
Tree Growth Tax Law collecting signatures in a petition drive.
An
enclosed folder published by the Maine Forest Products Council outlines
the issue.
The Council is leading the opposition, co-sponsoring a
series of meetings in Southern Maine.
Advocates of repeal reportedly
collected 2,000 signatures when voters went to the polls in Maine
and will make their next big push at the time of the vote on nuclear
power, September 23.
They need 37,000 signatures.

Great Northern Paper
a company of
Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation

Paul K. McCann
Manager Public Affairs
July 25, 1980
Mr. Robert J. Shinners
Vice President-Operations
Great Northern Paper Company
Millinocket, Maine 04462
Dear Bob:
The Public Affairs newsletter for the week ending July 25 follows:

Public Relations
Phyllis Austin of Maine Times and I discussed the new matching
gifts program for political candidates on July 21...Maureen Connolly,
editor of the new State Chamber of Commerce magazine had a number
of questions on July 22 regarding the company's attempts to reduce
oil consumption...Denise Goodman,
a correspondent for New England
Business, on July 22 asked for assistance in preparing a story on
drug use and alcoholism in Maine industry. . .On July 23 I brought Anne
Erickson of the Katahdin Times up to date on labor negotiations and
I answered further questions from her on this and other subjects on
July 25.
She was wondering if the July rainfall (4.77 inches compared
with 1.33 in the month last year) was improving the picture for hydro
power generation and rafting.
Paul Firlotte was staying in touch
with the people in the rafting business... John Keys
called on July
25 with a number of questions regarding labor negotiations.
I confirmed
that the UPIU had agreed to a contract extension. . .On July 22, 45
science teachers in secondary schools attending a University of Maine
workshop visited Orono to hear a talk by Paul Firlotte on energy and
see the Great Northern slide show...On July 24-25, 45 high school
juniors toured the Telos harvesting operation and the Millinocket
mill as part of a University of Maine Pulp & Paper Foundation program.
Reforestation, mechanical harvesting and chemicals in the workplace
were topics of speakers.
They also saw the Great Northern slide show...
A new brochure on the Millinocket mill was distributed to managers
and will be used by tour guides... On July 23 and 24, I visited the
Northern Maine Medical Center at Fort Kent to meet with a fund-raising
committee seeking to establish a new nursing education program at
the Fort Kent branch of the University of Maine...While in Aroostook
County,
I also answered questions from Tom Pinkham, Mike Collins,
Wilmer Saucier and Orville Tripp on the program of matching gifts
for political candidates and discussed operations of the Fraser guest
house with Bob Preble of Fraser...The establishment of a scholarship
within the University of Maine Pulp & Paper program honoring former
Great Northern President Manuel C. McDonald was authorized by the
GNN Foundation, as was a three-year grant to St. Joseph's College
in North Windham...On July 25 I confirmed in response to a question
from Maryanne Lagasse of the Bangor Daily News that the No. 7 paper
machine project had been indefinitely postponed.
I also answered
questions regarding labor negotiations.
Millinocket, Maine 04462.

(207) 723-5131 Ext. 228
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Matching Gifts
"It is certainly good to see that your employees are being encouraged to parti
cipate in the political process, and I will be interested in hearing of the program’s
success."
----- U.S. Senator William S. Cohen

The matching gifts program for Maine political
the congratulations of the Lewiston Daily Sun.

candidates

won

Meanwhile another matching gift — the second under the recently
announced program was processed.

Tour

of

Legislators

State Senator Jerome A. Emerson of Corinna and Representatives
Frank M. Carter of Bangor and Weston R. Sherburne of Dexter visited
the West Branch region on July 22 and 23 with Lynwood E. Hand, Esq.,
Great Northern's legislative counsel.
Stanley M. Carpenter of the
forestry staff guided the group on a tour of harvesting and replant
ing operations.
Robert F. Bartlett and I visited Ragmuff for dinner
and to answer questions.
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Matching Gifts

for

Candidates

The company's new program of matching contributions by monthly
salaried employees political candidates was page one news for the
Bangor Daily News.
We made tapes on the subject for two Portland
radio stations.
Copies of the folder outlining the program were mailed
to 330 candidates for the Legislature, 470 employees and 385 opinion
makers -- the press, government officials, businessmen and others.
Russ Day of S. D. Warren says that "As might be expected, the
media isn't sure this is a good idea. I was interviewed by phone by
the Bangor Daily News about the possibility of Scott and other paper
companies doing the same thing, and whether this was an attempt to
'buy votes.'

"I said I was sure many companies would consider the idea after
they had a chance to study the details, which probably would be printed
in trade magazines.
"I also said that from my personal viewpoint as a politician
and a candidate, anything companies or other organizations could do
to encourage citizen political participation was badly needed in
America.
I added that I couldn't conceive of individual contributions
of $50 and under having any effect in influencing a legislator's vote
and that hysteria by the media on vote buying was just that -- hysteria
I hope they quoted me in the paper.
Bet they don't."

They asked the same questions of Bob Turner of St. Regis and
Hank Magnuson of the Paper Industry Information Office.
After hearing
of the calls, I called Jeff Strout of the news and offered our help
with the story.

Meanwhile the first matching gift is being processed and we've
had favorable comments from several businessmen and politicians.

The River
Hydroelectric projects and water flows on the Penobscot made
news again in recent days.
After Peter Yacavone exchanged letters
with a bus company president worried about the future of tours linked
to rafting on the Penobscot, I sent copies to the Maine congressional
delegation staff to acquaint them with the situation.
So far letters
asking a guarantee of sufficient water have been directed only to the
Governor.
In an unrelated development,
a group of Massachusetts
developers announced they had filed for permits for a hydro development
below McKay station.
It was several days before a reporter asked
the first question about the conflict with Great Northern's hopes
to build another dam in the area.
I told her all we knew was what
we had read in the newspapers and explained where the potential site
-- "The Arches" — was located,just below the Telos bridge.
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Public Relations
Copies of a new fact brochure and copies of the transcript of
the latest in the series of Great Northern radio reports were mailed
to 915 employees and 437 public officials and businessmen... I answered
questions from Dawn Huff of WGAN radio on the woods labor issue...I
answered questions regarding labor negotiations from Anne Erickson
of the Katahdin Times, Don Carrigan of WLBZ-TV, Gordon Manuel of WABITV and John Keys.
I tried to stick to the facts and avoid discussion
of rumors...A news release on corporate earnings and another on a
promotion were distributed... Contributions were approved for the Save
Maine Yankee Committee, Hillcrest Country Club in Millinocket and
the Portage Hills Country Club.
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July, 1980

Jane E. Hinson, Editor

BOISE CASCADE A major Boise Cascade Paper Group reorganiza
REORGANIZATION tion in June created a White Paper Division, which
PROMOTES THREE includes Rumford, and elevated three Maine man
IN MANAGEMENT agers. Raymond H. Taylor, formerly manager of
manufacturing at the Rumford mill has become manager of manufacturing
of the new division headquartered in Portland, Oregon; James H. Johnson,
who was operations manager is now responsible for the entire Rumford
operation; and Thomas P. Fraser was promoted from manager-paper opera
tions to operations manager. The reorganization strategy set up three
operating divisions—White Paper; Pulp, Publishing & Packaging Paper; and
Specialty Paperboard—making it possible to focus resources more precisely
to respond to what corporate officials envision as “significant growth in
several market segments during the 1980’s.”

James H. Johnson

JAY STUDENTS
PRODUCE A
DOCUMENTARY
Take one group of student
photographers from Jay
Junior High School
together with a project
grant from the Interna
tional Paper Company
Foundation and the result is
a documentary on Maine’s
forest industry from tree
harvesting to paper and
wood products manufactur
ing.

Students working on the project got involved
with several methods of recording visual events
that tell a story—film-making, video-taping and
still photography—and received instructions in
techniques associated with the art including
camera angling, lighting, picture framing and
relating the action to the storyline. IP personnel
helped out by setting up woodlands and plant
tours and acting as advisors.
Interest in the subject came naturally to these
133 State St., Augusta, Me. 04330 • (207) 622-3166

young people who live in the home community of
IP’s Androscoggin Mill. Many of Jay’s high
school students find jobs with the company im
mediately after graduation while others go on to
further their education before returning to work in
the mills or in the woods. IP employs more than
1,800 people in its manufacturing operations in
Maine and owns and manages 1.25-million acres
of timberlands.
Henry A. Magnuson, Executive Director

Boise Cascade Paper Group Rumford Mill, Rumford • Diamond International Corp., Dixfield, Oakland, Old Town, Passadumkeag • Fraser Paper, Ltd., Madawaska
• Georgia-Pacific Corp., Baileyville, Woodland • Great Northern Paper Co., Ashland, East Millinocket, Millinocket • International Paper Co., Bangor, Jay,'Presque
Isle • James River-Otis, Inc., Jay • Pejepscot Paper Co., Topsham • Scott Paper Co., Skowhegan, Winslow; S. D. Warren Co., Westbrook • St. Regis Paper Co.,
Bucksport, Costigan

Fraser Paper, Ltd., Madawaska, Maine, U.S.A.
Fraser Inc., Edmundston, New Brunswick, Canada

Fraser

The Fraser logo incorporates the voyageur, French Cana
dian traveller, to symbolize progress. Evolving since 1935
when the first design appeared briefly in a company
publication, the present logo, adopted in 1979,
continue
the voyageur tradition in an authentic setting—seated in
canoe where in the past he was most often to be found
transporting men and goods along Canada’s frontier:

MAINE’S NORTHERNMOST INTERNATIONAL PULP & PAPER COMPLE

forests
To ensure that the wood
fiber for future manufac
turing operations will be
available, Fraser Inc. raises
7-million black spruce
nursery seedlings (below) a
year for replanting in New
Brunswick and has estab
lished seed orchards (right)
to produce genetically
superior seeds.

paper
The start-up, this spring, of
No. 7 paper machine
(above) after a 46-day,
$9.5-million rebuild and the
installation of a new
$18-million C-3 ground

wood paper coater (below)
completed a $42-million,
five-phase expansion and
modernization project at
Fraser Paper, Ltd. in
Madawaska. This invest

ment combined with new
kraft and groundwood
repulping facilities doubled
the Maine mill’s capacity to
produce coated ground
wood papers.

people
Miss Donna Morin (right)
received a $500 scholarship
recently from the company
following her selection as
Miss Madawaska, 1980.
More than 1,000 employ
ees, their families and area
businesses benefit from
Fraser’s presence in the
community.
PIIO/2

1980

1978—Centennial year

1968— Year of Changes

1938-1968

1938—First

pulp

progress
Engineers (below) review
plans for the $6.9-million
rebuild of Fraser’s Edmundston boxboard mill.

Fraser’s mill at Edmundston, N.B. (above) supplies
pulp to the paper mill in
Madawaska. Recently
$91.5-million was spent
modernizing the facilities.
Visitors (right) inspect part
of the new MgO recovery
complex which recycles
waste products to reduce
energy costs and conserve
the environment.
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summer tours
Old Town

Madawaska

Woodland

Millinocket

Nashville
Plantation
Winslow
Hinckley

Greenville

Westbrook
Bucksport

Safety
Regulations

Construction

PIIO/4

DIAMOND INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
Tuesdays and Thursdays only between 12:00 noon and 1:30 p.m.; advance
reservations required, contact Laurence Leavitt or Mark Clowes, 827-7711,
Ext. 244/246. (Because of special regulations relative to the seal on safety
masks, men with full beards cannot be allowed on the tour.)
FRASER PAPER, LIMITED
Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4 p.m.;
contact Pat Ouellette, 728-3321.
GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORPORATION
Monday through Friday at 9:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. from June 16 to August
29; contact Ray Kozen, 427-3311.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
Monday through Friday between 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.; contact Mill Per
sonnel Department, 723-5131, Ext. 271.
PINKHAM LUMBER COMPANY, a division of Great Northern Paper Co.
Monday through Friday at 9:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.; contact Mary Jane Syl
vester, 435-3281, Ext. 166.
SCOTT PAPER COMPANY
Winslow Plant: twice weekdays, 8:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. to
3:00 p.m.; contact Sue Cusano, 827-2751, Ext. 366.
Somerset Plant: three times each weekday, 9:00 a.m., 10:30 a.m. and 1:00
p.m.; contact tour guide, 453-9301 or stop at mill gate, no appointment
necessary.
Woodlands Tour: starting July 9, all-day every Wednesday, and Thursday on
sufficient demand, 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.; lunch will be provided at a
nominal charge; contact Rhonda Arey, 695-2241; suitable walking shoes or
sneakers should be worn.
S.D. WARREN COMPANY, a division of Scott Paper Co.
Weekdays by appointment; contact Cleo Lowell, 856-6911, Ext. 2322.
ST. REGIS PAPER COMPANY
Weekdays starting June 23 through Labor Day between 9:00 a.m. and 3:00
p.m.; contact Nancy Komninos, 469-3131.
Visitors are requested to observe certain precautions on mill tours to comply
with safety regulations including: no cameras or tape recorders; no sneakers,
high heels or sandals; young people 12-18 to be accompanied by parent,
guardian or adult group leader; and no children under 12.
Mills not conducting tours this summer because of construction include:
Boise Cascade Paper Group Rumford Mill; International Paper Company,
Jay; and Pejepscot Paper Division, Topsham.
Printed on Maine-made paper
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Mr. Robert J. Shinners
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Great Northern Paper Company
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Dear Bob:
The newsletter of
ending August 1 follows:

the

Public

Affairs

Department

for

the

week

Labor Negotiations
As the July 31 contract expiration date approached, the interest
of the news media in the progress of labor negotiations intensified.

Negotiators were shocked having a Bangor television station indi
cate on the late news on July 25 that the trades had agreed to a
contract extension.
The news director said he was "confused” by a
wire service story and made a mistake.
The wire service was correct
in versions we read in saying only the four locals of the United Paper
workers International Union had agreed on an extension.
A WMKR report
in Millinocket (which had been taped) was also correct.
On July 31 the Bangor Daily News published a misleading headline
with a completely different story.
On page 1, the newspaper published
a story on the Machias waterfront under a headline "Great Northern
continues talks with coalitions".
On page 17, the story continued
under another headline "Unions give paper mill extension on contract".
People were confused.

One television station asked permission to photograph negotiations.

When the company made a final offer on July 31, the television
and radio stations were generally accurate.
One (WLBZ-TV) quoted
Carl Soderquist as saying he could not predict the outcome of the
vote.
The next day the Bangor Daily News published the terms of the
offer which it obtained, as expected, from union sources.

Inquiries came from WLBZ-TV and WABI-TV in Bangor, the Bangor
Daily News, the Associated Press, WMKR in Millinocket, the Presque
Isle Star-Herald,
the Katahdin Times, town managers of Millinocket
and Greenville and others — some 75 calls the last three days.

Millinocket, Maine 04462.
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’Negotiations (continued)

The Maine press concentrated most of its attention on violence
which erupted in Rumford where a strike is continuing at the BoiseCascade mill.
Production is continuing at the Rumford mill as well
as at the Scott mill in Winslow where another strike is in its second
month.
Governor Brennan was questioned at a news conference about
the strategy of Boise and Scott management in bringing in workers
from other states to help run the Maine mills.
The Governor was quoted
as saying he's watching the situation.
The AFL-CIO launched a state
wide drive to collect food for the Boise and Scott workers.
The next
company in the spotlight will be Georgia-Pacific with a contract
expiring September 31 at Woodland.

The Next Round
Tim Woodcock, minority counsel of the Senate Select Committee
on Indian Affairs, said he expects the scheduled August 20-21 hearings
of the House Interior Committee on the Maine Indian land claims to
be postponed to Monday, August 25, and compressed into a single day.
By that time Woodcock said a marked-up, or redrafted version of the
bill filed in the Senate, will be available for House consideration.
Woodcock said Senator Cohen's office is getting considerable mail
from Maine on the issue — "100 percent in opposition."
The letters
stemmed almost entirely from the Bangor Daily News editorial crusade
against the settlement.
The facts used by the News in advocating
rejection of the settlement were challenged as incorrect in several
cases in a letter written by Bill Bullock of Merrill Bank.

Associated Industries of Maine
Directors of Associated Industries of Maine on July 29 reaffirmed
that legislation should remain the trade association's top priority -with workers' compensation at the top of the list of subjects followed
by
unemployment
compensation,
taxation,
environment
and
energy.
Directors were cool, because of costs involved, to the idea of getting
involved in utility votemaking cases -- despite a desire of some mem
bers to do so.
AIM will, however, continue to lead a coalition chal
lenging the insurance industry's justification for rate increases.
With a new building to pay for in Augusta, AIM's budget resources
are being strained.
Hiring a staff member to deal with energy and
environmental matters has been put off.
I suggested retaining con
sultants or a law firm to assist the committees active on energy and
environmental issues — and evaluating the results.
The presidents
of Arcata Corporation and the National Association of Manufacturers
will speak at the annual meeting on October 1.

Human Rights Commission
Governor Brennan has named Sidney H. Schwartz of South Portland
to the Maine Human Rights Commission.
Schwartz is a retired newspaper
compositor who was active in union activity as an employee of the
Portland Press Herald.
He has been on the South Portland city council
for years and now serves as mayor.
Schwartz is a past commander of
the American Legion in Maine and edits the newspaper of the organi
zation.
He replaces Mary Spence on the commission.
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Public Relations
Television station WABI-TV on July 28 broadcast an editorial
on the subject of the Great Northern matching gifts program for polit
ical candidates which said, in part, that ’’direct political contributions
by corporations are illegal."
I corrected George Gonyar, an execu
tive of the station, in a telephone call and followed with a letter
criticizing WABI-TV for not checking the facts with the company in
advance of the broadcast.
A copy of the editorial has been circu
lated. ..At the request of Patricia Finnegan, we provided the Secretary
of State's office with copies of our literature covering the matching
gifts program and the political action committee now being organized.
She had the two confused.
She said she had had several inquiries
on the subject... Heidi Copeland of the publication "Energy Users News"
called with questions regarding the company's hydropower
system.
She is developing an article on industrial use of hydropower.
Miss
Copeland is also aware of the growing competition for hydro sites,
including those on the West Branch...Next week is "Great Northern
radio week" on eleven radio stations with a program devoted to an
interview with Phil Paul on the subject of purchasing and transpor
tation.
The monthly radio programs are ready for the next five months...
I had further complaints regarding construction of a camp on Rainbow
Lake on Great Northern land and conveyed this information to Bob
Bartlett and Jim Carson...A picture-story on the wood harvesting
operation of the Pinkham Lumber Company appeared in the July issue
of the UPIU newspaper and reflected several changes we had sugges
ted...The Bangor Daily News had questions on accidents in the mills,
the improving water situation and business conditions.

Sincerely,

pmc/b
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One Mistake, Two Mistakes, Three,,,
Even some of the wire service people were complaining about the
errors they and their colleagues were making.

"I've got a Stamford story which says only the East Millinocket
mill is involved in your labor negotiations," said Jerry Harkavy of
the Associated Press, asking "That isn't true, is it?"
The next day Harkavy called to say that his people had erred
in referring to those locals which accepted the contract as repre
senting "maintenance and production" workers.

Russ Van Arsdale on August 5 reported on WABI-TV that the UPIU
locals had extended their contract through Thursday.
When I called
to correct him and head off "the showdown" he was anticipating, Van
Arsdale apologized for the error.
When the eight locals representing the trades notified the company
that a new contract had been ratified, Van Arsdale and Anne Erickson
photographed the signing of the contract on August 4.
I provided
information to WVII-TV's Dan Desjardins, Maryanne Lagasse of the Bangor
Daily News (who was so confident that the contract would be ratified
that she was all packed for a vacation) , John Keys of WMKR radio and
to the Associated Press in Portland and United Press International
in Augusta.
The staff of WLBZ-TV depended entirely on union sources,
quoting Carl Soderquist of the Carpenters union and others.
A release
was drafted and available in response to calls from trade associations
and trade publications.
Mark Baithazard of Pulp & Paper was one of
the first to call.

Millinocket, Maine 04462.
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Mistakes (continued)
While the local weekly and Mrs. Lagasse were familiar with the
background, the other representatives of the media were jumping from
one story to another and this lack of concentration was one reason
for the chain of errors.
Most have no idea of how irritating factual
errors can be to negotiations struggling with details.

The Bangor rumor mill has led them to
and this too, has influenced their coverage.

anticipate

a

strike

--

Enter Bob Carr
House Interior Committee Chairman Udall agreed to a committee
hearing on legislation proposing a settlement of the Maine Indian
land claims, but it turned out he couldn't chair the hearing.
His
substitute has to be a committee member from the majority party.
So last week, as the hearing dates were shuffled from August 25 to
August 29 and back to August 25, Congressman Emery and Congresswoman
Snowe looked for a substitute for Udall.
The man who will chair the hearing is 38-year-old Bob Carr, a
three-term House member from Michigan.
He's a lawyer and a personal
friend of Emery.
Carr's district includes the college city of Lansing
and also Jackson.
He's considered a liberal.
Tim Woodcock of Bangor,
minority counsel of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, predicts
a long day — but says the Interior Committee ought to be able to
wrap up testimony in a single day.
There are sources in the Maine delegation who caution that state
ments regarding Udall's support of the settlement proposal have been
too optimistic.
"All he agreed to was a hearing," the source stressed.
Still everybody is optimistic the legislation will be passed, pre
dicting the House will be the tougher of the two bodies.
Congress
is aiming at an October 4 adjournment deadline.

In Maine this week the Portland Press Herald apologized to State
Senator Andrew J. Redmond and his son, Pierre, for charging "a strong
anti-Indian bias" in their testimony last month.
The Redmonds tried
and failed to force a referendum on the issue.
The Bangor Daily News
and Ellsworth American continue to agitate for a court test.

Where Does Senator Mitchell Stand?
When the U.S. Forest Service and the Maine Forest Service called
for comments on August 6 on a long-term environmental impact statement
on the spruce budworm suppression project, George Smith of Congress
man Emery's staff favored the approach.
He and Carol Hicks of the
staff of Senator Cohen had prepared the statement on behalf of the
entire Maine congressional delegation.
But at the last minute the
staff of Senator Mitchell asked that he not be included — saying
the new man in the group had not yet had time to study the issue.
It's the first time that a member of the delegation had not been 100%
in favor of federal support for the program, including use of pesti
cides .

Television and press
critics of spraying.

coverage

of

the

meeting were

dominated

by

A copy of Smith's statement has been circulated.
Dan Corcoran
and Bob Wright attended and were pleased with the contents.

3

Fort Kent Briefing
Wilmer Saucier, Dennis Wentworth and I met with Libby Chaljhian
of the St. John Valley-Times bureau in Fort Kent at the company's
office in that community.
Miss Chaljhian had requested an interview
on Great Northern's activities in the area.
A fact sheet was prepared
for her use.
While in the area I also talked with Reynold Theriault,
a candidate for the House of Representatives.

Out

of

Balance

Industry specialists say the Board of Environmental Protection
no longer includes a member with technical knowledge and thus is no
longer able to arbitrate disputes between the staff of the state
agency and the companies.
The terms of Maynard Marsh, a former com
missioner of Inland Fish & Wildlife, and Evelyn Jephson, a long-time
board member who is considered in the environmentalists' "camp" now
led by Sam Zaitland, will expire September 16.
A delegation from
the environmental affairs committee of the Paper Industry Information
Office plans to take their problems to the staff of Governor Brennan.
Among those mentioned as potential nominees are retired Great Northern
Vice President John Staples and retired S. D. Warren Vice President
Rudy Greep.

Elsewhere
Two cases involving Great Northern Paper are on the agenda for
the August 18 meeting of the State Human Rights Commission...At the
request of Warren Richardson, I talked with County Commissioner Razor
Crosman regarding the road between the Rice Farm and Route 157.
County officials agreed to pave a 22-foot strip instead of 20.
It
will be safer for trucks... It took three more calls and a letter
before the Secretary of State's office provided a letter saying Great
Northern is not required to report a gift to The Save Maine Yankee
Committee...Andy Brown of Congresswoman Snowe's staff asked for infor
mation for another member of Congress on how a son could get to train
as a timber-harvester... Copies of the August radio program and/or
a copy of the new Great Northern fact leaflet or the new Millinocket
mill
brochure were mailed to 1,384 opinionmakers and management
employees... Tom Heyerdahl of Senator Cohen's staff asked facts on
the economic impact of the proposed 124,000 acre Dickey-Lincoln miti
gation area.
He'll be in Maine next week...With Lynwood Hand's help,
we provided Paul Firlotte with guidance on proposed new regulations
on dam safety — structures licensed by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission are exempt.

Sincerely,

pmc/b
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Dickey-Lincoln

Tom Heyerdahl,
chief legislative assistant to Senator Cohen,
was in Maine this week preparing for the fateful debate expected in
the next several weeks in Congress on the Dickey-Lincoln issue.
"This
could be the year when the project is killed.
We have considerable
support,
probably 50 votes."
This confrontation will be between
Cohen and the new man on the Washington scene, Senator Mitchell.
Mitchell has been saying he would agree to deferring action on the
Dickey-Lincoln project, if Cohen would support instead a smaller down
stream facility.
Cohen refused.

David Carlisle of Prentiss & Carlisle, Bart Harvey and I met
with Heyerdahl in Bangor.
It wasn't until a proposal was made that
the federal government buy 100,000 acres (it has now grown to appar
ently 124,000) to replace wildlife habitat that Prentiss & Carlisle
and Great Northern joined the ranks of those actively opposing the
hydropower project.
Over 40 percent of the so-called "mitigation"
lands were owned by Great Northern and contained a saw timber stand
marketed for the Pinkham mill.
Prentiss & Carlisle also manages a
large tract of land which would be condemned and bought as wildlife
habitat.

Congress is driving to adjourn by October 4.
Heyerdahl says
in the remaining days all major appropriation bills must be passed.
He says the pressures on members are going to be great -- as will
the demand on their time.
(On another subject, he said he wouldn't
be surprised if the Indian claims settlement passed without debate
in the adjournment drive.)
If Mitchell manages to keep Dickey-Lincoln
alive in the Senate, there would have to be another vote, or authori
zation, on providing funds to buy the 124,000 acres, Heyerdahl says.
The House has already voted to scrap the project.
Congresswoman Snowe
and Congressman Emery oppose the project.
Millinocket, Maine 04462.
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Harmony
When negotiators completed work in Bangor and representatives
of the United Paperworkers International Union brought a contract
offer back to Millinocket and East Millinocket, the story was relegated
to the inside of the newspaper by a tragic murder of a teen-ager.
We provided the information to WMKR, the Bangor Daily News, the Associ
ated Press, Katahdin Times and made radio tapes for Jim Powers of
WLBZ in Bangor and Jessie Thoma of WTVL in Waterville on August 10
and 11.
After the contract was ratified on August 13, we provided infor
mation to WMKR, the Bangor Daily News, Associated Press, United Press,
Lincoln News, Katahdin Times and WABI-TV.
A news release was drafted
for trade publications and provided Paper Trade Journal, Pulp & Paper
Magazine,
American Newspaper Publishers Association and the Paper
Industry Information Office.

Fort Kent Contribution
Mike Collins of the Pinkham Lumber Company attended a press con
ference held on the campus of the University of Maine at Fort Kent
when President Spath announced plans for a new four-year nursing pro
gram.
Collins told the group that Great Northern's management had
recommended to the Great Northern Nekoosa Foundation a $10,000 contri
bution .
It was the first pledge of support for the project which is aimed
at reducing a critical shortage of nurses in Northern Maine.
There
are nearly 300 employees of the Pinkham company and Great Northern
who live in the area served by the Northern Maine Medical Center.

Political Action Committee
Information on the Great Northern Good Government Committee was
mailed to approximately 275 management employees.
The voluntary,
bipartisan group is being organized by employees to raise funds for
political candidates.
I also briefed those at the monthly meeting
of managers on this project and on the Matching Gifts Program for
Maine Political Candidates.
House Speaker Martin was the latest to
praise Great Northern for trying to stimulate interest in the political
process by employees.

Public Relations
Phyllis Austin of Maine Times called asking our reaction to com
ments from people in the State Department of Conservation that Great
Northern was "dragging its feet" on finalizing the West Branch ease
ment.
I told her that the Conservation Department had delayed progress,
not the company.
She also said rafters were charging that the company
was using the easement to shut them out.
That, I told her, didn't
make sense if you look at the company's history of cooperation... I
drafted a news release for review by attorneys in connection with
anticipated hydropower developments...I talked with Norm Temple of
Central Maine Power and Tom Greenquist of Bangor Hydro regarding the

3
Public Relations

(continued)

September 23 referendum on nuclear power.
We'll arrange meetings
with employees, sponsor advertising on the local radio station and
in the newspaper and provide bulletin board space...I provided the
Bangor Daily News with information on business conditions on August
12 and the next day wrote a clarifying letter after the article
appeared in the newspaper... I also wrote another letter clarifying
statements attributed to me in Maine Times by Lucy Martin...Eunice
Cox of Maine Times called with questions regarding the development
of Maineport and Phil Paul agreed to talk with her on the subject...
We also provided economic data to Greenville hospital planners... John
Evans of Pulp & Paper was provided a photograph of No. 10 paper
machine in Millinocket... On behalf of the sales department, I invited
Senator Cohen to speak at the October 13 annual meeting in Rockport...
Ed Knight of Stone & Webster requested permission to use 4 35 mm color
slides of the East Millinocket mill project in a presentation to cus
tomers .
Sincerely,

pmc/b
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Round II

The Interior Committee of the House of Representatives on August
25 holds a hearing on legislation proposing a settlement of Maine
Indian land claims.
Representatives Emery and Snowe are co-sponsors.
But even House staff members say the most important meeting of the
week on the issue comes the following day when the Senate Select Com
mittee on Indian Affairs will mark up, or finish drafting, similar
legislation.
"If they finish the task, we will pick up the ball and
run with it," says Andy Brown of Mrs. Snowe's staff.
The House Committee has invited representatives of the Interior
department, Governor Brennan, Attorney Tom Tureen who represents the
tribes, Attorney Don Perkins who represents Great Northern and other
major landowners, Appraiser Leonard Pierce, Indians who oppose the
settlement and Pierre Redmond, leader of the opposition, to testify.
The intent is a boiled-down version of the Senate hearings.
Congress
men Carr of Michigan and Gudger of North Carolina will chair parts
of the session.
The Bangor Daily News, which editorially has been doing every
thing possible to block passage of the settlement plan, this week
carried a story by Washington staffer John Day saying that the "Maine
bill might clear Congress in late October, paving the way for Carter
to sign the measure just before the November 5 election."
He linked
renewed interest of the White House in the bill to the fact Maine
is a swing state in the upcoming presidential elections.
The whole
subject of Indian claims in the East was the subject of an August
19 report in the Wall Street Journal.
The same day Tureen, who has
been keeping a low profile in recent weeks, went public to defend
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Washington (continued)
the legal strength of his case in a column in the Portland Press Her
ald.
And that day in the Washington Post a story covered the growing
opposition among members of the Sioux tribe to the Supreme court ruling
giving them $105 million for the Black Hills.
Some Sioux want the
hills.
And in Alabama newsmen were reporting on the acquisition by
the Creeks of the first bit of their ancestral lands.

Tours
Representatives Orland McPherson of Eliot and Warren Studley
of Berwick toured the woodlands of the West Branch region on August
19-20.
Legislative Counsel Lynwood Hand and Forester Stan Carpenter
accompanied them on the tour and Bob Bartlett and Harry Courtois
traveled to Ragmuff to join the group for dinner.
Fort Kent District
Superintendent Wilmer Saucier hosted a group of people from all over
Maine associated with the U.S. Soil Conservation Service on an August
21 tour of the Pinkham mill and Aroostook woodlands.
We provided
a 35 mm slide show and kits of literature for participants.

Progress?
After listening to complaints from a delegation from the Environ
mental Affairs Committee of the Paper Industry Information Office,
aides to Governor Brennan on August 21 promised to seek solutions.
The PIIO delegation complained that the Board of Environmental Pro
tection no longer has any members with technical knowledge in air
or water pollution matters, solid waste or hazardous materials and
must rely entirely on the staff of the Department of Environmental
Protection.
The delegation was invited to suggest members for the
BEP and told that the Executive Department would try to see the BEP
process "democratized" .
Hank Magnuson of PIIO is seeking suggestions
for nominees.

Scholarship

Public Relations

pmc/b
Enclosure

THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
PULP AND PAPER FOUNDATION
University of Maine,

217 Jenness Hall,

Orono, Maine 04473

(Telephone 207 - 581 - 7550)

61st SCHOLARSHIP HONORS
manuel c. McDonald
ORONO—

A Manuel C. McDonald Scholarship Fund has been created at the University

of Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation by a grant from the Great Northern Nekoosa
Foundation.

The scholarship honoring the late president of Great Northern Paper is the
61st established within the University of Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation.

Mr.

McDonald becomes the first person to both have sponsored a Foundation scholarship

and also to be memorialized by a scholarship.
scholarship in 1964.

Mr. McDonald gave the Foundation a

He died in 1980.

This new scholarship is the first to be specially created to be awarded to

an entering freshman who is preparing for a paper industry related career.
A New York native, McDonald attended the University of Michigan and then served

as a naval officer during World War I.

He began his paper industry career in 1924

in Louisiana where he worked in positions of increasing responsibility until 1945,

when he joined the Chesapeake Corporation of Virginia as president and general

manager.

He bacame president of Great Northern Paper Company in 1952, serving with

headquarters at Bangor for a decade until his retirement.

He served as a Foundation

director or vice president throughout his stay at Great Northern, which were the
earliest years of the Foundation’s history, lending support and then leadership.
Great Northern Paper is now a company of Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation.

Since its organization in 1952, the Pulp and Paper Foundation has helped more
than 1300 students with scholarship assistance worth $1.7 million.
-more-

SCHOLARSHIP HONORS
MANUEL C. McDONALD
Page 2

The Foundation’s Gifts and Bequests Committee, chaired by Frederick A. Soderberg,

vice president (retired), Huych Corporation, encourages the

creation of Named

Scholarships by gifts of cash or securities, by deferred gifts allowing the donor
to receive income for life, and by bequests.

-30-
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Legislature?

The most exciting contest of the November 4 elections in Maine
will be between Republicans and Democrats for control of the Legis
lature .

Republicans now have a 19 to 14 majority in the Senate and
the Democrats a 77-73 edge in the House where there is a registered
Independent member.
Until Secretary of State Muskie arrived on the political scene
as Governor in 1954, Republicans had things pretty much their own
way.
In the backlash of the campaign by Republican Barry Goldwater
for President in 1964, Democrats for the first time took control
of both houses of the Legislature.
Two years later Republicans
won majorities.
In 1975, Democrats took back the House and elected
John Martin of Eagle Lake as Speaker.
That's how the Legislature
is now shaped politically.

Both parties are spending more money on promoting legislative
candidates in 1980.
The Republicans have been beating the bushes
for two years.
Democrats have been targeting Senate seats.
Except
for the most optimistic of Republicans, it appears to most observers
that the Democrats will hold onto the House.
The contest for the
Senate is close.
State House lobbyists say the Republicans are the party the
business community looks to for understanding in the Legislature.
They warn that Democratic control of both houses of the Legislature
with Governor Brennan in the Blaine House could well mean another
wave of costly regulation such as the workers' compensation laws
which have originated in the House in recent years with Democrats
in command.

Millinocket, Maine 04462.
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(continued)

In this newsletter and in next week's edition, we will take
a look at the contest for the Legislature with emphasis on the
northern Maine area where Great Northern Paper has an interest and
where employees live.
First, the Senate:

District 27 — Senate President Joe Sewall, a Republican,
unopposed in a district which extends north to Mattawamkeag.

is

District 30 — Assistant Senate Minority Leader Charles Pray
of Millinocket is opposed by Fredericka A. Boynton of Millinocket,
an Independent candidate.
If the Democrats
take control of the
Senate, Pray will seek the presidency.
District 31 -- Republican Senator Jim McBreairty of Perham
is seeking re-election.
Francis M. LaMar of Presque Isle, a retired
military man, is his Democratic opponent.
The district includes
Caribou and Presque Isle with voting registrations divided between
the two parties.
McBreairty, as chairman of the Energy Natural
Resources Committee, has been an outspoken opponent of additional
environmental regulation.
The Senator has widespread support in
the forest products industry.

District 32 — Democrat Paul Elmer Violette of Van Buren is
unopposed.
Violette,
a close associate of House Speaker Martin
and son of Superior Court Justice Elmer Violette, has served part
of a term in the House.
He succeeds Danny Martin who resigned to
become a town manager.
District 33 — This is a seat the Republicans are seeking to
regain.
Houlton Democrat Mike Carpenter wants a third term.
Repub
lican Merle S. Johnston of Fort Fairfield, long active in the county
potato industry, is his opponent.
The district includes the Ashland
area.
Carpenter is planning to ’ attend law school in Portland and
the Republicans are questioning absentee representation.
Carpenter
remains the slim favorite but faces his toughest fight.
Elsewhere, politicians see critical Senate races in several
areas:
District 12 -- Republicans are banking on Joyce Lewis to
successfully move up from the House by ousting Senator Barbara
Trafton in a battle of Auburn women.
District 15 -- Senator David
Ault, an aide to U.S. Senator Cohen, is in a close race with Repre
sentative Charles Dow in the Winthrop-Gardiner area west of Augusta.
District 19 -- Liberal Democrat Beverly Bustin, an aide to U.S.
Senator Mitchell,
and Conservative Republican Stanley Sproul are
opponents in Augusta.
District 23 -- Republicans and some Democrats
are supporting Republican Senator Thomas M. Teague in his fight
against liberal Democrat Jasper Wyman in the Fairfield-Pittsfield
region.
If the Republicans regain control of the Senate and Sam Collins
is re-elected as expected from the Rockland area, he will succeed
the retiring Bennett Katz as the No. 2 Republican.
Whatever happens
no change is expected in the Democratic leadership with Jerry Conley
of Portland, the ranking man in his party, unopposed.

3

Indian Land Claims
Whatever slim hopes existed of a final Congressional solution
to the Indian land claims issue in 1980 faded as state and federal
officials continued to negotiate over specifics of legislation.
They were in disagreement about who would fund the basic level of
Indian services.
The state representatives hope the federal govern
ment will pick up the cost of all special assistance to the tribes.
The federal officials worry over the precedents which might be set—
and the eventual cost.
On August 26, the Senate Select Committee
on Indian Affairs had to delay final marking up, or drafting, of
a bill.
On September 4, the Maine press included headlines such
as "Indian land claims impasse cleared" in the Portland Press Herald
Attorney General Cohen was quoted as saying that the state had
agreed to quit spending money on programs only when federal programs
duplicated state efforts.
But the next day the Attorney General
asked for another delay, and was quoted as saying "Right now it's
99.9 percent satisfactory.
We just want to be sure."

Congress has set October 4 as a tentative adjournment date,
but now a "lame-duck" session is expected, probably the week of
November 10.
Even if the Indian land claims legislation is approved
in the final rush of business, the appropriation of funds to imple
ment the settlement isn't expected until March or April.
A separate report was distributed on the August 25 public
hearing of the House Interior Committee.
Speakers included Attorney
Don Perkins, who represents Great Northern and others who own forest
lands in the claims area, and Bill Bullock, the Bangor banker who
is chairman of a committee promoting an out-of-court settlement.

Public Relations
The subject of recruiting personnel
is the topic for the
September radio program sponsored by Great Northern.
Bob Guerette
is interviewed.
The program will be heard during the week of
September 8...Phil Paul and I were quoted in a Maine Times article
on port development which was published on August 29.
In the
September 5 edition of the weekly, a letter appeared clarifying
quotes attributed to me in an August 22 story on the West Branch.
Peter Yacavone will be interviewed by Phyllis Austin of the Times
staff on September 17. . .I answered questions from Maryanne Lagasse
regarding Central Maine Power Company's E. W.
"Skip" Thurlow's
association with the company.
The utility president is a director
of Great Northern Nekoosa.
A speaker in a debate over nuclear power
referred to him as a vice president... I sat with a group which
interviewed possible environmental consultants
for a hydropower
study on August 26.
Before that I talked with several persons
regarding archaeological studies of the West Branch.
My findings
were covered in a memorandum.

The Associations
Materials distributed by the State Chamber of Commerce opposing
closing down of Maine Yankee were posted on bulletin boards... J.
Frank Leach,
chief executive of Arcata Corporation, will be the
speaker at the October 1 annual meeting of Associated Industries

Associations (continued)
of Maine in Portland... Directors of the Paper Industry Information
Office have approved a $189,000 budget for 1981.
The budget for
legislative counsel and anti-trust counsel was increased and the
continued publication of a monthly newsletter approved... The Maine
Forest Products Council is winding up a series of meetings on the
Tree Growth Tax Law.
The Natural Resources Council and Maine
Audubon Society have been supporting the Forest Products group's
defense of the law.
The chief critic is the Maine Municipal Asso
ciation .

Welcome Nancy, Goodbye Margie
- The new face in the office and new voice on the telephone is
that of Mrs. Nancy Streams of Millinocket.
She has replaced Mrs.
Margie King as office assistant.
Mrs. King resigned to be home
with her family.

Coming Events
September
8

Panel Discussion, sponsored by Maine Forest Products Coun
cil and Maine Municipal Association, 7 p.m., Eastport Hall,
Bangor campus, University of Maine.
Subject:
Tree Growth
Tax Law.

9

Meeting,
Augusta,

10

Meeting,
office,

11

Meeting, Government Affairs Committee, American Paper
Institute, Washington, D.C.

12

Hearing, Judiciary Committee of Legislature, State House,
10:30 a.m.
Subject:
Nomination of Susan Calkins of Port
land as Millinocket district court judge.

Annual conference, State Safety Council, Rockport.
Speakers
include Dale Phenicie on Great Northern's chemical safety
program, 9:30 a.m.
Sincerely,

pmc/b
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The Referendum
Only a third of the employees in one
asked, join the Save Maine Yankee Committee.

paper

mill

Directors of a small forest products association
routinely endorsing the Save Maine Yankee campaign.

balked

A veteran aide, based in Maine, on the staff of a U.S.
believes "it is going to be closer than I thought."

at

Senator

The September 23 referendum on nuclear power is attracting
national attention.
It is the first time voters in a state have
voted on the issue.
A televised debate this week attracted report
ers from the national networks.
People who want to close the plant
are talking more about health hazards.
People who favor keeping
the plant open stress the cost to consumers of generating more power
with imported oil.

Tom Pinkham serves as a member
the Save Maine Yankee group.

of

the

Several weeks ago Great Northern Paper
the Save Maine Yankee Committee.

executive committee of

contributed

$7,500

to

Bob Shinners this week wrote management employees urging a
"no" vote in the interest of the company.
The letter was also
mailed to 415 opinion makers to illustrate this company's concern.
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"The Client Isn't Dead Yet"
The Board of Environmental Protection on September 10 rejected,
4-2, an application from Land Reclamation, Inc., to construct and
operate a landfill project in an inactive gravel pit to dispose
of ash from the proposed S.D. Warren bio-mass boiler.
Dick Anderson,
now a partner in Land Reclamation, but formerly executive director
of the Maine Audubon Society and a member of the board, blamed the
rejection on "a lousy staff presentation."
Anderson said he plans
to meet Monday with DEP Commissioner Warren "to see where we go
from here."
Anderson said the Land Reclamation proposal was the
most sophisticated of its kind presented to the board.
"There are
no holes in it...our client (Scott) isn't dead yet...there is no
factual evidence on which you can base a denial."
The rejection
was on the grounds that the risk to the water supply was not accept
able .

One

for

Mitchell?

Mike Aube of Senator Mitchell's staff said the Senator expected
the victory but was delighted when his colleagues voted on September
9 to keep the Dickey-Lincoln hydropower project alive.
"Our tallies
showed we had the votes—whenever the ballots were cast."
The final

Paper Companies

in the

News

A strike at Lincoln...layoffs of management personnel at Keyes
Fibre... a strike at the Scott mill at Winslow extended into its
12th week... fanfare in Madawaska as Fraser marked completion of
the modernization of its paper mill.
Paper companies were in the
news in Maine.
I joined Bob Shinners and Peter Yacavone for the
Madawaska open house.
The crowd included politicians from both
sides of the border.
The clipping service has made available
stories on all such developments.

Indian Land Claims
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Wild & Scenic St. Croix?
Meredith Johnson of the staff of Congresswoman Snowe called
on September 9 to ask my opinion on what, if any, problems were
created by a study of a river for inclusion in the National Wild
& Scenic River System based on Great Northern's experience.
Her
question came as a result of a proposal that the St. Croix be
studied.
I suggested such studies are a waste of money because
the ultimate challenge is faced by the state level of government -that's who the feds propose acquire most such rivers in the eastern
United States.
Georgia-Pacific, the major landowner in the area,
was "lobbied" by Conservation Commissioner Barringer and a deputy,
Nancy Ross, to accept a study.
Ms. Ross had canoed the river to
develop arguments in favor of a study.
GP is fighting the proposal.
Sources in Washington say that an Interior Committee has deleted
the St. Croix from the list of rivers to be studied -- but that
the Committee could revive the idea next week.

Mitchell TAPPI Speaker
Paul Hubbe was in the Washington audience which heard Senator
Mitchell speak September 11 at the engineering conference of the
Technical Association of the Pulp & Paper Industry.
Mitchell
invited suggestions on ways to reduce regulation in a low-key talk.
Charles Jacobs of the Senator's staff asked for thoughts on speech
material on September 8.
Mitchell plans to visit the Millinocket
area September 21.

Hydro Project
In response to a question from Barbara Waters of the Katahdin
Times, I acknowledged that a notice of intent to file for a permit
to study a West Branch hydropower project had been filed with the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
(A copy of the release is
attached.)

Public Relations
I answered a question from John Keys of WMKR regarding a spec
tacular bark pile fire on September 7 in Millinocket... Nick Van
Sella of the American Newspaper Publishers Association called on
September 8 with questions regarding hydro water levels...On Septem
ber 10, nearly 40 representatives of the Eastern Maine Development
District toured the West Branch area.
Bob Shinners, Bill Drisko,
Paul Miller, Ted Condon and I joined the group.
County commissioners
from four counties were included. ..Mary Bailey and I answered ques
tions from three reporters when an employee fractured five ribs
while working on a fishway at Weldon... Copies of the text of a Great
Northern radio program on recruiting were mailed to opinion makers
and management employees...Maryanne Lagasse had questions regarding
a large piece of ductwork being trucked to the East Millinocket
project.
It was photographed in Central Maine en route north.
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Coming Events
September
16

Meeting, board of directors, Associated Industries of
Maine, August, 9:30 a.m.

17

Debate, sponsored by Maine Forest Products Council, Uni
versity of Southern Maine, Portland, 7 p.m.
Subject:
Tree Growth Tax Law.

18

Meeting, Joint Select Committee of Legislature on Pesti
cides Control, 10 a.m., State House, Augusta.

19

Meeting, Forest Resources Committee, Paper Industry Infor
mation Office, 9:30 a.m., Augusta.
Sincerely,

pmc/b
Enclosure
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1980

Mr. Robert J. Shinners
Vice President-Operations
Great Northern Paper Company
Millinocket, Maine 04462

Dear Bob:
The newsletter of
ending September 19:

the

Claims:

Public

Affairs

Department

for

the

week

It's Looking Good!

All of a sudden a wave of optimism replaced pessimism in
Washington.
Legislation proposing a settlement of the Indian land
claim issue appears headed for passage in Congress, according to
staff members of the Maine delegation.
"Amazing...just amazing..."
was the way Andy Brown of Representative Snowe's office described
the situation.
"Surprised?
Frankly, so were we," said Mike Aube
of the staff of Senator Mitchell.
Both credited the teamwork of
the entire delegation.
Mitchell, for example, lobbied House demo
crats.
Snowe and Emery headed off opposition from conservative
Republicans.

Donald W. Perkins,
the Portland attorney representing Great
Northern and others who own forest lands in the claims area, summed
up matters:

"On Tuesday, September 16,
Act received unanimous approval
Indian Affairs.

the Maine Indian Claims Settlement
by the Senate Select Committee on

"On Wednesday, September 17, the legislation received unanimous
approval by the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
in the same form approved by the Senate Committee.
"It is expected that the legislation will reach
floor either Friday of this week or early next week.

the

Senate

"The Maine Senators have received assurance from the Senate
Appropriations Committee that the $81.5 million will be added to
the Interior Department Budget which the Senate expects to adopt

Millinocket, Maine 04462.

(207) 723-5131 Ext. 228
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Claims is looking good (continued)

within the next week.
Then if the item survives in the conference
committee, the money will be available this fall.
"There are still many things which could interrupt enactment
before this Congress adjourns.
However, our prospects look good
at this point."
On September 19, House Budget Committee Chairman Robert giaimo
of Connecticut raised questions which may force a week's delay in
the passage of the bill.
Giaimo is zealous of the budget committee's
prerogatives.
But Brown said it appeared that giaimo's questions
could be answered.
The Senate vote will be Monday at noon.
A House vote
have come in early afternoon but now is likely to be put off.

Board

of

could

Environmental Protection

State House watchers had been anticipating a vacancy on the
Board of Environmental Protection.
It turns out there will be two
in September.
Governor Brennan will fill one of the two with incum
bent Evelyn Jephson but former Fisheries & Wildlife Commissioner
Maynard Marsh probably will not be reappointed.
The paper industry,
which has complained that the board no longer includes a repre
sentative of the business community or a technically inclined person,
has been invited to suggest nominees.
The Brennan administration
is considering the names of two former industry executives as well
as the retired chief of the Portland water district.
Two appoint
ments can be selected in the next few years.
There will be another
vacancy in February.

The Other Issue
When voters go to the polls to cast their ballot in the nuclear
power referendum on September 23, some of them will face another
issue:
The Tree Growth Tax Law.
Advocates of repealing the formula
for assessing forest lands will be gathering signatures on petitions.
Bob Chaffee of the Maine Forest Products Council says "members of
HALT and their allies have not gathered more than 2,000 names so
far but they have spent the summer getting organized for two efforts
at the polls."
HALT stands for Help Alleviate Local Taxes and is
the outgrowth of a tax rebellion in Mariaville in Hancock County.
They'll need 37,000 names in all.

A hearing is scheduled in Augusta on September 30 on a Bureau
of Taxation proposal to increase valuations under the formula on
an average of 34 percent.
When a speaker representing the Save Maine Yankee Committee
on statewide television described hydropower as "environmentally
destructive because it turns rugged rivers into placid ponds," I
protested.
We got a quick apology.
The speaker was a substitute
for Chairman John Menario.
The campaign heated up in its final
days with polls predicting a 2 to 1 "no" vote — against closing.
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The House Campaign
Democrats now control the House of Representatives in Maine
and are expected to retain control as a result of the November 4
elections .

The outlook in northern
where employees live includes:

Penobscot

and

Piscataquis

counties

District 71 — With incumbent Republican David Marshall with
drawing, this Millinocket race is between Democrat Herbert Clark
and Republican Jim Nicholson.
Clark has the benefit of having
gained exposure seeking the seat two years ago and has the AFL-CIO
endorsement.
Both are Great Northern employees.
District 72 — Mike Michaud, an East Millinocket mill employee,
is the Democrat favored to take another Republican seat -- now held
by the retiring Walter Birt.
Michaud has the support of organized
labor.
His opponent, Pauline Arbo of Patten, is new to politics.
District 76 —
by Kenneth Hanscom,

Democrat Representative MacEachern
Sr.
in an all-Lincoln contest.

District 82 —

Veteran

Democrat

Representative

is

Dudley

opposed

of West

Enfield is unopposed.

District 84 — Incumbent Democrat Stephanie Locke, who has
been actively involved in forestry issues, is challenged by Joseph
Morin of Guilford.

District

85

—

Republican Representative
opposed by Alta Clark.
Both are from Milo.

John

Masterman

is

District 86 —

Sangerville Democrat Don Hall, a veteran legis
lator and consistent critic of the paper industry, is seeking a
fourth term.
Linwood Haseltine of Ripley is his opponent.

Maine Times 1981 Focus
Maine Times, the weekly journal of opinion which devotes a
lot of space to environmental issues, plans a series on the paper
industry in 1981, particularly the forest management part of the
business.
Reporter Phyllis Austin is seeking interviews with top
executives.
On September 17 she interviewed Peter Yacavone.
Bob
Bartlett and I also participated.
Miss Austin was scheduled to
talk with Fred Stevens, International Paper's vice president for
woodlands.

White House Conference
The White House is planning an October 3 conference on hydro
power.
The National Alliance for Hydroelectric Energy is promoting
the top-level session to stimulate interest in this alternate energy
source.
We have expressed an interest in the meeting in talking
with Jim Case of Senator Mitchell’s staff.
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Public Relations
I alerted Anne Erickson of the Katahdin Times and Maryanne
Lagasse of the Bangor News of Senator Mitchell's plans to visit
the bark boiler site on September 21...Mel Allen of Yankee Magazine
called seeking to do a story on a woods camp cook. . .A contribution
was made to the Millinocket Youth Hockey League by the Great Northern
Nekoosa Foundation.

Coming Events
September
22

23

Moose season opens.
Meeting, Human Rights Commission, Augusta,

Referendum on nuclear power.
Meeting, Ground Water Protection
9 a.m.

1 p.m.

Commission,

Augusta,

Protection,

Augusta,

24

Meeting,
10 a.m.

25

Meeting,
Public
Relations
Committee,
Paper
Information Office, Augusta, 9:30 a.m.
Meeting, Government Relations Committee, Paper
Information Office, Augusta, 1:30 p.m.

Board

of

Environmental

26

Conference, New England River Basins Commission ,
Hydropower.
N.H.
Subject:

30

Hearing, State Board of Taxation, Augusta,
ject:
Tree Growth Tax valuations.

Industry

Lebanon

1 p .m.

Sincerely,

pmc/b

Industry

Sub-

Back in 1857, a Mr Peavey of Upper
Stillwater put hi Yankee ingenuity to work,
and created a logging tool that has
withstood the test of time

Yankee ingenuity!
...it still works
And today, at Great Northern Paper, our people are
applying that same spirit of inventiveness to our search
for alternatives to expensive imported oil because we
intend to virtually eliminate our use of foreign oil
1980’s

By reducing waste heal and recovering unused heat
we've cut out oil needs by 13%
Our 34 million dollar bark boiler will reduce oil re
quirements another 17%

We 'll save another 33% by converting two boilers to less
expensive fuels
And we'II further reduce our oil needs by taking ad
vantage of our hydro resource opportunities

At Great Northern we're replacing foreign oil—with
Yankee ingenuity

Great Northern Paper
a compony of
Great Northern Nekooto Corporation

Great Northern Paper
a company of
Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation

Paul K. McCann
Manager Public Affairs

September 26,

1980

Mr. Robert J. Shinners
Vice President-Operations
Great Northern Paper Company
Millinocket, Maine 04462
Dear Bob:

This was an eventful week with, as they say, "the eyes of the
nation" focused on Maine.
A New York Times correspondent reported
on the outcome of the nuclear power referendum before going north
to write about the first moose hunting season in 45 years.
Those
and other matters are mentioned in the newsletter of the Public
Affairs Department for the week ending September 26:

Victory

in

Washington

The House took only a half hour on September 23
proposal to settle the Indian land claims.
The

Senate

took

only

five

minutes

the

following

to approve the

day

to

do

the

same.

In Millinocket on September 21,
Senator Mitchell praised the
teamwork of the Maine congressional delegation which had brought the
proposal settlement to the brink of passage.
"Bill Cohen and I work
well together," he said.
"We've lobbied the Senate, person by person.
I have also talked with Democrats in the House, Speaker Tip O'Neill
and others."
When telephoning to reach him, Congressman Emery had
praise for Mitchell, explaining "That's why I want to get hold of
him.
We need his help with House Budget Committee Chairman Giaimo,
who is threatening to delay the bill."
Emery was told by Mitchell
that he would go to the White House to seek help in dealing with
Giaimo's concerns.
Apparently the Senator succeeded.
In the Bangor Daily News version of developments, reporter John
Day said paper industry lobbyists with ties to Giaimo's Hartford area
district also lobbied the budget chairman on the issue.

Millinocket, Maine 04462.

(207) 723-5131 Ext. 228
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‘Victory in Washington (continued)

President Carter is expected to sign the bill any day — perhaps
with fanfare because the White House wants Maine support in November
and sees the state as pivotal.
Meanwhile the Senate has included the $81.5 million in the 1981
supplemental budget for the Interior Department.
The optimistic Emery
expects House support in conference and approval of the funds before
Congress recesses on October 4.
Others were questioning the precedent
of using only federal money for the settlement.
When funds are approved,
the federal government will acquire 300,000 acres of land -- starting
in 1981 — for three Maine Indian tribes and years of confrontation
and negotiation will come to an end.

The Nuclear Referendum
In Ashland (397-127), East Millinocket (549-238) and Millinocket
(1468-798), voters opposed the closing of Maine Yankee.
Statewide
three out of five voters shared that view.
In the three small counties
surrounding
the
plant,
however,
voters favored the nuclear ban.
Wiscasset, home of the plant, did not agree with its neighbors.
Bath
Iron Works, the state's largest employer, waged a vigorous campaign
against the closing proposal but voters in the city where the ship
yard is located split:
2,000 voting "no" (against closing), 1,871
in favor.
With over 150,000 "yes" votes, opponents of nuclear energy
are saying they will try again.
Over $1 million was probably spent
on this first round of a continuing struggle.
While advocates of repeal of the tree growth tax law talked about
gathering signatures on petitions on election day,
they were not
reported in population centers.

Visit by Senator
Senator Mitchell toured the bark boiler in East Millinocket on
September 21 and discussed energy matters with Bob Reardon, Maurice
McLean, Pat Welch and I.
The Senator praised the company's campaign
to reduce dependency on oil.
Mitchell also suggested -- and Pat and
I agreed -- a meeting of Maine paper industry officials and Environ
mental Protection Commissioner Doug Costell would be a good idea.

Controller's Topic:

Energy

Bangor Hydro President Tom Greenquist and Maine Audubon Society
Executive Director Bill Ginn joined me for a discussion of Maine's
energy outlook on September 25 at the annual meeting of the control
ler's department at Sebasco.

Advertising Campaign
The 1980 climate-building advertising campaign resumes in October
with newspaper and television advertising.
The newspaper advertise
ment
(attached)
will
appear first in the Maine Sunday Telegram,
starting October 4.
The television commercials will appear on Port
land and Bangor stations starting on October 5 with the same basic
theme:
Great Northern's commitment to reducing dependency on foreign
oil.
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The Aroostook Races
There are several contests for seats in the House of Repre
sentatives in the Aroostook County area where company facilities are
located and employees have homes.
House Speaker Martin, a Democrat,
is opposed by Lewellyn Duprey, also of Eagle Lake.
Martin is the
favorite in District 14.
If he wins, Martin is the odds-on choice
for another term as speaker.
Other Aroostook House races:

District

7

--

District 8

—

Dick

McKean

of

Limestone,

a

Democrat

incumbent,

is unopposed.

he is. in trouble.
crat challenger.

Forrest Nelson,
Fernaid Anderson,

the incumbent Republican, says
also of Stockholm, is the Demo

District 9 —
time supporter
a teacher.

Republican Representative Phil Peterson, a long
of the forest industry, is opposed by Nancy Cleckner,

District 10 — In another Caribou district,
Ken Matthews has no opposition.

incumbent Republican

District 11 — Republican Representative Mary MacBride is opposed
by Democrat Cecil Brown.
Both are from Presque Isle.

District 12 — John Lisnik, a popular Democrat on the
of the University of Maine, is running against Carol Stewart,
known Presque Isle woman.

faculty
a well-

District 13 —

Democrat Hilda Martin is unopposed.

District 15 —

Democrat Reynold Theriault of Fort Kent is unopposed.

District 16 — Democrat Representative McHenry, a pro-labor
critic of industry, faces a race in the mill town of Madawaska.
Repub
lican Jayne Corey worries the veteran.
District 17 — Veteran Democratic Representative Mahany is re
ported in trouble in his bid for re-election.
His opponent is Ed
Johnston, also of Fort Fairfield.

District 18

-- Republican Representative Carl Smith is unopposed.

District 19
of business,

— Republican Gennette Ingraham, considered a friend
is opposed by Democrat Mike Quint in the Houlton area.

District 20_ Republican Bev Rand, a leader in the Maine Snow
mobile Association,
and barber Carl Smith, Democrat, are battling
it out in the Island Falls region.

Forest History Society
Great Northern Paper will sponsor a luncheon in Orono on October
3 when H. K. (Pete) Steen, director of the Forest History Society,
will report on activities of the society.
Bob Bartlett and Fred
Knight, director of the School of Forest Resources at the University
of Maine, will host the event.
Invitations were mailed to 75 persons.
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Public Relations
Mary Bailey answered questions from the Associated Press regarding
the day of prayer for the American hostages planned October 3 in
Millinocket... She also responded to an inquiry from WMKR regarding
a fire in the steam plant area at East Millinocket... I provided the
Bangor Daily News with information regarding negotiations with the
office workers union in answer to another call.
With Steve Hobson
and John Ball, I completed work on details of a visit to Millinocket
and East Millinocket by publishers and editors of Maine daily news
papers on October 21 and 22...A Great Northern Nekoosa news release
on an agreement to settle antitrust suits was released to Maine news
papers .

September
30

October
1

Coming Events
Hearing,
Augusta,

State Bureau of Taxation, State Office Building,
1 p.m.
Subject:
Tree Growth Tax valuations.

Annual meeting, Associated Industries of Maine,
Holiday Inn, Portland, 8 a.m.

Downtown

3

Luncheon, Forest
Orono, 1 p.m.

7

Meeting, Environmental Committee,
mation Office, 9:30 a.m.

Paper

8

Hearing, Pesticides Control Board,
ject:
Rules for hearings.

Augusta,

9

Annual meetings,
State Chamber of Commerce and Maine
Council on Economic Education, 3:30 p.m., Red Coach Con
vention Center, Portland.

History

Society,

University

Maine,

Industry

1 p.m.

Sincerely,

pmc/b
Enclosure

of

Infor

Sub
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Jane E. Hinson, Editor

BOISE CASCADE
STRIKE SETTLED

After 36 days off the job, 1,200 members of the United Paperworkers Inter
national Union returned to work at Boise Cascade Paper Group Rumford
Mill after accepting a new three-year contract on August 5. During the strike
period the mill was operated by salaried personnel.
The settlement provides for wage increases of 8 1/2% the first year and 8%
for each of the second and third years and offers improvements in health, in
surance, retirement and vacation benefits.
On September 8, members of the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers ratified a new three-year contract with similar provisions.

GREAT NORTHERN Two two-year contracts involving 12 union locals at Great Northern Paper
LOCALS RATIFY mills in Millinocket and East Millinocket were signed in August.
The first, ratified August 4, covers eight locals representing 800
UNION CONTRACTS
maintenance workers and includes the International Association of
Machinists and Aerospace Workers, International Brotherhood of Firemen
and Oilers, International Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, Interna
tional Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and the United Association of
Plumbers and Pipefitters. The contract provides for an 8 1/2% increase in pay
the first year and 8% in the second.
On August 13, another agreement was reached with 1,600 production
workers in four locals of the United Paperworkers International Union. This
contract provides for a 71-cents-per-hour wage increase in the first year and
8% in the second.
S. D. WARREN MANAGERS MOVE
In August, Henry J. Roehner, Jr. was named vicepresident and mill manager of S. D. Warren Company’s mill
in Westbrook. Roehner comes to Maine from Michigan
where he was manager of the division’s Muskegon plant.
At the same time, Clarence W. Van Orman, vicepresident and mill manager at Westbrook left Maine for
Michigan — a trip he has made before. Van Orman joined
S. D. Warren in 1948 and became superintendent of the
coating department at Westbrook. He transferred to
Muskegon, first as production manager and then mill
manager; returned to Westbrook in 1975 as mill manager;
and now goes back to Muskegon, as vice-president and mill
manager.

Henry J. Roehner, Jr.
133 State St., Augusta, Me. 04330 • (207) 622-3166

Clarence W. Van Orman
Henry A. Magnuson, Executive Director

Boise Cascade Paper Group Rumford Mill, Rumford • Diamond International Corp., Dixfield, Oakland, Old Town, Passadumkeag • Fraser Paper, Ltd., Madawaska
• Georgia-Pacific Corp., Baileyville, Woodland • Great Northern Paper Co., Ashland, East Millinocket, Millinocket • International Paper Co., Bangor, Jay, Presque
Isle • James River-Otis, Inc., Jay • Pejepscot Paper Co., Topsham • Scott Paper Co., Skowhegan, Winslow; S. D. Warren Co., Westbrook • St. Regis Paper Co.,
Bucksport, Costigan

STUDENTS DESIGN CLASSROOM MURAL DEPICTING PULP & PAPER INDUSTRY

When Louis Clark, art instructor at Warsaw
Junior High School in Pittsfield participated in
the 1978 summer workshop sponsored by the
University of Maine Council on Economic Educa
tion, part of the course took him on a tour of the
Great Northern Paper mill and woodlands opera
tions. He decided to bring what he saw back to the
classroom.
Starting in the fall of 1979, he assigned 12 top
students in his ninth grade art class to execute a

EMVTI PROGRAM TRAINS
PULP & PAPER SUPERVISORS
Instructors in pulp and paper technology for supervisors at
Eastern Maine Vocational Technical Institute in Bangor
know of what they speak. Bruce Brockway, Diamond Inter
national Corporation, Old Town, who is participating in the
Industrial Supervision program for a second year as instruc
tor of Pulp and Paper Technology I (Woodlands), draws
from his experience in woods cutting operations, equipment
utilization, management of a woods labor force and wood
transportation.
Pulp and Paper Technology II (Pulping) is taught by a
team of experts knowledgeable on the three processes:
groundwood, Thomas Conte, St. Regis Paper Company,
Bucksport; sulphite, Robert Emerson, and kraft, Laurence
Leavitt, both Diamond International.
Students taking these courses at EMVTI may combine
this specialization in pulp and paper technology with related
courses for an Associate Degree in Applied Science.

PIIO/2

permanent, full-color wall mural that would cover
two sides of a classroom from floor to ceiling. A
slide presentation of the papermaking process
from trees to finished product provided the
students with inspiration for a series of small
black and white drawings. The best sections from
each were projected onto the wall for an outline.
By working one day a week for a whole school
year, the students completed painting the mural,
bit by bit.
As a result, Warsaw Junior High School
students returning to classes this fall were greeted
by two of the most interesting classroom walls in
Maine and thanks to the efforts of 12 of their
hard-working predecessors, will learn the story of
the industry that makes up one-third of the state’s
economy — pulp and paper.
The Economic Council’s ac
tivities were supported in part by
grants from the industry during the
year. International Paper Com
pany Androscoggin Mill funded
the 1980 summer industrial tour
and, in the photo at the right,
Isabel Comer of Boise Cascade
Paper Group Rumford Mill is
shown presenting a check for
$1,000 to Robert Mitchell, ex
ecutive director of the Council.

It was off to college with a
big assist from GeorgiaPacific Corporation this
fall for two outstanding
graduates from area high
schools. Each received an
$8,000 scholarship. Gary
Gettman, general manager
of G-P’s Woodland Divi
sion presented one award to
Earle W. Gillis of Wood
land who plans to study
mechanical engineering;
and Roger J. Mitchell pre
sented the other to Carolyn
Lane of Calais who plans a
career in either medical
technology or computer
science. Both young people
will attend the University of
Maine at Orono. The total

FORESTERS STUDY The application of herHERBICIDE USE bicides to achieve cer
tain specific forest management objectives is con
sidered an effective silvicultural tool by those who
use them. Foresters who might be supervising the
use of herbicides in the woods had an opportunity
recently to attend an intensive, week-long training
course sponsored by the Paper Industry Informa
tion Office in Augusta and staffed by a team of
experts from Purdue University and the Universi
ty of Maine. A final examination tested both
course effectiveness and individual proficiency
with course materials related to forest vegetation
management, ecological relationships, label infor
mation, application techniques and safety pro
cedures.

Students attending a herbicide training course listen intently
as Dr. Burnell C. Fischer of Purdue University discusses
silvicultural strategies.

IP SUPPORTS THE Mrs. Nohemi Hall (shown at
CREATIVE ARTS the right of the photo, sketch
ing and being sketched) is eligible for a 20% discount for the
classes she takes in watercolor and drawing at the Craft
school in Lewiston. As wife of International Paper Com
pany Androscoggin Mill employee Carl Hall, she, along
with all company employees and their families are entitled to
this benefit in appreciation of IP’s support of the school’s
programs in the visual and performing arts. This summer,
IP sponsored the New England Drawing Competition ex
hibition of “Works on Paper,” and last year, a gallery
display of Winslow Homer illustrations.
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The week of October 19-25 was proclaimed National Forest
Products Week by President Carter “to promote awareness
and to recognize the efforts of the thousands of men and
women who have devoted their lives to managing”
America’s valuable forest resources which, he said, “pro
vides many of the products we depend upon — lumber for.
our homes, paper for recording our thoughts, fuel for
heating and cooking and the basic elements of thousands of
other products. ”

The Paper Industry Information Office has a 15-minute
slide program on forest management in Maine available for
showings by school and civic groups. Accompanied by a
cassette recorded narrative, the presentation describes ho
company foresters work to improve Maine forests showing
examples of harvesting methods and tree planting tech
niques. For more information, write the office, 133 State
Street, Augusta, 04330; or telephone, 622-3166.

PAPER COMPANIES
WORK TO KEEP
FOREST INTEREST
GROUPS INFORMED

In a state that is 90% covered with trees, there is naturally a lot of interest
generated about forestry practices on the part of the industry, the general
public, private organizations, government agencies and the media. Paper
companies participate in a series of informative events each year that are
planned to acquaint all these interested parties in just what is happening out
there in the woods.

Government
Agencies

For instance, in September, the timberlands and forestry personnel for
Boise Cascade Paper Group in Rumford, conducted a forest tour for 25 com
mission and staff members of Maine’s Land Use Regulation Commission.
The group visited an active harvesting operation in East Middlesex Canal
Grant where the focus was on road construction and maintenance as they
relate to effects on water quality, land use activities and access to remote cut
ting areas, as well as company policies toward the protection of shorelands
and wildlife habitat.

Private
Organizations

This summer, the Audubon Society was invited to visit active operations in
mountain-top selective logging by Boise Cascade; budworm damage salvage
cutting by International Paper Company; and small woodlot managing for
members of S. D. Warren Company’s Tree Farm Family. The excursion was
arranged by the American Forest Institute, Bangor, “to foster better
understanding from all sides’’ on conflicting issues about Maine’s forest
resource.

and the Media

PIIO/4

Associated Press news reporter, Peter Jackson, far right,
looks over a fir-reduction cut on International Paper Com
pany lands up north where a theory that reducing the fir
component of the forest reduces susceptibility to budworm
is being tested. IP’s Thomas Eubanks, far left, and Michael
Watts were there to listen as Suzanne Goldman, project
coordinator, explained the massive, long-range experiment.
Funded by CANUSA — a joint Canadian-US research orga
nization — and IP, the project is designed to test several In
tegrated Pest Management theories — selective fir cutting,
clearcutting and replanting with budworm-resistant species;
and evaluating the efficacy of prescribed burning and other
methods of site preparation. The experiment started in 1979
with an assessment of existing conditions on selected plots;
continued this summer with the application of specific IPM
strategies; and will go for the next 50 years as results ar
monitored.
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An Attorney Talks About Attorneys
Workers' Compensation and industrial waste were the major topics
at the annual meeting of Associated Industries of Maine in Portland,
October 1.
The all-day meeting attracted 250 people.
Luncheon and
dinner speakers were Alexander Trowbridge of the National Association
of Manufacturers and J. Frank Leach of Arcata Corporation, owner of
Keyes Fibre.
But workshops on workers' compensation and industrial
waste highlighted the day.
Charles Devoe, the young new chairman of the Workers'Compensation
Commission, pleaded for "patience as we work to streamline the system,"
which he said is being made to look worse than it really is by doctors
and attorneys.
Devoe, a Union resident,and a former assistant attorney
general who became the first full-time chairman of the commission in
March, complained that some hearings on some cases are being put off
as many as 15 times — "and every time someone
is being billed by
an attorney who called the commission office asking for a delay."
Devoe also had some suggestions on how he and others can improve
the system:

—be self-critical,

eliminate personalities from evaluations

—delays breed suspicion ... the faster claims are settled the better
The commission chairman said he believes medical reports should
be substituted for the costly testimony of doctors.
He said Governor
Brennan has personally examined the impact of the insurance on industry
and that the administration will propose amendments to the law to make
the system more effective.
With $.10 of each $1.00 being spent on
administration, Devoe said there is cause for concern.
He said there
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Attorneys

(continued)

are now four full-time commissioners.
When the terms of the two re
maining part-time members expire, they will be replaced with a single
full-time person.
Devoe credited the full-time commissioners for re
ducing the time spent considering cases from nine months to three,
on the average.
"Next July we should be averaging six weeks... that's
the best the system will allow."
Devoe several times stressed that the process
cated as lawyers would like to make it."
Workers'

is

"not as compli

Compensation cost Great Northern $2.4 million in 1979.

Elected as directors of the Association were Bill Baxton of E.
C. Jordan, John Cox of Dead River, Mark Gartley of Cianbro, Lewis Gold
berg of Quoddy Moccasins, Ben Grant of Grant's Dairy, Phil Hussey of
Hussey Manufacturing and John Libbey of the Libbey Company of Lewiston.
Bernie Estey of S. D. Warren is president-elect and Jack Sutton of
Keyes Fibre is vice president-elect.
The two will take over in January
when Bill Haggett retires as president and Estey moves up.

Candidates' Visit
Three unopposed candidates for the Legislature toured the Millinoc
ket mill, a West Branch mechanical harvesting operation and the Pinkham
Lumber Company mills on September 29 and 30.
Wilmer Saucier, Fort
Kent district superintendent, had as guests Raynold Theriault of Fort
Kent, a candidate for the House; Paul Violette of Van Buren, a Senate
candidate; and Mrs. Hilda Martin of Van Buren, a candidate for the
House.

Tree Growth Tax Law
A hearing on proposed new valuations under the Tree Growth Tax
Law lasted 10 minutes in Augusta on September 30.
A state official
said that representatives of the Maine Municipal Association had looked
at the valuations and admitted that a 34% average increase would alle
viate some of the criticism of the law.
The Hancock County based H.A.L.T.
(Help Alleviate Local Taxes) is continuing to push a referendum drive,
according to Bob Chaffee of the Maine Forest Products Council.
Advo
cates of repeal from Oxford County are also active,
taking their
complaints to candidates for the Legislature.
The council recently
completed a series of 11 meetings on the subject.
Only 350 people
turned out.

Indian Claims
Attorney Donald Perkins reports that President Carter was expected
to sign legislation settling the Maine Indian land claims this week.
But the White House was telling reporters that it'll be done quickly
and quietly, with none of the anticipated election year fanfare.
Congress
adjourned without acting on the Interior Department appropriations
bill which contains the money for the settlement.
"While any delay
makes one nervous, I am advised that the Interior Department appropri
ations bill is not controversial and it is unlikely we will have any
problem," Perkins said.
Action on the bill is expected in November,
or early December.
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Advertising Campaign
Sunday, October 5, the nine-week Great Northern Paper advertising
campaign on the subject of energy opens,
with a television commercial
on the program "Sixty Minutes" at 7 p.m. over WABI-TV (Channel 5) in
Bangor and WGAN-TV (Channel 13) in Portland.
The commercial also will
be inserted into the "Meet the Press" format at 12:30 p.m. on WCSHTV (Channel 6) in Portland.
Over 366,000 persons — 294,000 in southern
Maine — will see the commercial.
A full page advertisement will also
appear in the Maine Sunday Telegram.
Next week the commercial will
appear on Portland and Bangor channels, including WLBZ-TV, during the
news between 6 and 7 p.m.
In Bangor, the energy message will be shown
Monday, October 6, and Thursday, October 9.
The commercial will be
aired- 135 times during the nine weeks of the campaign.

Public Relations
Willis Johnson, a free-lance writer who was press secretary to
former Governor Curtis, asked for help.
He’s doing a piece on the
Town of Millinocket for Yankee Magazine... Great Northern sponsored
an advertisement in the Katahdin Times containing the schedule
for
the October 3 "Hostage Day of Prayer" and personnel from engineering
services "tied a yellow ribbon" on the new stack to symbolize the
company's support of the event, organized by the local clergy...Mary
Bailey provided the Bangor Daily News with information on the ribbon...
In response to a question, I told Phyllis Austin of Maine Times of
the company's plans to file a formal application to burn coal on
October 3...I provided Mary Warner of the Bangor Daily News with infor
mation on two logging accidents
(one fatal)
in Aroostook County.
They called me because Mrs. Nancy Ash, the Pinkham Company nurse, was
involved although the victims were not employees of the Pinkham Company,
or Great Northern. . .Over 40 people attended the October 3 luncheon of
the Forest History Society at the University of Maine in Orono.
Great
Northern sponsored the event.
The meeting included a report on a study
of the history of logging in Aroostook County made possible by a grant
from George (Pete) Sawyer.

October
7

Coming Events
Meeting, Environmental Committee,
mation Office, 9:30 a.m.

Paper

Industry

Infor

8

Hearing, Pesticides Control Board, State Office Building,
1 p.m.
Subject:
Rules for hearings to consider infor
mation on pesticide registration.

9

Annual
meetings,
State Chamber of Commerce and Maine
Council on Economic Education, 3:30 p.m., Red Coach Con
vention Center, Portland.
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The Election:

Contrasts

Either President Carter or Republican
Maine's four electoral votes, pollsters say.

in

Maine

Ronald

Reagan

could

win

Incumbent Republicans David Emery and Olympia Snowe are way ahead
and expected to be returned to the U.S. House of Representatives.
Republicans and Democrats are neck-and-neck in the battle
the State Senate with Democrats favored to retain a majority in
House of Representatives.

for
the

This week and last candidates were busy.
Plans were being made
for Pat Lucey, former Governor of Wisconsin and candidate for vice
president of the Anderson ticket, to visit Millinocket in October.
Earlier Democratic Congressional
Candidate Harold Silverman toured
the Millinocket mill, conceding he's fighting to come from far behind.
The week before Congresswoman Snowe was in Millinocket.

The interest of businessmen is mostly focused on the Senate.
They fear for the worst — a State House controlled entirely by Democrats
Businessmen blame the Democrats for the Workers' Compensation insurance
burden and other pro-labor laws.
Spurred on by such fears, they are
investing money in politics in larger amounts than ever before.
One
bank political action committee raised $4,000.
The Maine Merchants
Association's political action committee is contributing to over 100
candidates for the Legislature.
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Election (continued)

Senate races in the Bangor area are among the keys to control
with incumbent Republicans Dana Devoe and Howard Trotsky in close races.
Democrat Beverly Bustin and conservative Republican Stanley Sproul are
fighting for the Augusta seat.
Liberal Democrat Jasper Wyman is
challenging Taxation Committee Chairman Tom Teague in the FairfieldPittsfield area.
Party leaders are campaigning with Republican Joyce
Lewis and Democratic incumbent Barbara Trafton in the Auburn area.
Those five seats could hold the answer to control of the Senate.

At the State House, one veteran joked, "The Republicans cry wolf
before every election and end up winning.
The leaders believe they
have -to do it to get the attention of business."
If that's true, they
have succeeded.

Spruce Budworm
Carol Hicks of Senator Cohen's staff was enthused by the contents
of the five-year environmental impact statement submitted by the U.S.
Forest Service.
She is providing Great Northern with a copy.
Bob
Wright has been told that 36% is recommended in the package.
Last
year federal support was a far lower level.
Where Senator Mitchell
stands on the issue is still unclear.
I have asked for time for a
briefing on the issue.

Penobscot Tour
Governor Brennan is planning a flying tour of the Penobscot River
on Tuesday, October 21.
Paul Firlotte is planning to join the party
to brief the Governor and Conservation Commissioner Barringer, who
invited the Company to discuss hydroelectric development.

Blaine House Conference
A Blaine House Conference on Forestry and the Forest Industry
is planned for January 21-22 in Augusta.
Peter Yacavone has been asked
to speak and to serve on the steering committee.
I attended a planning
meeting on October 10 which started with a Blaine House breakfast hosted
by the Governor.
A report memorandum was distributed.

Associated Industries

of

Maine

Directors of Associated Industries of Maine were told to expect
an increase in Unemployment Compensation taxes in 1980.
Maine owes
the Federal government $36 million and by law must take steps to repay
the debt, or face a costly penalty.
AIM members also face the prob
ability of a 10% increase in dues.

Sales Meeting
John Christie of Ad-Media joined me at the Sales Department annual
meeting to introduce the television commercial and print advertisement
with energy themes.
Fred Hutchinson,
vice president for academic
affairs of the University of Maine, and Don Larrabee, Governor Brennan's
representative in Washington, were among speakers.
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Public Relations
The Maine Public Broadcasting System is asking the Company's co
operation in filming two 15-minute films on logging and papermaking
for use in grades four to eight...I answered calls from reporters from
Bangor Daily News, Katahdin Times and WMKR regarding negotiations with
the local of the Office & Professional Employees International Union.
The
strike vote which preceded
approval of a contract was page one
news.. .Willis Johnson, author of the book "The Year of the. Longley"
was in Millinocket collecting material for a Yankee Magazine article
on the town... Copies of the text of the monthly radio program were
mailed to
1,597
employees and opinion-makers...Workbooks containing
background material were mailed to publishers and editors of Maine daily
newspapers who will visit Millinocket next week...We answered questions
from the American Newspaper Publishers Association regarding the pro
posed paper machine project which has been indefinitely postponed...
Lloyd Irland, director of the Bureau of Public Lands, on October 15
was host at the State House for a showing of a film critical of the
logging industry's treatment of cutters...A GNN news release on earnings
was distributed...A forecast of the government relations and public
relations aspect of the spruce budworm problem was sent to Bart Harvey
for inclusion in a woodlands study.

pmc/rr
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Maine Perspective
The Cianchette brothers said they got the idea from the Dunfey
family.
The program was entitled a "Maine Perspective" with Senators
Cohen and Mitchell the speakers and an hour of questions and answers
involving the other 75 guests.
Dinner in the Dunfey Inn in South
Portland preceded the program organized by the contractors.

Cohen said Congress must respond to
to reduce the "Washington bureaucracy -rule-makers ."

the
the

growing public demand
isolated and arrogant

Mitchell agreed that the cost of compliance with federal rules
must be reduced but cautioned against "an excess of zeal in the oppo
site direction.
The good old days were not so good.
We've got
government on our backs because people asked government to be there."

Passage of a "Sunset Law" and possibly legislative veto power
over all regulations may be steps which will improve the situation,
Cohen said.
Mitchell said as an attorney and as a former judge he is unable
to defend the "legal warfare which has made the regulatory process
so profitable for lawyers."
His approaches centered on simplifying
the regulatory processes.

When the time came for audience participation, banker Scott
Hutchinson said he had heard similar speeches before and asked when
something was going to get done.
Special interests made it difficult,
he was told.
Mitchell told of the banker who testified he wasn't
against regulations which improved profits.
Cohen told of being
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Maine Perspective (continued)

the only Senator who, in committee, opposed creation of the Education
Department.
The session ended with a miniature Dickey-Lincoln debate
which got the headlines.
Newsmen, state officials,
nessmen were in the audience.

environmentalists,

educators and busi

The Penobscot
The newsletter of the Natural Resources Council says the organi
zation may go to court to force zoning of the Penobscot River corridor.
The zoning has been delayed by the Land Use Regulation Commission
while negotiations continued on the gift of an easement by Great
Northern.

Men in the whitewater rafting business have hired an Augusta
attorney to seek recognition of their needs in an easement.
State Senator Charles Pray and his brother, who operate facil
ities on the river,
have asked Conservation Department officials
to support their request that Great Northern lease them the rafters'
access point.
The rafters also have gone to Augusta, lobbying the
Governor and state officials.
The rafters also have written members of the Congressional Dele
gation asking them to write the Governor urging him to insist they
get access rights guaranteed in the easement.

This week Paul Firlotte and Galen Lander briefed the Governor,
Conservation Commissioner Barringer and Recreation Director Hartman
on the company's hydropower system and potential for increased power
generation.
The Governor toured the area by air.

Unemployment Compensation
As reported earlier, the State of Maine is imposing a surcharge
on the unemployment compensation insurance tax on employers to pay
off $36 million in loans from the federal government.
State officials,
hoping the debt would be forgotten by Congress, had put off paying.
But if the state does not pay now, a federal penalty will be imposed.
The state tax paid by employers (on the first $6,000 in wages) will
be increased from 0.7 to 1.0 percent and will go up again in each
of the next two years until the debt is paid off.
State officials
told the news media that the increase will cost employers $18 per
employee this year, $36 in 1982 and $54 in 1983.

Manpower Commissioner Bustin wants the law changed to generate
more money.
If that doesn't happen, the Commissioner says additional
loans will be necessary in recession years.
Legislation will probably
be filed in the next session requiring employees to pay a share of
the tax.
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Port Development
Top federal officials were briefed on the proposal to develop
shipping facilities at Searsport and at Portland in Portland on
October 21, State Energy Director Barbara Cottrell says.
The State
wants $22 million in federal funds to match proceeds of a state bond
issue and committed private capital.
"Economic Development Adminis
tration people say Maine has done a good job in the past with federal
grants -- and that should help us," Ms. Cottrell said.
The Governor,
Senator Mitchell and staff members from the Congressional Delegation
were at the session.
Governor Brennan on October 10 told a Blaine
House
group
he
was optimistic the projects could be financed.
Brennan sees exports as a stimulant for the Maine economy.

Press Tour
Eleven publishers, executives, editors and reporters from daily
newspapers in Augusta, Bangor, Brunswick, Lewiston, Biddeford, Port
land and Waterville toured the West Branch timberlands and the East
Millinocket mill on October 21-22.

The company's commitment to the newsprint market, the serious
ness of the spruce budworm epidemic and the company's program to
reduce dependency on foreign oil were stressed during the two days.

Peter Yacavone welcomed the group and stayed with them for the
tour.
Ed Cates, Ted Condon, Bart Harvey, Paul Miller and Tom Wildman
were the speakers and guides on a woodlands tour which ended with
dinner at Telos.
Paul Firlotte discussed the energy programs.
Bob
Shinners and Dick Violette discussed operations and Terry Pendleton,
the markets.
On the tour were John DiMatteo, Jeff Marshall and Clark
Irwin of the Portland newspapers,
Tim Blagg of Waterville,
Kent
Foster and Bert Mason of Lewiston, Eric Riess of Biddeford, Jim
Thompson and Cam Niven of Brunswick,
Jeff Strout and Cecil Wilscn
of Bangor.

Public Relations
Research will be discussed by Paul Hubbe in another in a series
of Great Northern radio programs to be broadcast during the week
of October 27...A hunting safety advertisement was placed in the
Katahdin Times...The Boston office and this office have had several
requests for copies of the newspaper advertisement now being placed
in Maine newspapers.
The ad is scheduled to be published in the
Sentinel of Waterville this week...I discussed public relations in
Bangor on October 23 at the annual meeting of the Parks & Recreation
Association... On October 23,
I also offered suggestions to Nancy
Ross on the draft agenda for the Blaine House Conference on Forest
Industries... Roger Boynton has completed an updating of the product
photographs in the 35 mm slide show covering Great Northern Paper...
Ad-Media, our Augusta agency, designed a cover for the company's
application for permission to study a hydroelectric site on the West
Branch.
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Coming Events
October
27

Career Exploration Seminar, co-sponsored by University of
Maine Pulp & Paper Foundation, Millinocket, 8:00 a.m.

28

Meeting, Millinocket Chamber of Commerce,
Research Building, Millinocket, 5:30 p.m.
Research at Great Northern Paper.

30

Meeting, directors, Maine Forest Products Council, Augusta
Civic Center, 1:15 p.m.

November
4

5

12

Election Day
Corporators Meeting, Maine Development Foundation, Augusta
Civic Center, 3:30 p.m.

Meeting, directors, Associated Industries of Maine, AIM
office, 9:30 a.m.
Meeting, Government Affairs Committee,
tries of Maine, AIM office, 1 p.m.

14-15

20

22-23

Engineering &
Subject:

Conference,
Law School,

Associated Indus

Low-Head Hydro Development, University of Maine
Portland.

Briefing, New Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
of air quality requirements, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Boston, Mass.

Acid Rain and Atlantic Salmon Conference,
Portland.
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Barringer's Solution
When voters go to the polls on November 4, a spokesman for the
Maine Municipal Association says there will be people at the polls
in many towns gathering signatures on petitions calling for repeal
of the Tree Growth Tax Law.

Industry
representatives
against the petition drive.

But

everyone

seems

to

monitoring

feel

that

issue

the

changes

are

are

necessary

betting

in

the

law.

Conservation Commissioner Barringer on October
Kent seminar offered his thoughts, and concluded:

27

at

a

Fort

"In my opinion, a stable and predictable state tax policy based
on productivity may be the single most important opportunity to fos
ter better forest management in Maine.
If it is to survive, the
Tree Growth Tax Law must be adjusted to relieve two problems of
reduced income to local governments and misuse of the law as a prop
erty tax dodge.
I can think of no way to relieve the tax dodge
matter than to require the preparation of professional management
plans and their periodic verification by certified professionals
for Tree Growth eligibility.
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Barringer's Solution (continued)

"And to compensate municipalities for taxes foregone under Tree
Growth, I can think of no remedy other than the imposition of a
severance tax to be paid at the time of harvest, when the deferred
benefits of reduced taxation are realized by the forest landowner.
Income from this tax would be redistributed to the municipalities
to bring their revenues back to pre-Tree Growth Tax levels."
(Copies
of his remarks have been circulated.)

Industry's quick reaction was negative.
Industry had to appeal
to Republicans to kill a 50-cent per cord severance tax proposed
in the last session by Representative Post of Owls Head.
Small land
owners have adamantly opposed any uniform statewide standards be
cause they fear a forest practices act.
The Brennan administration has been looking for a way to solve
problems associated with the law within budget constraints.
There
is no indication at this time that Barringer's statements reflect
new administration policy.

Bob Chaffee of the Maine Forest Products Council quotes John
Melrose of the Maine Municipal Association as saying "a lot more
towns" will have people seeking petitions on November 4 than was
the case on September 23 at the time of vote on nuclear power.
Chaffee further quotes Dana Drew of HALT (Help Alleviate Local Taxes)
as saying that there is an anti-petition feeling in the state because
there have been so many referendum campaigns.
Drew admits HALT'S
efforts met a poor response in September.
No one seems to know how
many signatures have been collected but to force the Legislature
to call a vote on the issue 37,000 will be needed by January 22.
If the petition drive fails, the Legislature will make changes
in the law -- a formula for valuing forest land adopted in it.
With
election day approaching, the papers are full of comments by candi
dates and there is general agreement changes are needed to eliminate
tax shelters and to balance out the tax shift which has resulted
from the law.
If the Democrats take control of the Legislature,
Barringer's solutions could be quickly enacted.
The severance tax
proposed by Mrs. Post was approved by the House before being killed
in the Senate.

The Forest Products Council has been out front in recent months
on the issue with legal assistance and lobbying by paper companies.
Both the Maine Audubon Society and the Natural Resources Council
also support the law.
Bill Ginn of the Audubon Society is promoting
a coalition to defend the law.
The environmentalist believes tax
concessions will protect the state's forest base.

The implications for Great Northern are obvious.
As the state's
largest landowner, the company paid $1.7 million in taxes on wild
lands in 1979.
The company is also the state's largest consumer
of wood.
The company's 1979 total state tax bill was $15 million.
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Finding

the

Money?

One reason why the timber industry opposes a severance tax is
the thinking that the tax could be used as a source of revenue beyond
compensating towns for what they say the Tree Growth Tax Law is cost
ing them.
Governor Brennan's determination not to increase taxes
has forced bureaucrats to cut expenditures in keeping up with infla
tion — and to seek new revenue sources.
Jim Barresi, director of the Northern Maine Regional Planning
Commission, says that the Governor's advisory committee on mining
is split over how to tax the anticipated metals and peat projects
with Nancy Ross of the State Department of Conservation a leading
proponent of a "percent of profits."
Barresi favors a "per ton"
basis for taxation.
The discussions of this potential new revenue
source became a subject for newspaper reporters in editions of
October 31.
The committee is also dealing with the question of
pollution standards for mining and is expected to propose a change
in the laws.

In the
of two more
Caribou, an
lumber.

Northern Maine Commission offices, there is also talk
waferboard mills for the county.
Behind the office in
experimental building is being constructed with poplar

Millinocket Chamber

of

Commerce

Research was the topic for the annual "Great Northern Night"
of the Millinocket Chamber of Commerce on October 28.
Paul Hubbe
discussed the company's research program and 49 members toured the
laboratories.
Next week members of the East Millinocket Chamber
will be guests at the Telos logging operation.

Mitchell and Acid Rain
Senator Mitchell of Maine is spending a lot of time on the acid
rain issue.
He told a Portland audience on October 23 that the
"environmental effect of acid rain makes the Dickey-Lincoln issue
insignificant" and we must remember that "the burning of coal is
the single most important factor in acid rain."

Top Priority
Hank Warren,
commissioner of Environmental
Protection,
says
a $6 million revolving fund to finance hazardous waste management
has been given a top priority by Governor Brennan in the legislative
session opening in January.
At the meeting, when Warren made that
forecast, the BEP reversed itself and approved a boiler ash landfill
application.
The landfill will be used by S.D. Warren.

New API Washington Chief
Fred Benson will replace Nick Van
president for government affairs for
in Washington, D.C.
Benson has been
Paper and before that on the White
joining Champion's Washington staff.

Nelson on December 8 as vice
the American Paper Institute
on the staff of International
House staff.
Van Nelson is
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Public Relations
Peter Yacavone was interviewed by Phyllis Austin of Maine Times
for a second time on October 28.
She covered several subjects in
2 1/2 hours.
Now she wants to talk with Bob Hellendale.. .A photo
graph and a news release were distributed on the Pulp & Paper
Foundation's career seminar for high school students held October
27
in Millinocket... I guided Charles Mosher on a visit to several indus
trial sites in Bangor on October 27...Roger Boynton prepared an
advertisement for the 100th anniversary section of the Caribou Aroos
took-Republican ... The roof of the new building under construction
for Northeast Publishing in Presque Isle was ripped off by the strong
winds of October 25-26, according to Publisher John Bishop... Willis
Johnson, the free-lance writer preparing a story on East Millinocket
and Millinocket for Yankee Magazine, was in town again.
His piece
now will deal with two men and their lives as employees of the company
and residents of the town...Anne Davis of the New England Rivers
Center called asking for information on the West Branch hydro pro
ject...A hunting safety advertisement was sponsored in the Katahdin
Times... Representatives of Beloit,
Linekin and Stone and Webster
sought information for trade magazine stories and advertisements.

November
4

5

Coming Events
Election Day

Meeting, subcommittee on forest practices of Paper
dustry Information Office, Old Town, 9:30 a.m.

In

Meeting, East Millinocket Chamber of Commerce, bus leaves
Millinocket at 1:30 p.m. for Telos.
6

Meeting, directors, Maine Forest Products Council,
Center, Augusta, 1 p.m.

Civic

Meeting, subcommittee on spruce budworm of PIIO, Inter
national Paper Research Center, Bangor, 1:30 p.m.
10

11-12
12

Eastern Maine Forest Forum, Bangor,
Environmental Forum X, Washington,

5:30 p.m.

D.C.

Meeting, Board of Environmental Protection, Augusta,
10 a.m.
Sincerely,

pmc/b
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Maine

While conservative Republicans were making impressive gains
across the country, they lost ground in the contest for control of
the Legislature.
Republicans saw a three-vote margin in the Senate
reduced to one.
Democrats gained 16 seats in the House and now have
an 84-67 majority.
Businessmen who bank on Republicans to oppose
new programs and new regulations
are anticipating being on the
defensive most of 1981 and 1982.

Overall control of the Legislature gives the Democrats the
right to name a new attorney general — probably outgoing
Repre
sentative Jim Tierney,
an architect of Maine’s liberal workers'
compensation law.
Hopes of reform and cost reduction in the workers'
compensation laws now rest on the Democrats and they have created
the program in force.
Some of the winners and losers include:

Jim McBreairty of Perham was re-elected.
He is Senate chairman
of the Energy & Natural Resources Committee, and an advocate of the
budworm spraying program.

Bill Blodgett of Waldoboro, McBreairty's House counterpart and
leading spokesman for environmentalists, was ousted.
Also upset was Representative Morton of Farmington,
House champion of the budworm control program in 1979.

Millinocket, Maine 04462.
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Election in Maine (continued)

Frank Carter, the Bangor accountant who played a key role on
the taxation committee, was defeated by John Diamond, House Speaker
John Martin's administrative assistant.

In the Millinocket and East Millinocket
backed by organized labor took seats formerly
Herb Clark of Millinocket and Mike Michaud of
both employees of Great Northern.
Republicans also lost seats in the Presque

area.

The new Legislature includes approximately 30 members who have
toured Great Northern facilities and timberlands.

And In Washington

There was speculation that Secretary of State Muskie would join
a prestigious Washington law firm.
U.S. Ambassador to Canada Curtis
will probably return to his Portland firm.

Matching Gifts
During the campaign, employees made 25 gifts to 14 legislative
candidates which were matched with $730 in contributions by the com
pany.
This was the first year of the program, the only one of its
kind we are aware of at this time.
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East Millinocket C

of C

♦

Approximately 30 members of the East Millinocket Chamber of
Commerce and their wives toured the Telos harvesting operation on
November 5 as guests of Great Northern.
The impact of the spruce
budworm epidemic and mechanical harvesting were discussed by Bart
Harvey and Tom Wildman.
Dinner was served at Telos by the camp cook.

Public Relations
A news release was distributed on the increase in the dividend
of Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation... Copies of the text of the
Great Northern radio program on the subject of research with Paul
Hubbe were distributed to 1,386 employees and opinion-makers.

November
10

Coming Events
Lecture by John McGuire, retired chief, U.S. Forest Ser
vice, School of Forest Resources, University of Maine,
4 p.m.
Subject:
"Forest Resource Planning--Is It A
Plan For More Federal Control Of Our Forest Resources?"

Eastern Maine Forest Forum,
11-12

12

Bangor,

5:30 p.m.

Environmental Forum X, American Paper Institute-National
Forest Products Association, Washington, D.C.

Meeting, Board of Environmental Protection, Augusta,

10 a.m.

Meeting, Directors, Associated Industries of Maine,
9:30 a.m., Augusta.
Meeting, Government Affairs Committee, AIM, Augusta,
13

Meeting, Board of Pesticides Control,
1 p.m.
Annual Meeting, Maineport Council,
6:30 p.m.

14

State House, Augusta,

Pilots Grill,

Meeting,
9 a.m.

Paper Industry

Unemployment Compensation Committee,

AIM, Augusta,

Conference, Low-Head Hydro Development, University of
Maine School of Law, Portland, 8:30 a.m.
Sincerely

pmc/b

Bangor,

Meeting, Committee of 50, Eastern Maine Vocational-Techni 
cal Institute, Bangor, 8:15 a.m.

Meeting, Government Affairs Committee,
Information office, Augusta, 1 p.m.

14-15

1 p.m.
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The New Majority
Carol Hicks, who has followed the spruce budworm issue for
Senator Cohen, is wearing a new button:"I'm the Majority."
For
the young Miss Hicks, or for veterans such
as Tom Daffron, the Sena
tor's administrative assistant, it is "a whole new world."
Daffron
has put in 14 years
in Washington on the
staff of Republicans in
the Congress. Cohen was photographed with
others in the new Repub
lican leadership on November 11 and the photograph was in all the
major newspapers the following day — and on national television.
"And that's worth working on a holiday to achieve," smiled Daffron.
What will the change mean for companies such as Great Northern?

At an Environmental Forum sponsored by the American Paper insti
tute and the National Forest Products Association, Senator Domenici
of New Mexico said, "regulating reform is as important as economic
reform" and said he sees "a change in direction, not a massacre."
He serves on the Environment and Public Works and Budget committees.
The decision has been made that clean air is going to result
from a national scheme, he said, but it was made with little or no
consideration of costs,
or benefits.
In the revisions scheduled
to be made this year in the Clean Air Act, Domenici says the focus
will be on the "secondary and more stringent regulation with an eco
nomic test added."

In revisions in the water pollution laws, the Senator said he
sees "the same scenario -- those regulations which go beyond pro
tecting public health will face a new test — that of economics."
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The New Majority (continued)
On the subject of the superfund to deal with hazardous chemi
cals, Domenici says he has been working with Senators Baker and
Bentzen on a "sensible approach" which he expects they will co
sponsor in 1981.
The audience loved his every word.

From a Maine point of view, the Republicans see the end of
Dickey-Lincoln.
(The final Environmental Impact Statement has been
filed.
Action is likely in 1981, according to Tom Heyerdahl of
Cohen's staff who says, "seven years of fighting Dickey-Lincoln
is
coming to an end for me.")
Happy where they are located, the Cohen staff hopes the Senator
doesn't bid for new quarters ("he likes fireplaces and doesn't have
one...").
Senator Mitchell will change offices — not because of
the election, but because he's 85th in Seniority and has the office
formerly occupied by Secretary of State Muskie.
Jim Case, adminis
trative assistant to Senator Mitchell, says that he and others close
to the Senator, feel that militant conservatives make a mistake in
targeting Mitchell in 1982.
"We have them to run against and Maine
people traditionally have resented outside pressures."
Mitchell also may be forced off the Budget committee in 1980.
When appointed to replace Muskie, Mitchell took his seats on Budget
and Environment and Public Works.
Democrats will have fewer seats
on committees because of the election.
The Maine Senator is hoping
for a seat on the Finance committee where the turnover will be sub
stantial as a result of the departure of Senators Nelson of Wisconsin,
Talmadge of Georgia, Ribicoff of Connecticut and Gravel of Alaska.
While in Washington,
I visited with members of the staffs of
Senators Cohen, Mitchell, Packwood of Oregon and Congresswoman Snowe.

Tree Growth Tax Law
The leader of HALT (Help Alleviate Local Taxes)
is telling
people that the repeal petition drive is faltering and he is dis
couraged,
according to Bob Chaffee of the Maine Forest Products
Council.
Dana Drew of Franklin was also quoted as saying that town
officials haven't really pitched in to help, despite their criticism
of the valuation formula.
Maine people are also saying they are
tired of people circulating petitions.
While the petition drive
may flop, the issue is certain to go before the Legislature in 1981.
Industry trade associations are discussing amendments to the law
which would tighten eligibility criteria and casting about for a
solution to the problem of funding money to reimburse towns which
are losing significant revenue because of shifts in the tax burden.
Environmental groups are gearing up to support the law with the Maine
Audubon Society putting it near the top of its priority list.
Audu
bon wants the law on the book because it fosters open space preser
vation.
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Indian Land Claims
Stories were published on November 11 in the Bangor and Portland
newspapers that the $81.5 million to fund the Indian land claims
settlement would not be appropriated in the lame duck session of
Congress.
The following day Tim Woodcock, minority counsel to the
Select Committee on Indian Affairs, said the fate of the bill would
be determined by the policies established for the session.
Some
senators wanted to only pass a resolution to finance continued govern
ment operations at present levels and then adjourn to await the
Reagan takeover.
He and Jim Case said Senators Cohen and Mitchell
were asking leaders to allow a vote on the settlement financing —
an amendment to the appropriations bill for the Department of the
Interior.
As the week came to a close, it appeared the Maine sena
tors had been successful.

Public Relations
Two stories resulting from the tour by editors and publishers
of Maine daily newspapers appeared in the Portland Press Herald —
one on mechanical harvesting, the other on energy.... Denise Goodman
of New England Business Magazine called with questions regarding
1980 business and the outlook for the future...GNN news releases
on earnings and the Leaf River project were distributed... Roger
Boynton worked with Paul DeMarrais and representatives of the Jamieson
advertising agency who are preparing a sales promotion brochure...
John Christie of Ad-Media briefed Peter Yacavone, Bob Shinners, Dick
Noyes, Paul Firlotte and Bob Wright on the 1981 Great Northern Maine
advertising campaign plans for the first quarter with emphasis on
coal and the spruce budworm issue.
Sincerely,

pmc/b
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The Legislature

Legislators will gather in Augusta for a day or two next week.
By taking care of the details of organization and by setting earlier
deadlines for the filing of bills, they hope to speed up the delib
erations of the 110th Legislature.
The session will resume in early
January.

Talk of issues is taking a back seat to personalities — who's
who in leadership and among committee chairmen.
Republicans control
the Senate, 17-16, and President Sewall is expected to be re-elected
with Senator Collins of Rockland majority leader.
Senator Pierce
of Waterville has agreed to continue as assistant majority leader.
Senators Conley of Portland and Pray of Millinocket return to lead
Democrats.
On the House side, Speaker John Martin returns.
Repre
sentative Mitchell of Vassalboro is expected to be named majority
leader.
There is a contest for assistant majority leader.
Republi
cans have selected Representative Higgins of Scarborough as their
leader and Representative Tarbell of Bangor remains assistant leader.

There are four
particular interest.

committees in which
Here is the picture:

the

forest

industry

has

Appropriations

Senate
Huber returns

House
Pearson returns

Taxation

Teague returns

Mrs. Post returns

Energy & Natural
Resources

McBreairty returns

Hall ranking mem
ber returning...
speculation centers
on Mrs. Kany

Labor

Sutton returns

Speculation centers
on Mrs. Beaulieu

&
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The Legislature (continued)

Looking at potential issues by category:

Energy
Policy to encourage coal conversion.

Clarification of
hydropower projects.

Maine

Guarantee

Authority

to

participate

in

Environmental
Health program--- rejected two years ago.

Amendments to Pesticides Control Board law.
Hazardous waste fund.

Amendments to water quality laws.

Amendments to laws governing procedures of the Board of Environ
mental Protection.
Approval of proposals for Class I air quality zones.

Forestry
Review of spruce budworm control program.
Funding for state fire control program.

Labor
Amendments to Workers'

Amendments
term funding.

to

Compensation law.

Unemployment

Compensation

law,

including

long

Taxes
Amendments to Tree Growth Tax Law.

Severance

tax

on wood

at

time

of

harvest--- rejected

two

years

ago.

Investment tax credits for industry.

Other
Bond issue containing funds for Searsport containerport develop

ment .
Trucking deregulation.
Mining policy,

including new tax.

Governor Brennan has asked departments to hold budgets at cur
rent levels.
For that reason, the Bureau of Forestry has made cuts
in the department's fire-fighting program.
In the past when funds
for fire control have been in jeopardy, the state agency has asked
industry's support.
Such requests may come from several agencies
in 1981.

3

The Re-Industrialization

of

America

"The Re-Industrialization of America" was the theme for the
annual workshop of the Government Affairs Committee of the American
Paper Institute November 20-21 at Williamsburg, Va.
Bob Hellendale
joined me at the meeting.
While the thrust of the program was on
steps needed to revitalize American industry,
the topic of the
changes coming in Washington dominated the discussions.
Comments
included:

"The decline of 20 years can be reversed.
That's the good news,"
said Congressman Dave Stockman of Michigan (reportedly a candidate
for a cabinet post).
"We will be factoring cost benefits into
standards—reforming every environmental act to impose tests of basic
science and economics."

"The voters sounded a loud and clear call for something new.
For me, it was a nightmare--for you a dream come true.
With a Repub
lican president, a working majority in the Senate and a conservative
House, you've got no excuses now for failure," said Steve Schloss
berg of the United Auto Workers, adding:
"But if you turn this
country over to the kooks on the right, we will fight!"
"I am not expecting the dramatic change some people are, but
we will see a lot more emphasis on the supply side--less tinkering,
an inclination to leave it to the economic forces," said Glenn
Schleede, a vice president of the American Coal Association, serving
on the Reagan transition team.
He also expects changes in laws
passed without considering the economic and energy ramifications.
"The vote was a message to stop,
take stock and make some
changes," said Jon Margolis of the Chicago Tribune.
"If there is
an effort made to make water dirtier, the air dirtier or gut OSHA,
I predict it will fail.
There is no constituency — at least from
the polls I have read in the last 10 years — calling for dirty water
or air, or for employees getting sick."

Approximately 100 representatives of 44 companies and husbands
and wives attended the session.
John E. Menario of Portland, chair
man of the Save Maine Yankee Committee, was a speaker at a state
government affairs committee meeting the day before the workshop
opened.

Public Relations
Reger Boynton has completed an assignment for the advertising
department, supplying a collection of photographs for a sales promo
tion brochure...A news release was prepared on the filing of an
application for a permit to study a hydropower site...At Pat Welch's
request, I reviewed an article being written by a writer for the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency on the clean up of the Penobscot...
In response to a request from Maryanne Lagasse, I provided the Bangor
Daily News with a progress report on the bark boiler project... I
visited Del Merrill, President of Husson College, to discuss the
college's intentions to seek a Great Northern Nekoosa Foundation
gift.
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Workers' Compensation
The cost of Workers' Compensation has become a topic for every
business discussion in Augusta.
A rate increase of 25 percent has been proposed.
A coalition
of 12 statewide employer associations will challenge the increase.

The issue will be the No.
of Maine in the coming session.

1 priority for Associated Industries

The Maine AFL-CIO is seeking funds for an advertising program
to defend the Maine program, the press quotes President O'Leary as
saying.

Fearful
of a state-created monopoly fund, insurance companies
are considering proposing a blue-ribbon study of a whole new approach
such as that taken by Florida where 800 investigators were hired
by the state to check out every claim.

The Associations
House and Senate chairmen of the legislative committees on Energy
and Natural Resources and Taxation will be guests at a legislative
workshop of the Paper Industry Information Office on December 11
in Augusta... Faced with a loss of members and with expenses increas
ing,
the Maine Forest Products Council's executive committee has
cut back on its lobbying budget.
The council retains Attorney Doug
Smith of Dover-Foxcrof t but this year his fees will total only
$10,000...The Workers'
Compensation, Unemployment Compensation and
Government Affairs Committees of Associated Industries
of Maine
have met to consider proposed legislation.
Win Greaton, Lynwood
Hand and I have attended. .. The paper industry will be the subject
of a December 6 teachers'workshop of the Maine Council on Economic
Education in Orono.
Bob LaBonta of Scott, Paul Firlotte and I will
participate.

Sincerely,

pmc/b

Great Northern

Reports

(The following conversation took place on the
radio program, Great Northern Reports)
This is Paul McCann at Great Northern Paper in
Millinocket with another in a series of reports to the
people of Maine on subjects we feel might be of
interest, presented by the people of Great North
ern Paper.

Recently I talked with Skip House at Great
Northern’s computer graphic system, which will
provide access to complete information about our
forest resources. That’s a great deal of information,
isn’t it?

House: We have a tremendous backlog of data
already. We estimate that it will take somewhere
between ten and fifteen man-years worth of effort
to load this into the computer.

McCann: What about the graphic capabilities of
the computer?
House: We have significant uses for this system in
our woodlands operations because much of the
information that we deal with as far as land man
agers is graphic in nature. It’s mapped data. For
years we’ve been producing maps by hand, with
highly skilled draftsmen, requiring many hours of
work. So these kinds of computer systems have
been developed to allow us to handle those kinds
of data in a much more efficient manner.

McCann: How will all this information be used?
House: Our field foresters will use it in the forma
tion of operating plans — be that of construction of
new logging roads, the placement of harvesting
operations, or the selection of equipment, given
the forest stand that exists at that point in time.

McCann: This system will also be of help in longrange planning.

House: We expect that as a result of having this
information system we’ll be able to exert much
greater and much more precise control over our
forest harvesting operations. Thus, we can do a
better job of managing the land both from the
standpoint of protecting the environment and
ensuring an adequate fiber supply.

This is Paul McCann inviting you to stay tuned to
this station for the next edition of Great Northern
Reports — we also invite your questions and
comments. Just drop us a note at Great Northern,
Box R, Millinocket, Maine, 04462.

(Great Northern Reports is broadcast over
stations WAGM, Presque Isle; WDEA, Ellsworth;
WFST, Caribou; WFAU, Augusta; WGAN-AM and
WGAN-FM, Portland; WHOU, Houlton; WLKN,
Lincoln; WLOB, Portland, WMKR, Millinocket;
and WPOR, Portland. The next program will be
broadcast over those stations December 15.)
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The Legislature
The Legislature, as expected, devoted most of two days to get
ting organized -- opening ceremonies, indoctrination of the new
members, electing leaders and selecting constitutional officers.
A few bills were referred to committee. The 110th Session, first
to commence in December, will resume January 5 for 98 more legis
lative days. Jockeying for committee assignment continued behind
the scenes. Members will formally be told December 17, 18 or 19
of the decision of leadership.

Lynwood Hand, legislative counsel for Great Northern, reports
the most intense jockeying for committee assignments centered on the
Energy and Natural Resources panel. This group considers all legis
lation dealing with environmental, forestry and energy issues. Senator
McBreairty of Aroostook will continue as Senate chairman but industry
lobbyists were concerned when reports circulated that Representative
Kany of Waterville would be House chairman. Representative Blodgett,
the current House chairman, lost in his re-election bid. Now the
State House rumors say Representative Hall of Sangerville, the rank
ing Democrat, may move up. Hall is a critic of the paper industry.
House Speaker Martin, who will make the choice, isn't saying. House
leaders do say they have four candidates for every vacancy on the 13member committee.

Industry also was speculating on which Republican would emerge
with the time-consuming, thankless and politically sensitive chair
manship of the Labor Committee. Senator Sutton, the chairman in the
109th, wants to move on. Speculation this week centered on freshman
Senator Sewall of Newcastle and Senator Perkins of Blue Hill. Both
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The Legislature (continued)

come from districts where organized labor isn't strong. Whoever winds
up with the job must chair a panel which deals with all Workers' Com
pensation and Unemployment Compensation issues. The Democrats on the
committee are usually vigorously pro-labor. That will be true with the
likely new House chairman, Representative Beaulieu of Portland. She's
from Eagle Lake, but now lives on Munjoy Hill.
She used to be a shop
steward of a custodial union representing employees of the Portland
newspapers.

The two days also enabled industry representatives to find that,
as expected, the Tree Growth Tax Law is destined to receive considerable
attention. Governor Brennan's staff has sought the advice of Portland
Attorney Donald Perkins, who represents the Paper Industry Information
Office in drafting amendments. The Maine Municipal Association is
urging action by the Governor.
Environmentalists, who favor the law's
features encouraging preservation of open space, have drafted a position
paper. Senator Teague of Fairfield, chairman of the Taxation Committee,
has asked that several amendments be drafted. Advocates of repealing
the law have told Bob Chaffee of the Maine Forest Products Council they
have abandoned a referendum drive.
Chaffee is monitoring activities of
the Maine Municipal Association. The Maine Audubon Society and Great
Northern next week will co-host a meeting of organizations which favor
retention of the law -- although the feeling is widespread that changes
must be made to eliminate tax shelters for those not involved in com
mercial forestry.

Public Relations
On November 27, 28 and 29, I answered questions from John Keys of
WMKR, Frank Sleeper of the Press Herald, Maryanne Lagasse of the News
and Anne Erickson of the Katahdin Times regarding the hydropower pro
ject. On December 1, Phyllis Austin of the Maine Times had similar
questions (and the story she wrote was unfortunately incorrect in
locating the Big "A" as above "The Arches" site where Great Northern’s
rivals want to study a project)...Mrs. Lagasse of the News wrote an
all-editions story on the bark boiler which was published December 2.
The next day, Don Hansen, editorial director of the Portland papers,
called for information on which to write an editorial. A photograph
of the East Millinocket mill with an explanation of new projects was
released to the local media.
On December 5 Russ Van Arsdale of WABITV (Bangor) asked information on the start-up of the boiler...A committee
to plan a May open house at the East Millinocket mill will meet December
18...I advised representatives of the Katahdin School of Great Northern
Nekoosa Foundation's approval of a $5,000 gift to help finance a new
bus...On December 3 and 4, after talking with Jack Faulkner of the Star
Herald in Presque Isle, I advised Bob Bartlett, Orville Tripp, Dick
Noyes and Pat Welch of a letter sent to the Maine press by a Portage
Lake association charging the Departmnet of Environmental Protection
was ignoring Great Northern pollution of a pond by seepage from bark
piles...Faulkner also asked for industry statements made in the current
round of hearings by the Pesticides Control Board.
I sent him a copy
of Bartlett's pre-filed testimony and suggested to Hank Magnuson that
the material be sent to other newspapers.
Bartlett spoke on behalf of
the entire industry.
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The New Energy Chief
Governor Brennan this week replaced John Joseph with Gordon Weil
as director of the State Office of Energy Resources.
The 43-year-old
Harpswell resident moves into the controversial post from that of
Commissioner of Business Regulation. He's an economist, author, teacher
and at one time was a leader in George McGovern's presidential cam
paign.
Since graduating from Bowdoin, Weil has worked onbehalf of
a Maine public power bill that was defeated in referendum and organized
a group against the so-called bottle bill, which forbids use of nonreturnable containers. Weil's talented wife was a spokesman for the
Save Maine Yankee Committee.

He will take over an office where several key staffers are leaving
along with Joseph, blaming the Governor's staff for a lack of action.
"We had political considerations in the way all the time." Some legis
lators want to do away with the agency.
Weil will be one of the department heads who will be asked to
comment on the company's hydro proposal. Through an aide, he has been
invited to tour the company's power system.

Washington Scene
Congressman Emery's staff is calling people, asking for their
support in a Senate bid. They also say Emery will now accept contri
butions from political action committees... Congresswoman Snowe has
lost her top administrative assistant, Marvin Collins, and hired Greg
Stevens of the staff of Senator Cohen, as his replacement... Senator
Mitchell is asking constituents to vote in a poll on the desirability
of continued airborne spraying to control the spruce budworm.
Mitchell
has been named to the important Senate Finance Committee which deals
with all tax bills...Both Senators Mitchell and Cohen spoke as the
upper house sent the bill financing the Indian land claims to the White
House for the President's signature.
Sincerely,

pmc/b
Enclosure (Radio Spot)
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Trees?

Forty representatives of companies belonging to the Paper Indus
try Information Office met in Augusta on December 11 to consider
issues the industry will face in the session of the Legislature which
resumes in January.
Lobbyists, foresters, specialists who deal with
pollution and energy matters, and public relations people pooled their
thinking on what can be expected -- and what steps the industry needs
to take.
Two panels focused on the subjects of environmental issues
and forest taxation and forestry matters.
Representative Post of
Owls Head, House chairman of the Committee on Taxation, caused the
big stir of the day when she responded to a question on whether she
planned to file again a proposal for a severance tax on wood.
"I am sure the issue will be before us...As I understand it,
there is serious talk in the administration about a severance tax
on wood to find money for highways... I'm not sure where that idea
stands."
Mrs. Post's proposal, which was approved in 1979 by the House
before being killed by the Republican majority in the Senate, called
for a severance tax on wood at the time of harvest of 50 cents per
cord.
The revenue from the tax would have been used to reimburse
cities and towns for revenues lost under the Tree Growth Tax Law.
Paper industry lobbyists with lines of communications to the Brennan
administration say that the idea of a severance tax on wood to pay
for highway construction came from the Department of Transportation
which is having to cut back on maintenance and construction because
of a lack of money.
The department's revenue base is a tax on gasoline.
As the use of gasoline has declined, the department's revenues have
dropped off as costs have been increasing because of inflation.
The
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New Tax on Trees (continued)

severance tax was reportedly justified by proponents because of the
large number of pulp trucks on Maine roads and the "damage the trucks
do" to roads and bridges.
The Brennan administration was told it
could expect "rural Maine to rebel" against the idea.
Whether Trans
portation Commissioner George Campbell will push the concept isn't
known.
Mrs.
Post,
Senate Chairman Teague of Fairfield and Attorney
Donald Perkins, counsel to the industry on forestry matters, parti
cipated in the panel discussion moderated by Scott's Bob LaBonta,
vice chairman of the PIIO forest resources committee.
Teague told
the group he has asked amendments to the Tree Growth Tax Law be
drafted similar to those supported by industry in 1979.
But his pro
posal to prohibit tree growth tax treatment for lands within 250 feet
of the coast ran into opposition from some foresters in the audience.
The second panel was moderated by Stuart Cooper of Boise Cas
cade, chairman of the PIIO environmental affairs committee.
Cooper
kicked off a discussion of issues in the area by calling attention
to the delays facing paper companies seeking environmental permits
to burn coal.
Dan Boxer, a Portland attorney who represents PIIO
on environmental issues, and Senator James McBreairty, Senate chairman
of the Energy and Natural Resources Committee, participated in the
discussion.
McBreairty,
a long-time critic of state
regulatory
agencies, said he believes all rules and regulations should require
legislative approval.
"People say there would be delays but I can't
see that that would do any harm in most cases."
He also was critical
of the way Superior Mining was being treated.
"I don't know if there
is enough ore in the ground to pay for all the company is being made
to do.
Why this week the Land Use Regulation Commission was demanding
that the company put hay on top of several inches of snow to control
erosion."

Boxer reported on both regulatory and legislative matters.
The
group agreed that a high priority should go to an effort under way
to reorganize the Board of Environmental Protection.
Boxer is working
with a coalition.
The BEP has been criticized for lack of members
able to understand technical matters and for denying people the right
to speak on issues.
The group also authorized Boxer to draft a letter
for Hank Magnuson of PIIO to send to Environmental Affairs Commissioner
Warren asking that the paper industry be allowed to participate in
a January 7 workshop for the BEP on the subject of coal.

Issues identified during the sessions included the following:

Environmental
Coal Conversion
BEP Membership
Hazardous Waste Fund
Water Quality Standards
Siting of Hazardous Disposal Areas
Prior Approval of Regulations

Access to BEP
Hazardous Waste Disposal
Solid Waste Disposal Regulations
Environmental Health Unit
Mining Tax
State vs. Federal Standards
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ForestrySeverance Tax

Tree Growth Tax Amendments
Valuations
Reimbursement
Maine Forestry District Tax
Wood Scaling
Logging Roads
Forest Practices

Unorganized Territory Budget
Double Bottoms
Spruce Budworm

It was agreed that the Maine Forest Products Council would re
main the visible leader in the fight to retain the Tree Growth Tax
Law.It was agreed that Associated Industries of Maine would be the
’’lead" organization in advocating an investment tax credit.
Dan Corcoran, Lynwood
Northern at the workshop.

Hand,

Pat

Welch

and

I

represented

Great

Workers' Compensation
As reported in the November 26 newsletter, the insurance industry
is asking approval of an increase averaging 25 percent in Workers'
Compensation rates.
Bob Chaffee of the Maine Forest Products Council
has identified some of the category changes -- cost per $100 of insur
ance, including:
Now
Category
$22.57
Logging (2702)
13.54
Sawmill (2710)
7.54
Pulp Mfg.-Ground (4207)
2.65
Pulp Mfg.-Chem. (4239)
4.66
Paper Mfg. (5403 )
1.57
Foresters (8232)
1.16
Salesmen (8810)

Proposed
$32.28
15.63
7.47
3.18
6.94
1.77
1.16

Change
+ 43.0
+ 15.4
.9
+ 20.0
+48.9
+ 12.7
-0-

Associated Industries of Maine and several other organizations
will oppose the increase when the Superintendent of Insurance schedules
a hearing.

Tree Growth Tax Law
With Bill Ginn of the Maine Audubon Society, I hosted on December
9 a Portland meeting of industry and environmental groups interested
in the future of the Tree Growth Tax Law.
The Natural Resources Coun
cil of Maine, Maine Coast Heritage Trust, Maine Association of Conser
vation Commissions, the Paper Industry Information Office and Maine
Forest Products Council were represented.
There was agreement on
the need to (1) tighten up the eligibility provisions and (2) provide
additional funds to communities who lose revenues as a result of the
law.
The environmental organizations carried the message to the Gover
nor's staff at a meeting on the following day.
As a result, the
Governor will ask that representatives of industry, the environmental
groups and the Maine Municipal Association meet to suggest changes.
Ginn hopes that all might agree on a bill to make changes in adminis
tration of the law.
It's unlikely that agreement can be reached with
MMA on the funding question.
Perkins is drafting amendments on behalf
of industry.
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Public Relations
Bob Hellendale was interviewed for two hours in Millinocket on
December 10 by Phyllis Austin of Maine Times...A new photograph of
the East Millinocket mill was distributed to local newspapers and
used in Millinocket and Lincoln...With help from Orville Tripp, Dale
Phenicie and Tom Glidden, I responded to questions from Mary Warner
of the Bangor Daily News on accusations Great Northern was violating
environmental standards in stockpiling bark at Portage.
A story
appeared in the News on December 11...I answered questions on the
paper industry on December 12 from Jak Dowling, an Augusta newspaper
columnist...A news release was distributed on Dick Noyes' promotion...
On December 5, as trustee of the Economic Education Council of Maine,
I dined with Dr. Paul Silverman, the new president of the University
of Maine at Orono.
The next day, Paul Firlotte, LaBonta and I were
speakers at a teachers workshop sponsored by the Council... Peter
Yacavone's annual letter to employees was sent to the printers...We
provided Cives Construction Company with photographs for a brochure.
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Indian Land Claims

Tim Woodcock, a young Bangor attorney who serves now as minority
counsel to the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs, said he
asked the White House Congressional Liaison Office on December 15
if the Interior Department appropriations bill had been signed.
The
bill included $81 1/2 million to finance settlement of the Indian land
claims in Maine.
"Not yet," said the White House.
Woodcock next
called the Interior Department to ask why the legislation was bogged
down in the White House.
"It was signed Friday," said the Interior
spokesman.
Further investigation confirmed that President Carter
had indeed signed the bill.

So ended a chapter in Maine history.
Attorney Donald Perkins, who has represented Great Northern and
other companies and individuals who own timberlands in the area claimed
by the Indian tribes, said the companies are moving to make available
information required by federal agencies before land will be pur
chased.
The settlement provides
funds to purchase 300,000 acres.
Great Northern, and others, have offered to sell timberlands.
There
have been published reports that the tribes will also buy two sawmills
and hire Dead River to manage the mills and timberlands.

Woodcock says Senator Cohen of Maine has decided to stay on the
Indian Affairs Committee,
rather than look for a more prestigious
position when the Republicans take control.
As ranking Republican,
- Cohen will become chairman.
"That will mean we will be carefully
monitoring the developments in Maine," said Woodcock, expressing the
belief that
"this settlement may be a pattern for other areas."
(Cohen will be one of the youngest
of the Senate chairmen and en
titled to participate in all leadership conferences.)
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Along with the Passamaquoddys and Penobscots, the $81 1/2 million
includes funds for the Malicite tribe of Aroostook County, head
quartered in Houlton to buy 5,000 acres.
In the past, they've eyed
Great Northern timberlands in the "B" Lake area as the site for a
summer camp for Indian children and as an "ancestral home" for tribal
gatherings.

President's Letter
Copies of Peter Yacavone's letter to employees were mailed to
4,531 employees, 795 retired employees, and 487 state, federal and
local officials, members of Congress, legislators, the news media,
community leaders and businessmen.

"Cut

and

Run"

"Cut and Run" is a new movie made by Solon photographer Dick
Searles with a $35,000 grant from the Maine Council for Humanities
and Public Policy and additional funds from the Haymarket Foundation
(which has on other occasions supported such efforts).
Since Bureau
of Public Lands Director Lloyd Irland hosted an October 16 premiere
at the State House, the movie has been shown in Waterville, Orono
and at Forest Forums in Bangor and Presque Isle.
Bob Chaffee of the
Maine Forest Products Council says that the film must be shown in
at least 20 locations under the terms of the grant with a "humanist"
present.
The film will be shown January 9 at the University of Maine
in Augusta.
In Waterville, pulpwood dealer Earle Bessey said a Colby
faculty member presiding at the meeting said that the state should
take back land owned by paper companies.
"The film conveys the impres
sion woods work is hard, dangerous and there is no security," says
Chaffee
and blatantly supports the Maine Woodsmen's Association.
So far, except for stories in the Bangor Daily News, the film hasn't
stirred up much public interest.
Where showings are held in Northern
Maine, we plan to send representatives to balance the facts.

Coal Workshops
Hank Magnuson of the Paper Industry Information Office has written
Environmental Protection Commissioner Warren asking that the industry
have a chance to tell its side of the story at a January 7 workshop
for board members on the subject of burning coal.
Several companies,
including Great Northern, have applications before the board which
could save 2,000,000 barrels of oil per year.
Industry representatives
fear that staff is trying to create the image of a financial bonanza
to justify tougher controls.

Open House
Art Dentremont, Paul DeMarrais, Jim Barnett, Paul Firlotte, Phil
Paul, Rollie Russell and I met on December 18 to start planning for
an Open House to mark the start up of the East Millinocket boiler
in which bark will be the fuel.
Tentative dates for the Open House
are May 13, 14 and 15.
Separate programs will be proposed for two,
or three days with customers, public officials, suppliers, employees
and residents of the area invited to the functions and to tour the
facility.
The program would be incorporated into our 1981 public
relations program aimed at promoting public acceptance of alternate
power sources such as hydro.

Coalitions —-"In" Thing
City and town officials in the Portland area, environmentalists
and people representing the paper industry are working on a proposal
to reorganize the Board of Environmental Protection.
Truckers and farmers are seeking industry support for legalizing
"double bottoms" on Maine roads.

paper
Law.

Environmentalists and representatives of tree farmers and
industry are mapping a joint defense of the Tree Growth

Farmers and foresters have organized a
necessity for chemicals in land management.

coalition

to

defend

the
Tax

the

-The political clout of informal alliances can be substantial.
The Brennan administration is proposing a "Blue Ribbon" study as an
alternative to the proposal for reorganization of the Board of Environ
mental Protection.
Environmentalists sense "their" board and the
department faces changes in policy, and they want to have a hand in
what evolves.

The complaints include:

The BEP is overworked and gets involved in too much detail;

The BEP lacks people with needed technical background;
The BEP is denying
a chance to be heard;

access

to

people

involved

--

denying

them

The staff of the DEP is running things.
The complaints have been building up for months.
A team of paper
industry specialists complained to the Governor's office a few months
ago that board members lacked knowledge and were being manipulated
by the staff.
Dan Boxer, the Portland attorney who serves as environ
mental counsel to the Paper Industry Information Office, drafted legis
lation to make the BEP more accessible to individuals and companies.
Dick Anderson, a former BEP member now in the recycling business,
was "put through the wringer" by the DEP staff while his company was
seeking a permit for an ash disposal area.
Finally the Council of
Government for Greater Portland took up the battle.
The regional
planning group suggested the BEP was bogged down in detail and the
solution was to break the board up, creating regional boards to serve
each section of the state.
COG's concern stemmed from rejection of
a plan for an industrial park in Scarborough and the board's refusal
to allow town officials to speak on the issue.
The BEP has taken
the position that the time for the public to be heard is when rejected
applications are reconsidered.

Representatives of the Natural Resources Council, Audubon Society,
Maine Municipal Association,
the Maine Association of Conservation
Commissioners and Boxer met on November 21.
The group endorsed a
draft of the legislation which would allow an applicant to speak to
the board and present a summary of his position, and also opted to
include a provision which would break the BEP into sub-boards to deal
with air, water, land and hazardous waste matters.
But at another
meeting, they backed off on the idea of sub-boards.
It seems that
the coalition will agree, however, to support major changes in how
environmental permits are processed.
The deadline for filing legis
lation is January 16.
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Public Relations
Steve Muskie, a free-lance photographer, was in Millinocket and
East Millinocket on December 18 to take photographs for a Yankee maga
zine article being written by Willis Johnson on the two towns...Paul
Firlotte and I discussed the bark boiler with Gordon Manuel of WABITv, asking they put off doing a film report until the start up operations
are
ironed out...A Christmas advertisement was prepared by Roger
Boynton and placed in the Katahdin Times...We obtained a copy of the
state energy plan and a cogeneration proposal for Paul Firlotte. . .
I visited Patten with Mike Robinson of Sherman Lumber Company to dis
cuss a request for a financial grant for the regional medical center...
The Maine Sunday Telegram deleted "East" from a caption and located
a photograph of the bark boiler in Millinocket instead of East Milli
nocket...The December Great Northern radio program is devoted to the
subject of coal with Maurice McLean as a guest... Helen Warner of the
Houlton Regional Hospital visited Millinocket to solicit funds for
that hospital... In Lincoln they are still apprehensive over having
Indians as neighbors.
The latest rumor is that the Indians will sell
the land for use as a nuclear waste disposal.
These and other sub
jects came up as I spoke to the December 18 meeting of the Lincoln
Rotary Club.

Happy Holidays!
Happy Holidays from all of us involved in public affairs.

Roger Boynton

Mary Bailey

Rhonda Reed

Nancy Streams
Paul McCann
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